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all
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Theatre.

Portland

New

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
HIIAVAIKEK. AVIS.

Frank Curtis.Proprietor and Manager.
TWO NIGHTS ONLY.

Twenty-Ttiird Annual Statement, January
1st, 1882,
Total.
DISBURSEMENTS).

■ *■

■

Death Losses.$816,435.50
Matured
Endowments
675,060.41
and
Surrendered

And

Special Engagement of the Eminent Irish Comedian
and Vocalist,

Joseph Murphy,

JULIA STKWABT, and
carefully selected dramatic company, in Fred
Irish comedy-dramas.
renowned
Marsden’b

Supported by

MI**

Monday Evening, the beet of all plays,

and all
other expenses....

as

played by

him

over

620,270.88
Total..2.891,289.99

theatres.
Tuesday, the great companion piece to “Kerry

Cash on hand and
in bank_
Accrued interest

the wonderful successful
II AN DH L OF EARTH.

Introducing

Usual Prices. Sale
March 17th.

A

of seats commences FRIDAY

marlGdlw

MUSICAL
SUPPER,
and Literary Entertainment,

OYSTER

vestry of the
CHESTNUT ST. M. E CHURCH,
In the

Momlny Evening, Mirth 20th.
READINGS by Mis. Minnie Gordon Gould.
Admission 10 cts. Refreshments at moderate pricee.
marl8
d2t_
_•»

Total.. 19,836,847.39
fturplu* Over 4 per cent.

January 1st,

losses.$9,628,649.65
3,318,816,64

Grand Drill and Ball at

Add pres, assets. .18,859,458.96

City Hall, Thursday Evening, March 23d, compli-

$46,138,353.20

Tillson
the
mentary
Rockof
Light Infantry
Me.
Tickets, Single
land,
Admission 50 cents; Reserved Seats 25 cents extra.
to

Tickets to ho had of the members and at L. J.
Perkins. W. S. Banks, Farrington Bros., Dresser,
McLellan & Co. and at H. P. S. Gould’s.
The sale of Reserved Seats commences Thursday
morning, at 9 o’clock, at H. P. S. Gould’s Drug
mhl4dtd

Sew

THEATRE.

PORTLAND

.Proprietor

Curtis

Frank

Manager.

and One Matinee,

Nights

Two

&

Friday and Saturday, March 24 aud 25,

Buffalo Bill
AND

..

INTEREST RECEIPTS SINCE 1873 HAVE
DEATH LOSSES AND EXPENSES.

Premium receipts in 1881 were 300.0CO more
than for 1880.
There was an increase of over $500,000 of assets
—3,319 policies and $9,536,657 insurance. The
new insurance amounted to $15,038,242.
Since 1876 the payments of the company to policy holders have been $2,901,348 in excess of premiums.
In 1878 payments were $1,104,215 more than
premiums received—yet the assets and surplus, one
year excepted, have steadily increased.
ENDOWMENT INVESTMENTS.
The $3,318,815 nurtured endowments
members have given insurance and paid
of 41/2 per cent, compound interest on
invested. For insurance apply to

ex-

of the For West.

Pf\a.cy Rifle Shooting by Buffalo Bill,
who is acknow lodged pre-eminent anil alone
„ Grand Street Parade, Buffalo Bill’s Silver Cornet Band and Orchestra.
Usual Flices.
Sale of seats commences Wedntsday, March 22u.

tth20___dlg
CITY HALL,
Taesday Evening, March 28ih,
THE-

BOSTON imisOPEiti CO.
of Gilbert & Sullivan’s
satirical opera

performance

H. M. S. Pinafore,

with the following celebrated artists in the cast:
Admiral.H. f. Bnrnobee
pBst.

Liziie Burton
Little Buttercnp.
Musical Director.8. L. Stndley
Ideal
Special Scenery.
30 People.
Chorna. Ideal Orchestra of 14 Boat'll

Instrumentalists.

Tickets 50, 75 and SI, according to location.
Half fate on M. C. It. R.. P. & R- R. and G. T. R.
mhlodtd
U#

Gilbert’s Programme.
Thursday Evening.
Waltz.

1

6.waltz

..Galop. 7..Polka

2*7*,'

-»*.

Newport.

.7.7.7..Waltz.

6.7.77.7.

The “German.”
admitting
Ticket*
I.adifu, 80 cht.

8 .Galop
9 .Waltz
10 .The “German/
nrautnB.

i81131 dtf

EDUCATIO N AI

Westbrook Serninarpmd Female College.
Instruction:—Common English, Higher
English, College Preparatory, Ladies’ Collegato,
and Scientific. Best facilities for Music, Paiutii g,
and Drawing.
Experienced teachers, good accomTerm begins Monday,
modations, low prices.
ends
March 27th,
Friday, June 30th. For Circulars. containing further information, address
J. P. WESTON, President.
inch 14 d&w 2w
Stevens Plains, Peering, .* aine.
Courses of

Family

Eaton

School,

NOBBIDCEWOCK,
(Established 1850.)

Spring

32

E.

'i'erin will commence Marcli 27th.

E' EATON’
Address,
marlS ___.

Prindp8,.,w

---

Instruction in English and Class
icai Studies.
Given to orivatc

pupil? by the subscribe!

143 Pearl Street.
lan24_

DIRECTOR?".

LOCAI;

OFFICE:
febl7

The books of the

PORTLAND MUTUAL

Fishing Insurance Company
open for business. We insure ull vessels owned in the Stale of Maine and engaged in the Cod and Mackerel Kisheries.
are

now

flgp*Send for blank applications
tion.

or

other informa-

GEO. W. RICH, Secretary.

mar2 dim

ADVERTISEMENTS

CITY

STATE OF MAINE.
to

VI. of Town.— ..8715,625.00

O

Selectmen
of

)J Windham.
FREDS.HAWKES, Treasurer
mar0d2w
P.

CHAFFIN.

Windham, March 8th, 1882.

Warrants from the

Mayor

H. I. ROBINSON,

City

Clerk.

marOdtd

of Portland.

City

occupants of Buildings and
Jot-, on Burnham, Grant, Mcllen, Sherman, Sheridan, (the latter including old
Poplar street,) Aisenal, Beach, Central
Chadwick, Cherry, Commercial, Fletcher,
Emery, Fore, Frederick, Gilman,Gould,

To

Taylor, West Commercial and Wilson
streets.

City Clerk’s Office, \
February 9, 1882. )
is

that

the

above

the City Civil Engineer's Office, ana all parties interested are hereby notified that the numbers
sode ignated must be affixed to the buildings on
said streets on or before the first day of April, A. D.
1882.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk,
Per order,

plans iu

febldtd

TABLELAHPS
With

Beaotful Pottery
ttantren.

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarregueniines
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.
Fitted
s

B

English

complete with the

Duplex, Oxford

and Harvard Burners.

For Sale Wholesale and Retail.

C. E. J&SE &

I.aM

1000 Bush. Received
For
Hose.

seed.

To-Day.

“Early
Superior
Highly recommended for
Call for “Champions.”

table,

to

JfODODON BROS.atf

M

Hall, Mar

Square, Portland*
a

E
>i

JONES
ffu

A

CO.,

o

cleanses
the nasal passages of
Catarrhal virus, causing healthy secretions,

inflammation,

protects the membrane
additional colds,

from

Equity-

completely

to an order issued by Hon. Joseph
W. Symonds, one of the Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine, the undersigned
will receive tenders for a lease until January 1st,
1883, of a portion or the whole of the real estate,
leases, buildings, fixtures, machinery, tools, furniture, trade marks, labels, and good will, and also
the contract with J. Winslow Jones, dated January
5, A. D. 1880, meaning the same contract described
in the alleged Deed of Trust to Walter Rathbone
Bacon and al„ dated March 9,1880, (which contract forbids said Jones from operating within certain limits) connected with the several corn packing
factories heretofore operated by J. Winslow Jones
& Co., Limited, viz: At Riverton (Deering), Yarmouth, Bridgton, Mechanic Falls, Wilton, Farmington and Fairfield in this State; and also with the
several lobster packing factories heretofore carried
on by said J. Winslow Jones & Co., Limited, at
Boothbay, Camden, Yinal Haven, Brooklyn and
Millbridge, in this State.
Tenders for leasing will be received until March
25, A. D. 1882.
Full particulars and information desired will be
given upon application to the undersigned, to whom
all tenders must he addressed.
CHARLES B. MERRILL, Receiver.

heals the
sores and restores the
sense
of taste and

PURSUANT

mch!5

8mell;beneficial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will

Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Unequaled fo
the head.
colds in
Agreeable to use. Apcure

m

C

a

■

ply by the little finger
into the nostrils. On
package. For sale in Port

fs

HAY FEVER,

receipt of 60c will mail a
by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.

land

d&wly48

nov24

GOLD MEDAL, PAEI8, 1878.

BAKER’S

,Mnt Cocoa.

■Warranted absolutely pure
from which the excess of
■Oil has been removed. It has three
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
anil id there fur h r more economical. It i delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and

Cocoa,

d7t

CALL and SEE

admirably adapted

for invalids

CO., Dorchester, Mass.
DEBILITY.

NERVOUS

A

Guaranteed.

Cure

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve

and

Brain

Treat-

specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory. Spermatorrhoea, Impotency, Involuntar
ment: a

PIANOS AND 0MANS'

SAMEL THURSTOA,
3 Free Street Block, PORTLAND.
dtf

sep29

INTERESTING
to those in wont of

In order to reduce our Stock to make
room for Goods of our own manufacture.
We offer at COST for the NEXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots aud Shoes. This is a rare opportunity as our Stock is large, and consists
of goods from fine hand sewed to common medium grades. Do not fail to call
and examine onr goods before buying
elsewhere.

WHITNEY

GAITER

SHOE C0„

Cor, Union St., Under Falmouth Hotel

dtf

tanl

Portland

Directory,

1882.
the

»ry,
marl6

Publishers,

EXCHANGE STREET.

__dlw

60 Bbis. New Orleans Molasses, also

fuegos

COLBY UNIVERSITY.
27th,

SPECIAL MEETING of the Trustees of Colby
University will be held on Monday, March
at

and Porto

Rico, for

sale

New Cien-

99 COMMERCIAL. STREET.

mar4___

<18 w

ROBERT DALIS ban opened a
private detective agency at 180 Middle St.
for
the transaction of all legitimate detec1.
Room
tive business in Maine or Mass. All business strictmarlBdlw*
ly private.

total construction
miles

It will at all times and under all circumstances act in

LYDIA E. PINKBAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price fl. Six bottles for $5. Sent by mail
In the form of pills, also In the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkh&m
freely answers all letters of Inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper.

N. H. DOWNS’
Vegetable Balsamic

o’clock P.

Secretary, Court House,

M.,

at the office of the
Portland Maine, for the

purposes:
1—To receive and act on the report of the committee
appointed to select and nominate a candidate for
president of the t niversity.
2—To elect a president should such action be deemed

advisable.
3—Should a president be elected, to make such arrangements for his induction into office as may be

found necessary.
4—To adopt any other measures that may be necessary to secure a president for the University.

By order of the Chairman of the Board of Trustees.
PERCIVAL BONNEY, Secretary.
dlaw2wM

rachlS

J|
1|

purely vegetable: jg&

11

.aess,||j
if

Croup, Asthma, Pleurisy, Hoai
Influenza, Spitting Blood, Brcm litis,
■land every species of oppressic \ oft'r- t'hestgggj
gJSaud Lungs. In all cases where this Elixir has (n
5 been duly administered its efdcacy has been
manifested, convincing the most in*
credulous that

^ invariably
—■

gg

CONSUMPTION

W

Is not incurable, if proporly attended to.—*®!
CO Consumption, at its commencement, is but a
■>

SB slight irritation of tho membrane which covers
then an inflanmtion, when the El
Jgthe Lungs;
gj* cough is more observable, but rather dvy;then *M|
O becomes local fever and the pulse more fre-j™
the cheeks flushed and
3®
d quent,
chilismorecom*
■mon, This Elixir in curing the above com-fla
■gjphtinta, operates so as to remove all morbid |B
and
^Irritations
to the

lnflamatton Iron

Sf

It heals the ulcerated surfaces
the cough and makes tho
q2jar.d relieves
breath-^B
It
the
and at

Bing easy. supports atreugth
the^B
OH same time reduces tlie fever.
It is free from
opiate and astringent articles, which are^B
gpUt rungdrying
a nature as to bo in great danger of
Byofso
^B
Bdestroying tho patient; whereas this medicine^B
Bl,ever dries cr stops the cough, but, by remov-^B
tho
tho
!wing
c.\U8K, generally destroys
hectical
Ml before the cough is entirely gone. Conse-^B
when the cough is cured the
Hgjquently,
patient|H
raw is well. Send address for pamphlet givingB:
directions for cure of pulmonary diseases. Bi
y§!j fullPrice
36 cts., 60 cts., and $1.00 per bottle.
Lv
bH
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
£gj
m HENRY JOHNSON & LORD, Props., Burliugtou, Yt. B
dm.w4f&wlj46

Two Car Loads Extra Fine
Twenty of them are first class heavy Norman
from 1350 to 1500 pounds.
1 have aleo 45 HORNES, weighing from 1000
to 1200 pounds, qheyaie all young, Eound and
kind, and adapted to general business.
These horses are well bought, and I think I can
sell them lower than the general market, as prices
have so much advanced this spring.

RIJFUS RAND.
5_

w.*

dlw

IryTemloI roamT
B. C. JORDAN, Alfred, Maine.
feb25

dtf

CHEESE.

Choice Vermont Sago-150 Choice New York

by

SMITH, GAGE

&

CO.,

92 COMMERCIAL STREET.
mar 4

d3w

f

“Maclean laughed several times at the
testimouy given by the Eton students’’ on
his examination before the magistrate, and
it seems not improbable from his general behavior that he is “inspired” to become an

FOR SALE.
300,000 ft. dry Hemlock Boards, Beady
for immediate delivery.
ADDRESS,

Plain—for sale

American authors need the protecof a copyright treaty scarcely less
tion
than those of Great Britain, for it is obvious
that American publishers have little inducement to pay a liberal price for American
MSS. when they can use the writings of
foreign authors without money and without
price. It cannot be denied that this circumstance is a great obstacle to the development of a '"vnational literature.
ment.

chunks, we'ghing

CHEESE.

of

ried on with considerable success, and at
one time the outlook was full of encourage-

Horses.

100

middle

It is stated upon good authority that the
negotiations for the arrangement of a copyright treaty between this country and Great
Britain have fallen through, and that there
is no immediate prospect of their renewal.
The disappointment which this intelligence
must occasion will be greater because up to
a certain point the proceedings had been car-

RECEIVED TO-DAY

mill

7,174* miles, 575

The lines of battle are formed. The forces
will engage to-day. We hope no Republican
will drop out of line on plea of illness.

IlMI DOWNS’ ELIXIR.MBI
norl7

was

before the

bined forces of the radicals and conservatives. The great European holders of colonies are becoming aware that the only way
to maintain even the nominal adhesion of
these possessions is to grant them the greatest latitude of self-government.

the|B

surface, and finally expel them^B
from the system. It facilitates expectoration. K

lungs

made

Cuban agitation has again taken on the
form of a movement for the autonomy of the
island, and to meet the attempts of the secessionists, Spain has conferred upon General Prendergast in command dictatorial
powers and the right to suspend all consti
tutional guarantees and statutes. The condition of Cuba thus depends on the disposition of one man, and the slightest indiscretion will bring on very formidable complications. The Cubans have a small but influential party in the Spanish Cortes that sympathises with them, and self-government in
Cuba, similar to England’s government of
Canada, is at least a possibility. Sagasta
and the present Spanish cabinet is opposed
to this movement, but his majority is not so
arge in the present Cortes that it cannot be
dissipated by the adroit tactics of the com-

the discovery of which was the result offpfl
^3 nmny
years’ close study, in order to discover Ha
gig tho cause,
tho
and tho cure—vizjBH

■

were

to $90 per ton. Fifty years building has
added to the ninety-five miles in operation
in 1831, 93,580 miles in this country, out of
Ths
a total for the world of 226,442 miles.
magnitude of the operation of these roade
may be partially conceived from the statisThe
tics of capital and earnings in 1880.
capital and funded debt at that time was
$4,897,401,997, or more than double tbe National
debt, while the year's earnings
amounted to $615,400,000.

gam DOWNS’ ELIXIR

fcjSl
symptoms,
m Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Catarrh,

infrequently

$70

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
LCTR PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness,
and torpidity of Jthe liver. 25 cents per box.
49- Sold by all Druggist*.
M W&Fly
octl.7

This valuable medicine is

not

March. The activity this year is not so
much due to the comparatively low price of
steel and iron rails, from $58 to $48 per tom
as to the demands of trade and commerce
for outlets. Indeed the largest amount of
railroad yet built was constructed in 1871,
7,379 miles, when bar iron was selling from

harmony with the laws that govern tho female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.

gj

are

last year for the cerresponding period the
amount was 254 miles, and in 1880 when the

gostion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use.

by

SMITH, GAGE & CO,
MR.

seven

following

canvass

publishers immediately,
B. THURSTON & CO.,

It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus In
early stage of development. The tendency to cancerous humors there la checked very speedily by its use.
It removes faintness, flatuloncy, destroys all craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indian

M

sheriffs

Railroad building has taken a start that
if continued, will make this year’s construction the largest the United States has ever
created. Up to last week the number of
miles of track laid since January was 604;

Change of Life.

Respectfully,

for the Portland Directory being flu
ished, persons who have made recent chahges
in their business, business location, residence, or
Street number, are requested to report the same to

THE

Old Age, caused by overry
ertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which leads
One box will cure
and
death.
to misery, decay
recent cases Each box contains one month’s treatfor five dolor
six
boxes
a
ment. One dollar
box,
lars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
&
proprietors, John C. West Co., guarantee six boxes
to cure any case. With each order received for
six boxes, accomi anied with five dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guar
antee to return the money if the treatment does not
Guarantees issued through H. H.
effect a cure.
HAY & CO., Druggists, only agents n Portland,
Me., at Junction Middle and Free Sts.
uovl5
d&wly40
Emissions. Premature

A

HOOTS and SHOES.

IsftPositiv^nre
for all those Painful Complaints and Weaknesses
•o common to our boot female population.
It will euro entirely the worst form of Female Complaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
tlon, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
Spinal Weakness, and Is particularly adapted to the

as

fdb24__dF,M&WMv>v
Also A oboloa stock ef first—last

VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

I

and

found who do not believe in the death penalty. But they are faithful in the execution
of the laws. Republicans will do well to attend to these considerations to-day.

well ns for persons In health.
Sold by Urocers everywhere*

W. BAKER &
Indorsed bjf ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

ernors

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
.

dtf

allays

the wisdom of our divorce
That does not prevent them from respecting these laws in their decisions. In
States where capital punishment exists gov-

laws.

r

Effectually

Limited

have doubts of

E

CATARRH. Elys’Cream Balm
ve».

of that? As long as they are loyal to
organization,support its candidates, carry out its declared policy when called upon
to execute it, all reasonable demands are
certainly satisfied. Some of our judges may

c
a
o
c
a

Me.

#

the

the

co

Orchard

n

and a

cause

a
a

4»ra«s,
Gra»H,
Garden, Flower, BirdSeeds, Ac,

C0.„ NEW ORLEANS MOLASSES.

SCOTCH POTATOES.

o

£

in Timothy, Clover. Flax, Hub*
gariau, itlillet, Red Top, Blue Gram,

named

hereby given,
roets have by order of the Board of Mayor
NOTICE
and Aldermen been renumbered according to the

1

Dealer*

owners or

Hemlock, Henry, Kennebec, Lanrel,
Lowell, Maple, Milk, Moody, Moulton,
Noy*s, Orchard, Promenades Eastern
and Western, School, Sherbrook, Silver,

■M

M,W&Flm

Mayor.

March 8th, 1882.

S

FIXTITREiS,
Portland, Maine

and

at J 0 o’clock in the forenoon, then and there to give
in their votes for
The polls on such day of election to remain open
until four o’clock in the afternoon, when they shall
be closed.
You are also required to give notice to said inhabitants. that the Aldermen of said city will be in
open session at the Aldermen’s Room, in City Building from nine to twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and
from two to five o’clock in the afternoon on each
of the four secular days next preceding such day of
election, for the purpose of receiving evidence of
the qualification of voters whose names have not
been entered on the lists of qualified voters, in and
for the several Ward?, and for correcting said lists.
Per order.

Ejhed

Debt.gMSSf!

X
0

Market

the Third Monday of March instant, being the Twentieth day of said month,

ft*

Town.^bIooIaI
..[_

U B
^
JLdi JLb «Ad^

feb25

Aldermen of the City of Portland, the duly
qualified Electors of said city are hereby notified to
meet in their respective Ward Rooms, on

will be received by the undersigned,
at Windham Centre,
at the
for a loan of Ten
22ud
March
OB or before
not leB6 than
Thousand Dollars, (or any part thereof
a vote of the town at
authorized
by
Five Hundred),
hear sami-aulas- annual meeting, said loan to
of Four per cent, per anoo»l interest at the rate
of ivc
num
The bonds are to be issued in amounts I atthereof (coupons
Hundred Dollars, or multiples
In one year
1 Two Thousand Dollars payable
the same amount each
from April Ut, 1882, and

jee?any

A
w

IK

a

To the Electors of the City of Portland;

PURSUANT

■

WALTER BATHBWNfi BACON <fc AL.

Insurance

Fishing

Treasurer’s office,
PROPOSALS
lost.,

Selectmen’s Office, at
od Wednesday the
the Town House, in WiDdbam,
the
for
purpose of deciding
inst.
22nd dav of March
rz oil nrrmogals received; reserving the right to refor the Interest
considered
not
or all offers
of the Town.

«

^Tl jTl

A. WINSLOW

Refunding War Loan.

at the

-

faithful stew-

Freedom of Opinion.

£

AGENTS,

a

Iu discussing the cardinal principles of
the Republican party it should be borne in
mind that free speech is one of them. We
cannot believe that many Republicans will
ignore that principle and proscribe a man
for opinion’s sake. The Republican party
has probably never framed a platform upon
every plaDk of which all its members could
stand. How many Republicans disbelieve
Are Senin the Chinese resolution of 1880!
ator Hoar and others to be cast out of membership on that account? How many disbelieve in the civil service resolution of 1§76!
Are they to be ostracised for that? How many
disbelieve in a high protective tariff! Are
you going to run them out of the party be-

0

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

eodtf

WINDHAM.

•JOSEPH W. READ,
ELBBIDQE LORD,

Street,

Exchange
marS

128

PRATT,

ELEGANT

1

IjESRS IN GAS

49 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.

33 I‘ram. 31., I'ortlaud
A. I. BIBilt'B,
31 e.________

Liabiliti s of
Resources

T>Tn

a

MARSTON,

&

CLEVELAND

ability,

tion that put him in nomination.

E

ouu

officer of marked admininis-

magistrate without reproach. We
Republicans will turn out in
strength and give him the support that is
due to his merits and to the party organizaard,

e
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the candi-

Libby’s eminent qualifications for
Mayor
necessity for again speaking at length. They have been fully and repeatedly set forth in these columns. We
can only repeat, what we have said so many
times before, that in selecting him the city

ST.
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Amount paid policy holders and
invested for them
46,138,353,30
Received for premiums. 39,631,785.47
Total premiums received deducted
from total payments to policy
holders and invested assets,give
interest gain over all expenses
of.
6,506,567.73
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Mr.

trust

This is not trash, but first class goods. We have made prices which cannot fail to interest all purchasThe entire lot must be closed out before March 1st, as we need the room for New Spring Goods, and
and examine
have put prices upon it very greatly under value. The Pub'ic are cordially invited to call
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producing Buffalo Pill’s New Drama, written
presely for him by John A. Stevens, author
of “Unknown,” entitled

Story
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Brown’s Iron Bitters effectual-

Symptom* are moisture, stinging, itching, woree at
night; seems as if pin-worms wore crawling about
the rectum; the private parts arc often affected. As a
Swathe's
pleasant, economical and poaitivo cure,
Ointment is superior to any Article in the market.
Sold by druggists, or ** nd 60 ets. in 3-ct. Stamps. 3
Bose*,81.26. Address, P 4. Swathe A Son, Phi la., Pa,

First, the

railroad property which is actively quoted.
In Texas, for instance, about $50,000 per
mile is put on railroads which could have
been built for $20,000 a mile, and, of course,
interest will have to be forthcoming on the
The third
excess or the prices will drop.

point is over-building—particularly the running of parallel railroads to divide a reasonable business, and the building of experimental lines for the purpose of selling the
construction stock and working oil the
bonds. The railroad bonds are at present
more than sver before taken by wealthy men
and private bankers, who can stand the loss
if depreciation continues better than the
classes who formerly invested.

starving

Of

ly cures Dyspepsia, Indigestion and
Weakness, and renders the greatest
relief and benefit to persons suffering
from such wasting diseases as Consumption, Kidney Complaints, etc.

points.
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price, $28.00.
CLOAKS, $5.00,
FRENCH and ENGLISH CRETONNES, .25c former
prices, .50, .62 and .75.
DRESS GOODS, 12-12 to 1.25, formerprices 25 to 3.25.
PIANO COVERS, $3,25, formerprice, $6.00.

on

short crops of last year—an argument which
has very nearly reached its end. Second,
the excessive bonding of much of the new

The New Orleans Times-Democrat draws
lesson from the floods, even before they
have begun to subside.
Speaking for the
farmers it says: “We find ourselves here
at the very threshold of the year, without a
week’s supply of bread or meat—literally
paupers; in danger, nay, in certainty, of

be best

physicians,

former

Organi-

Received for premiums.$39,611,785.47
Paid for death

policies.

injurious.

thoroughly

1882.

Financial Record from
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Paid for surrendered and lapsed

posi-

Upon

PLAIN SILKS, .70 worth 1.00.
LOT DRESS GOODS, .121-2 worth .25
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3,922.611.61

Reserve.

PtTLAl CABER

Stole.

18,899,498.96

283,779.35

zation to

not

and is

elec-

can secure

regularly nomicandidate, as we believe it the duty of
all good citizens who wish a strong, energetic
and wisely administered City Government
to cast their ballots for Mr. Libby. In this
instance, as so often before, the interests of
the Republican party and of the community

N. Eutaw St, Baltimore, Md.
Feb. xa, 1880.
Gents
the recommendation of a friend I tried Brown's
Ikon Bitters as a tonic and restorative for my daughter, whom
I was
convinced was
wasting away with Consumption.
lost
three
Having
daughters by the
terrible disease, under the care of
eminent
I was loth to
believe that anything could arrest
the progress of the disease, but, to
my great surprise, before my daughter had taken one bottle of Br<Jwn's
Iron Bitters, she began to mend
and now is quite restored to former
health. A fifth daughter began to
show signs of Consumption, and
when the physician was consulted
he quickly said
Tonics were reand when informed that
le elder sister was taking Brown's
Iron Bitters, responded “that is
a good tonic, take it."
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constipation,
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ty organization and to promote its efficiency

Saved his Child.
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or

importance of to-day’s

that result by going to the polls and voting.
We believe it to be the duty of all Republicans who are anxious to strengthen the par-

any part of the system, and it will
not blacken the teeth, cause headache

Balloting To-Day.

tion by the people.

Brown’s Iron Bitters will thor-

CO.,

not used.

way desirable that there should be an

oughly and quickly assimilate with
the blood, purifying and strengthening it, and thus drive disease from

&

are

should not be under-estimated. It is in every
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and rent.
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Loans on bonds
& morlgages. .$11,043,228.04
Premium notes..
1,620,674.45
Real estate. 1,720,219.30
other
and
S.
U,

value). 2,486,491.66

1000 limes in the principal

munications that

preparations hitherto
made blacken the teeth, cause headache, and are otherwise injurious.

before the

once

We do not read anonymous letters and commuiThe name and address of the writ are In
all oases indispensable, not necessarily for nlocation but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or prefcrro comcations.

all the iron
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customers to call at
stock becomes broken.
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DRESSER, McLELLAN

Taxes, salaries, commissions to agents,
medical fees, advertising, postage,
ex press age

It.
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Lap*ed Policies... 110,908.25
Dividends to Policy
Holders. 768,610.86
Total.$2,271,015.02

Monday and Tuesday, March 20 & 21,

we

CHARLES F. LIBBY

The blood is the foundation of
life, it circulates through every part
of the body, and unless it is pore
and rich, good health is impossible.
If disease has entered the system
the only sure and quick way to drive
it out is to purify and enrich the
bbod.
These simple facts are well
known, and the highest medical
authorities agree that nothing but
iron will restore the blood to its
natural condition; and also that
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imitator of Guiteau and that he will on his
trial attempt similar antics to those of his
great American prototype. If he does, it is
likely that the English court will preserve
order among the spectators, as Judge Cox
did not, but we shall be curious to see li<yy
any tribunal under the common law of England can suppress a criminal of the Guiteau
stamp and make him behave himself while
the trial is going on.

a

Had
if we be not fed by charity.
the flood not come, we should hav« gone on
In the old, old way borrowing money upon
unmade crop, mortgaging the labor of a
have
year for mere food! The factors would
come forward as usual, and the weary disan

heartening routine would have

been

perpet-

uated.” The moral of the situation it finds
to be that real prosperity depends upon diversified crops, “and if the great overflow of
1882 teaches us this much wisdom, we shail
live to bless as a benefaction, what we now
bewail

as a

calamity!”

of Mr. Libby to-day will be
Republican victory anil a great aid to the
ticket next Fall. Is it not worth working
The election

a

for?
__

Texas almost doubles her congressional

delegation under the new apportionment—
the number being increased from G to 11
and in the present booming condition of
affairs in that state, with a new capitol un
der contract, an immense stream

of immi-

gration and the wealth of flocks, herds and
agricultural products increasing with a rapidity unprecedented, a special session of the
legislature to redistrict the state was inevitable. Gov. Roberts, however, in his call
has laid out work enough to last the legislature all summer, for besides congressional
and legislative redistricting, the call mentions the reduction of taxation, changes in
the penitentiary system, the disposition of
school lands, the railroad question and othmatters in relation to which we shall “see
small bills” before the session is over.

er

The “bird of freedom" has an undisputed
to tangle his talons in the mane of the

right

British lion and scream lustily his superiority this year. Gladstone is especially strong
as a financier and the budget of his administration has been awaited with much interest.
Instead of revealing, however, the anticipate
ed surplus for next year, the Loudon Times
says it will give a total revenue of £84,850
000 against an estimated expenditure of
£85,000,000, or a deficit of about $750,000.
In comforting contrast Secretary Folger lias
led us to believe that under existing conditions we may expect a surplus of <7ver eighty
millions, and at the same time, if the Sherman bill passes, sell a bond at a higher
market price than English consols bearing
the same three per cent, rate of interest.
The cadets of the Charleston citadel, the
West Point of the South, left it in the Spring
of 1S61 to go into the rebel army. On Tuesday week the survivors of that noble band
restored the Palmetto flag to its old place on

walls, and there was a banquet, an artillery salute and jubilance generally. The
profits of the enterprise for which they left
the

the school in 1801 are manifest in the ruins
which still embellish that city in all directions.
__

candidates for Mayor are all able
men, and the ablest of them Is Charles F.
Libby. He is the candidate to vote for.
The

RepBesentative Chase of Rhode Island,
member of the Society of Friends,
has declined to take part in the appoint-

being a

ments to the

military academy

at

West

President has requested the
other members of the delegation to attend to
the matter, and they have designated a
board to examine applicants.
Point.

The

Mound City, Illinois, is the only flooded
town yet heard from which declines outside
“This
aid. It says, through its officials:
the
allow
to
afford
cannot
and
county
•ity

of
report to go abroad that it is a county
on
charity.
government
depending
paupers

The Galveston News warns its Democratic brethren of the South that the Re.
publican party in that section is bow in
shape to be feared, and is under more effective and intelligent guidance than it has had
for years.
The new editor of the

Nashville Danner

saluting his constituency expresses the
hope that Tennessee may under the educ*,

in

tional influence of his paper have a Democ.
of New
racy “fit to join hands with that
York.” Some men are easily satisfied.
Fatheb Quigley, of Troy, accounts for
the apparitions of the Virgin Mary said to
have been witnessed in that city on the thewith the
ory of “warm imaginations filled
fervor of irregular piety.”
At an auction sale of coins in New York
Monday, one of the four half dollars made
the rebels at the New Orleans mint when

by
they

first stole that institution in 1801, was

sold for $800.
a good talking
July, Senators Davis,
Mahone being booked for the oc-

Lake Bluff, 111., will get
to on the Fourth of

Logan

and

casion.
[Rutland, Vt. Herald.]
The Temperance Party.
At a recent temperance convention at Burlington a resolution was adopted urging the

temperance men to vote without regard to party considerations, when the interest of temperThe Burlington Free Press
ance demands.
fairly reminds these temperance men that
their resolution is iiltinaed and absurd, as “the
of tomperauce has never got anything
iu this State, or county, or city,
The Republican
from the Democratic party.
party has given us whatever we have of lepal

cause

but

opposition

protection from free rum, and all the public
officers who have ever done anything towards
the repression of intemperance, and the miseiy
To break
and pauperism resulting from it.
down the Republican party in Vermont is to
hand the community over to the combined
forces of whiskey and Democracy.’'
Tire Free Press tis right, and furthermore
the ouly result of all “temperance bolts” from
the Republican party has beeu to givo Burlington a Democratic representative at Montpelier. It is always nonsense to break party
lines on the temperance question wheu the
practical result generally is to increase the legislative strength of the party that does nothing
To illustrate the
for temperance legislation.
truth of the Free Press’ statement that the
Republican party is the only efficient political
party that ever does anything for temperance
let us note the following facts: The people of
are
Indiana
discussing proposed amendments to the State constitution prohibiting the
frieuds of temperance now
The
liquor traffic.
ask that the amendments be submitted to the
people. The Democratic editors of the State
iu0t in convention at Indianapolis, and voted,
the Germans and the
hoping thereby to please
liquor interest, that it was inexpedient to do
The Republican editors next held a
this.
convention, and with hut oue dissenting voice
deolared in favor of "the submission of all
questions of ohanges iu the original or auy other law of the State to a vote of the people, upon which any respectable number of them
•have petitioned for this privilege.”

Nilsson and Her Husband.
[Paris Letter to Boston Herald.]
Paris was indeed astonished when it learned
that the great prima donna was about to sim-

ply and luyurgeoisement marry a man named
Rouscaud. No one seemed to know who be
was, and so investigations were entered into.
It was discovered that the happy hnsband was
the son ot a lauded proprietor ot Ubarente, in
easy circumstances and of creole origin, and
that ho was an agent de change, or broker on
the Bourse. Of coarse the people who insist
that kings should in these days still marry
shepherdesses were disappointed at seeing the
tendei Ophelia, the irresistible Marguerite, falling in love with a gentleman who sold stocks
on a margin from 12 to 2 o'clock; and
yet there
was a romantic side to this anion.
M. Rouzeaud had been waiting for her five long years.
For that time he had loved and despaired; for
he had seen a nation of adorers coquetting
around the fair one, had heard ardent Parisp
ans declaring themselves with all the dangerous sincerity. He waited with patience ana be
It was quickly known all over
won the prize.
Paris that there had been no prelude to this
union which rould not be avowed.
Therefor*
the Nilsson-Ronzeaud family had not, like so
many others, to undergo any insulting stages
before admission into society. I myself have
seen Mme. Nilsson at the mardis ot
the The4tro Francais, and at the mercredis ot the (Irand
Opera in boxes, into which many "swell” Parisians would have regarded it as. an honor to
be able to penetrate, even if only daring aa
cntr’ acte, and M. Rouzeaud was with her. It
was soon known, indeed, that, in order to marry Nilsson, ho had had to override certain objections and qnarrei with certain very mncb
coveted inheritances; that he had had to make
tire summations respecbieuses to his own family
And that since- his ma.riage he had not touched
one son of his wife’s
fortune, which at that
time amounted to quite 2,000,000 francs. He
himself was earning by his work and intelligence all the W3y from 50,000 francs to 100,000
francs a year, and this was more than enough
to meet ail their wants. It was the greatest
anxiety of M. Ronzeand not to be known as
tha “husband of a star.” It is foolish for some
people to insinnate that this couple did not
love each other. Soon after her hnsband had
been taken from her to the private madhouse
Mme. Filsson said to me: “I am left alone in
the world, and deprived of a friend whom I
adored and who fully returned my adoration.”
Those few persons who have been intimate
with M. and Mme. Rouzeaud know that this
But to be known among hi*
was the truth.
fellow-Frenchmau as the man de I’etoile was
more man ue cuutu near.

Her dream

be in domestic life more
the impresarios in their
greenrooms. This dream for a while seemed
on the point of
being realized through the
Jtte was the cousin of M.
Union Generate.
Feder, the sovereign master of that bank of the
Arabian Nights: and this same cousin gave
him private points which many another broker
would have been only too glad to have even at
fourth hand. Fifteen days moro, and he would
have held a fortune in his grrgp large enough
to permit his wife to rest and enjoy the glory
which site has so nobly earned.
Theatrical
ovations never pleased him.
His dignity was
offended at certain associations. He was not a
man to accept
his role with a cynical indifference, and to discuss point by point the terms of
an engagement, or inch by inch
the length of
l.'e consented to his wife's singing
petticoats,
in Europe outside of
France,
“ft was to respect the wish of an hones man,” said Mine Nilsou, “that I have constantly refused to siuz in
Paris; aud it is for the same reason that,I endure without weakness the odious calumnies
that have been printed against me.” This was
not the first time that the deceased broker had
suffered from insanity. Some six years ago be
had an attack of the same dread disease while
with bis wife in the United States. At that
time Mute. Nilsson herself cured her husband,
and the world was none the wiser for his illness.
This insanity seems to be in the family, as both
his first cousin and his uncle have sneenmbed to
It.
was

magnificent than

to

even

_

Historical

Oaths.

[London Globe.]
Intetestiug historical oaths might be quoted
ad infinitum. Their earliest judicial application is mentioned in the twenty-second chapter

Exodus, where they are ordered to be administered with a view to the just restorat'on
of lost property. And, in sacred history, <re
boar of swearing by idols, by the heavens and
earth as material structures; by the sun, moon
and stars; by the temple and its altars ana other paraphernalia;
by the eyes, and by the soul
both of Ilia juroMittd of the one to whom the
was
addressed.
In ancient mytholadjuration
ogy we learn, according to Hesiod, that Jupiter
swore by the Stygiau lake, and ordained those
waters as au oath for all tt^e gods.
If any god
foreswore himself, he was debarred nectar, and
from
his
for
a
hundred
divinity
degraded
yean
Oreus, the patron of oaths, was the son of Erls,
or strife;
and the same poet declares that deceit and oaths originated together, for In the
Golden Age no artificial confirmation was required. Among the Greeks the Athenian*
invoked the “mighty twelve,” the Spartan*
Castor and Pollux Their wives swore by Juno
Diana, Venus, Proserpine and Ceres. Rhadamanthus forbade his followers to swear by
aught save a dog, a goose and a plane tree;
while Pythagoras made the number 4 the only
standard on which his disciples might stake
their veracity. Demosthenes Bwore by the
dead at Marathon; the kings by their scepter*;
and the Phocians, ‘when thoy built Maseilia in
Narbotmeso Gan), bound themselves 90 solemnly never to return to Phocis, that their
In
natn9 became a proverb for a stern vow.”
all times men have sworn by their patron saints
or deities, and by .those under whose protection
their trade, handicraft, accidental occupation,
or nationality was suppled to lie.
But in olden days curses were very nearly akin to oaths,
and, indeed, constitute the major part of those
invocations of the supernatural powers which
have been left on historical record. The attempt of Balak to curse the Israelites by meant
of Balaam is au instance of this. In the “Eleotra" of Sophocles. the“Ninth Iliad of Homer,
aud the “Orestes" of Euripides we find families. and oven hostile cities, cursed in the moat
elaborate manner; and the Athenians evidently were irnbned with an idea of the religious
weight which might attach to an imprecation
when they ordered Alcibiades to be publicly
cursed by alt the priests and priestesses. One
of the latter, Tbeano, it will be remembered,
refused to comply with this behest, on the
ground that her office fittod her to bless, not ta
condemn. Finally tbe Roman Catholic pontiffs
cursed pretty liberally for some centnries with
“bell, book and candle.”
of

A Sad Tale.
ICbieago Tribune.)
“Does your father know?,’
“He does not. Thank heaven, that sorrow
was

spared

him.”

The crickets climbed under the flagstone*
and the warm, south wind came in soft pnff*
over the meadows, bearing upon its bosom the
scout of the red-topped clover and the ox-eyed
as Rupert Redingote and Aphrodite
McGuire stood by the path that led from the
farm to the village of Roussillon, Macoupin
county, while the swallows circled around in
the fast coming twilight, giving forth m-w and
then little sleepy twitters as if anxious for tbe
warmth and comfort which their uests afforded.
They were to be married in the Fall, these two
—in the merry hard cider aud corn husking
time—and, although scarce three mouths had
passed since Rnpert pressed upon her pulsing
lips the solemn betrothal kiss, Aphrodite
trusted him with a perfect faith that was almost cublime in its passionate intensity.
‘‘So the old man didn't hear about my getting
full?” said Rupert.
“No,” was the girl’s response, as with a little happy take-it-away-for-teu-cents sob, she
laid her guiu-filled cheek upon Rupert's breast
aud twiued her dimpled arms around his neck
—“if any one had told him it would have been
a cold day for you.”
“You are singing on the right key now, Aphrodite,” was Rupert's reply. "If the terrible
fact had come to his knowledge he would part
us forever. His position as deacon in the church
would not allow him to overlook the fault, even
should his stern Pur'.tan nature relent. No,
darling, we must not let him know of this sin
of mine.”

daisies,

Rnpert spoke a buggy was seen coming
up tie lane, aud as it reached the gate
the horse stopped suddenly, and the man in the
As

rapidly

vehicle came out ovor tit© animal's head and
fell with a dull, sickening thud into a hotbed.
The deacon bad been taking a nip himself.

[Philadelphia Tress.]
Mr. Evarts as a Poet.
At the round table of the celebrated Sam.
Ward Oscar Wilde sat directly opposite the esteemed jurisconsult, Mr. William M. Evarts.
Mr. Eyarts likes nothing in the world better
than a slice of Ssm. Ward's Westphalia ham
is
boiled in champagne, and incidentally
brought into contact with tome turions pieces of
human brie a-brac.
The young esthetic, by the time Sam Ward's
Laiiite came on, had ceased to disguise his interest in tho leau, silent little gentleman oppoHe took advantage of an opportunity to say a few words in a low tone to William
The editor of
Hurlbut, who sat at his right.
tho World replied at some lougth in an undertone, adding: “O, by ail means, ask him."
"Mr. Evarts," said Wilde, stretching his
long legs under aud his long chin over the table toward the ex-saeretary of state, "pardon
tho request if presumptuous, but it would
afford me inexpressible pleasure to hear yon
recito something of your"owu, even if nothing
more than a poemlet.
Mr. Evarts's astonishment had not allowed
him to roply, when Sam Ward broke in:
“Permit me. No poet, you know, can do
justice to his owu things.” And in the deep,
rich voice for which he is famous he repeated
the whole of Theodore Tilton's “Aimer, aimer,
e'est a vivre."
“Capital! said Wilde, “but, really, you
know, I hadjno idea that that sort of thing was
cultivated here by yonr statesmen."
“O yes," said Sam Ward, with a side glance
at Hurlbut, "aud Evarts recited those verses
once to a public audience in Brooklyn, where,
I assuto you, they wore heard with appreciation."
site hint.

Thrilling

BY

lEU^RAPH
MAINE.

Experience of
wrecked Crew.

a
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Laurence

Strike

on

the In-

A Bride of Two Days

[Cousin.
Rockland, March 18.—A low days ago
whose
David M. Robbins, living in Warren,
wife was killed last year by Charles Smith,
to a girl of
now in prison for life, was married
ot
18 o> 20. Today he applied to Jubtiee Hicks
this city for warrants against

two

young

men,

of them a cousin of his wife, for rape altwo
leged to have been committed on his wife
after marriage, while he was absent at

one

days

The circumstances
in Hope.
detailed by Robbins, as related by his wife, are
of the most flagrant nature. The justice declined to grant a warrant on the statement of
the wife to her husband, but desired testimony
of the wife, which Robbins returned to Warthe post office

ren to

obtain.

Fatal Accident.
Boothbay, March 18.—A young man named
Martin Stover, employed at the works of the
Knickerbocker Ice Co. here, was instantly
killed this noon by falling upon or being caught
The body was horribly
in the machinery.
mangled and picked up in several pieces.
Firetn Avon.
Phillips, March 18.—Churchill’s saw mill
in Avon, near Mt. Blue, was burned this
morning, and with its machinery is a total
No insurance. Fire cuught from a stove.
Obituary.
Norway, March 18.—Wm. Frost, second
President of the Norway National Bank, died

loss.

at his residence at 12 o’clock last night,
years.

aged 70

Vessels Launched at Bath.

Bath, March 18.—B. W. & H. F. Morse
launched today a schooner of 500 tons, named
Josio M. Anderson, owned by tbe builders and
others. Capt. N. A. Anderson commands her.
Also by Thomas E. Hogan, a fishing schooner
of 102 tons, named Gertie, owned by Capt.
James A. Jewett, who commands her, and
other Portland parties.
Saie of Bank Stock.
H. Smith, auctioneer, sold today
thirty-four shares of the Sagadahoc National
Bank, at $150 per share; thirty of the Lincoln
William

five of the Bath at $150, and twentyLincoln at $146.
Knox County Criminal Matters.
Rockland, March 18 —The grand jury came
in this morning and reported ten indictments.
One against H. A. Ellis, Evangelist, and Mrs.
Lizzie G. Rose, for adultery: one against L. M.
at

$151;

one

of

late County Attorney, for embezzleof the town funds of Washington; six for
common nuisances; one for burglary, one ior
larceny. The trials will take place next week.

Staples,

ment

Seaman Murdered.

A

Savannah, March 19.—Martin L. Jensen,
of Milton, Mass., a sailor belonging to the bark
Nellie T. Morse of Bath, Me., was murdered
here last night. The murder has not yet been
arrested.
Postal Changes.
Washington, March 18.—The following are
the post-offices changes in Maine during the
past week:
Postmasters appointed—Albert B. Erskine,
Aina, Lincoln county; Isaac Sands, Edes Falls,
Cumberland count ._
NEW YORK.
of Railway Passenger
Business.
Naw Yokk, March 18.—The passenger
ageuts of the trunk railroad lines completed
their business at Pool Commissioner Fink's
office in this city todav, and adiourned. The
appoitionment of the passenger business among
the various companies was arranged in detail
and when approved by Mr Fmk will be made
the
public. It was stated by Mr. Fink that lines
apportionment affects only those railroad
The new division of
which run into Chicago.
the passenger traffic will go into effect on the
first of next April and the different companies
will be bound to adhere to the agreement or
The great railroad
pay a heavy forfeiture.
is
war, as far as passenger traffic is concerned,
considered at an end, at least for the present.
Mr. Fink says “everything is harmonious.”
Minister Lowell Criticised.
The central organization of the United Trade
and Labor Unions of this city, in session today,
denounced Minister Lowell for declining to interfere in behalf of American citizens confined
in English prisons, and askiog President Arthur to recall him.

Apportionment

WASHINGTON.
from the Star Route
Cases.
Washington, March 18.—Mr. Cook sont his
formal resignation as special attorney in the
star route cast s to Attorney General Brewster
He refers to his appointment
on the 14th inst.
by the late President, aud retirement of McVeagh on the incoming of the present administration, and says several cases nave been
brought before the courts by Mr. Bliss on evidence procurred prior to September last, and
whether the strongest and most important
cases have been included it is not for him (Cook)
The present is au appropriate
to determine.
time for his retirement, which he respectfully
submits for Attorney General Brewster’s action. In accepting Mr. Cook’s resignation,
Attorney General Brewster says he (Brewster)
if he had not been advanced to his present position would have continued to act for the
government without complicating his relation
as counsel with the supposed policy of any admiuislratiiin as the cases will be conducted on
the principle of justice without reference to
the wishes or policy of any President, whatMr. Brewster says inever his name may be.
dictments have been found aud are about to be
and
at
this
juncture he (Cook) on the
tried,
He aceve of the trial withdraws from cases.
cepts Cook’s resignation with thanks for the
Mr. Cook Retires

respect expressed.
Official Acts of the President
The President has signed the commission of
John Russell Young to be Minister to China,
of Cornelius Logan to be minister to Chili,
and of Charles R. Coster to be Pension Agent
at New York City. The President has approved the act authorizing the Postmaster General
to adjust certain claimsof Postmasters for losses by burglary, fire or other unavoidable cas-

personal

ualty.

The Visiting Zunls.
The Zuni Indians called upon the President
this afternoon, accompanied by Mr. Stevenson
and Mr. Cushing. They knew that General
Washington was dead, but they believe that
the President is his lineal descendant, and they
were very desirous of seeing aud touching
him. The President expressed to them through
Mr. Cushing, his pleasure at meeting them.
Several
They were introduced individually.
of them made remarks, which were int rpreted
by Mr. Cushing. One said: *‘Tho dass nave
now come when we take our Father WashingWe look upon him
ton by the warm hand.
aud he looks upon us.” Another said: “May
Clark Mills
the light of God shine on you.”
today took casts of their faces, They will not
leave for Boston nnttl Monday: so that the
aged chief, who has been quite ill, will be able
to accompany them.
The Consular Service.
The Senate committee on appropriations totheir consideration of the consular and diplomatic appropriation hill and
will report it to the Senate next Monday with
a number of amendments, the moBt important
of which are as follows: Tbe committee strike
ont the House provisions for consolidating the
Brazilian aud Paraguayan mission aud missions
to Uruguay and the Argentine Republic, aud
provides as heretofore for^United States Charge
Prod’Affairs at Paraguay and Uruguay.
vision :b also made for continuing our secretaries of legation at St. Petersburg, Vienna and
Rome instead of devolving their duties on consul generais at those points as proposed by the
House of Represeuuuives. The House provision for consolidating the consulates of Panama
and Aspiuwall to disagree is to and a separate
provision made for each. The committee also
restored (with unimportant exceptions) the
classification of various consulates in the house
Tbe House provisiou
bill to existing order.
for placingitbe conduct of our displomatic business in Greece and Servia under the sole
charge of tbe United States Minister and Consul-general at Bucharest, Roumania, is however agreed to without amendment.
Annual Meeting of the American Tract

day completed

Society.
the American

.tract

The annual meetiu^
was held at the Metropolitan PresbyteExrian church in this city this evening.
Justice Strong presided. The receipts of the
and
8375,expenditures
year are 8376,989 51
135 98. Of the receipts 8104,939 54 were from
Much interest was
donations and legacies.
shown in the report of colportago among immito
grants. Hon. J. W. Foster late minister
HuK-i*, a"d ex-governor Diugley of Maine
made addresses.
Garfield’s Assassin.
Mr. Scoville has firmly expressed his determination to retire from the Guiteau case immediately after the bill of exceptions is Bigned.
He thinks the bill will not be completed and
signed for several weeks.
Miscellaneous.
The counsel for boteldo has filed a motion to
for murder on technical
the
indictment
quash
oi

Society

grounds.
Bhipherd

did not appear before the House
committee
foreign affairs Saturday, and the
was deputed to
look
sergeant-at-arms
deputy
him up. The latter sent a despatch yesterday
was
s.ck but
to the chairman stating Shipbead
would be at Washington to-day.
It is understood the committee engaged in
auditing bills, which cover the expense of
transporting the members of Congress to the
funeral of the late Presideut will present this
The
weeek a majority and minority report,
former will recommend the passage of a hill
settle
to
appropriating the amount required
the various claimB while the latter will criticize
severely certain items of the account such as
those of wines, etc.

Heavy Storms in California.

"Very Cheerful Outlook.

PEOPLE IN A STARVING CONDITION.

ENTHUSIASTIC

ACT.
by Her

a

PaovmcETOWN, Mass., March 19.—There
arrived yesterday afternoon a hrig which anchored well ont in the harbor, no communication being had with her until to-day, when it
proved to be the Addie Benson of Digby,
Millett, Havana for St. John, N. B., having
ou board Capt.
Luce, two mates and 12 seamen from the ship Screamer which sauk on
<he 10th inst., in lat. 34° 40' north, Ion. 74° 47'
The Screamer sailed from Philadelwest.
phia, March 6th, for New Orleans with coalOu the night cf the 9th a gale commenced
which ou the morning of the 10th was heavy,
the ship laboring heavily and at 5 o’clock
commencing to leak which continued steadily
the crew. At 10
to gain despite all efforts of
a. m. they gave up ail hopes aud set signals of
distress which were soon after answered by
Capt. Milieu who came near and laid by. Soon
after it moderated and they launched one
boat which was stove, then launched the life
ooat, and seven men patting off for the brig,
reaching her all right but in their eagerness to
save themselves all jumped on board and let
the boat go adrift.
Capt. Millett put out his
small boat and succeeded in reaching the life
beat and bringing it to his vessel. No one
volunteering to take charge ho decided to do
so himself when J. \V. Doane, steward of the
brig, a native of Digby, offered his services
Both Capt. Millett and
which were accepted.
Capt. Luce speak in terms of the highest
will
of
the
displayed by Doane jn savpraise
ing the lives of all but four of the ship’s crow.
Before the boat commanded by Doane could
reach the ship the latter fell over on her beam
ends and soon after sank going down head
first aud precipitating the captain and men
into the water.
Of these all were saved but three who went
Before
down before they could be reached.
the ship went over the captain launched a
small boat, three men gettiug into it, bat it
immediately and filled'with water two again
jumped on board. The third was not so quick
and the1 sea washed the boat away from the
vessel and when lost seen it was drifting to the
leeward with theman n it. He may have been
rescued by som., passing vessel, but it is doubtful. Captain Luce aud officers and men saved
nothing. The addition of such a number to
the crew of the brig obliged the captain to put
all hands on short allowance, and when this
morning came the last of the provisions were
gone. The rescued from the ship are Captain
D. Luce of Holliston, Mass., D. S. Nickerson,
mate of Bangor, Me.; Joseph Williams, Second Mate, of New York; Edward Condon,
Waldoboro, Me.; Joseph McKey, Chicago;
John Doherty, Providence, R. I.; John McNulty, Martin Gilday, Philadelphia; Frank
Moar, Austria; William McAtamany of Liverpool; August Grevim of Germany; Peter Williams, L. Tallbard, William Ludholm and

John Peterce of Finland.
rue wma moderating, me captain oi uie
brig and tbe shipwrecked crew came on
shore this afternoon and reported the concoldition of affairs to James Gifford, Esq
lector of the port,who with the assistance of M
L. Adams, overseer of the poor, supplied them
with such food, clething, etc., as they needed.
The shipwrecked crew presented a pitiful ap-

having barely clothing enough

pearance, some

Collections were taken
to cover themselves.
up at all the churches this evenieg in aid of
the sufferers. Captain Luce wishes to publicly
express his thanks to Captain Millett for his
gallant and humane conduct in rescuing himself and crew, also to Doane for his brave action as before reported.
A Gale at Sea.
Portsmouth, N. H., March 18.—A heavy
sea is making considerable inroads along the

large sandbars have been
formed. Water stands from six to ten inohes
deep over some of the roads and is stiil rising.
beaches, where

quantity

A considerable

of wrecked

material
the
and from
from

scattered along shore, probably
wrecked schooner E. A. Eliot of
Wiuterport, Mhich went ashore this morning
No lives
near Gerrish Island.
on Cod Kock
The vessel was loaded with one
were lost.
hundred tonB of hay, which is strewn along the
is

shore.
_

SERGEANT MASON.
Subscriptions ana Petitions Pouring In.
Washington, March 18.—Subscriptions for
the benefit of the family of Sergeant Mason
all the government deare being made up in
partments, and the indications are that a

handsome sum will be realized. Col. Corbin
has started a subscription in the war department. In the meantime petitions and application of all sorts for executive clemency in the
case of the prisoner himself are pouring in upon the President frem all quarters.
Mr. Bigelow, counsel for Sergeant Mason, is
confident he has discovered points in the proceedings of the court martial which tried his
client that will invalidate the finding and
The points upon which he relies
sentence.
are of various informalities in the organization
of the court and failure to have Mason present
at cerfkin stages of the proceedings when his
presence was essential.
A Voluminous Document
Chicago, March 18.—M. E. Dickson of this
city started for Washington to-night with a
petition for the pardon of Sergeant Mason.
The petition is 2400 feet long and is said to
contain 120,000 names. It is elaborately gotten up and required two expert paper hangers
two hours to fold it properly.

CONSOLIDATELEGRAPH
TIONS.
The Western Union Company Absorbing
all its Competitors.
New York, March 18.—The Commetc
says—“Touching telegraph competition with
the Western Union system we have reason to
believe that the Mutual Union, the Baltimore
& Ohio Telegraph,and one or more small competitors will be drawn off in the coarse ot a
week or two. The most important of these,
the Mutual company, we suppose have already
informally agreed to transfer their wires to the
Western Union. The line of telegraph promoted, and, indeed, owned between New York
and Chicago by the Baltimore and Ohio road,
will also be transferred as part of the consideration for settling with Mr Gould and his associates for a majority of the Central New
Jersey Board of Directors, whereby the Baltimore and Ohio and Philadelphia and Heading
reach the bay of New York without further

opposition.

_

A Revolting Report from Arkansas.
Helena, Mar 19.—Latest advices from the
upper St. Francis river are that the people of
that section are almost reduced to cannibalism.
They have eaten carcasses for some days and
how have all the appearance of about to become insane from starvation.
Col. A. H. Johnson, President of the Arkansas Midland railroad, returned today from Hot
Springs. He came down by a skiff to Helena
He Bays
from the mouth of St. Francis river.
the scene along the route is most distressing,
and the stench of dead animals revolting, and
when the waters decline it must be still more
fearful.
The earth is left covered with a thick slimy
substance of reptiles of every kind and the
smell and miasma produced from drying substances must inevilably be serious in its con1
sequences.

_

American
an
Consul.
San Francisco, March 18.—Several Chinese
who
womeu, supposed to be of bad character,
arrived on the British steamer Anjier Head,
sent
to
be
and were held by the authorities
back to China, were brought into the Superior
Captain
Court yesterday on a habeas corpus.
Roper of the Anjier Head testified to a great
laxity on the part of American Consul Mosby
In proof
in relation to Chinese immigrants.
of this he produced blank printed forms signed
by Mosby and bearing his consular seal, the
same being certificates required to be produced
by immigrants, which Captain Roper stated he
could himself fill in aB he chose.
Serious

Charge Against

Frauds in Mexican Claims Commission
Awards.
New York, March 18.--A Washington special says it has been discovered that the two
chief awards made by the Mexican claims com
missi n to the extent of 51,200,000 were obtained by perjury and fraud, and the Secretary of
State has stopped the pay ment of the installThe Secretary of State
ment due at this time.
has a treaty ready for presentation to the Senate between Mexico and the United States relative to this matter, and such disclosures of
fraud, perjury and conspiracy will be made
by the representatives of the Mexican Government that it is believed no hesitation will be
felt as to the proper course of action.

Indignant Boatmen.
New London, Conn., March 18.—Boatmen
here are indignant at the statement of City
Physician Hobron that he could not get any
one to take him off yesterday to the brig Vigas
lying iu the harbor with small-pox. 8everal
of them say that they offered to take him out
iu a small boat, but tbat he refused to go. This
morning a crew ventured to go out to the infected ship and manned the tug Burnside, tendered by ihe Thames Tow Boat Company.
Capt. Moreline was found very weak and is
probably dying. The second mate is now down
The crew expressed much chagrin at the neglect of the city to provide proper relief.
A lotber Comet Discovered.
Albany, N. Y., March 18—About 4 o’clock
this morning Chas. 8. Wells of the Dudley Obin
servatory here discovered a bright comet
Hercules, right asceusiou, 17 hours, 52 minutes
north, declination 32, 30 minutes. The comet
has a tail of about live minutes iu length and a
nucleus of about the eighth magnitude.

on

The Garfield Monument.
March 18—The committee
at the
on the national monument to be^erected
state subgrave of the late President Garfield
have
already
to
$110,000
scriptions amounting
beeu received aud urge the several States and
Territories to increase the sum to $260,000, of
which Ohio will furnish one-balf. Subscriptions
can be sent to the above committee.

Cleveland, O

The Supremo Court of Rhode Island, Saturconsidered the proposed terms of the sale
of the Sprague estate, and the matter was continued to Wednesday.

day,

....

crease.
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MASS

MEETING

Lawrence, Mass., March 18.—The strike of
the 350 weavers this afternoon puts a more
alarming aspect upon affairs at the Pacific
Mills. There are now 975 spindles vacated by
ring spinners and 900 looms’ are idle, besides
the entire carding and picking departments.
The number of strikers is swollen to over 700
aud other weavers at tbe Central Pacific numbering 400 declare to-night their intention not
to resume work Monday.
The strike of the
weavers was unexpected
at this time as the
reduction of their wages was not to take effect
till the 27th. This evening a mass meeting
was held in City Hall.
Every available space
was occupied and the utmost enthusiasm prevailed. Mayor Breen presided and in a speech
counselled moderation, asking the operatives
to consider the question calmly.
He expressed
sympathy for them, but said he did not feel
competent to advise them what course to purPeter McCorry, editor of the Catholic
sue.
Herald, spoke, advising the strikers to arbitrate with the manufacturers and if the full
amount of the reduction was not restored to
accept such terms as were offered for the present but organize for the future.
A prominent
merchant recommended the strikers to continue and offered substantial aid.
Lewis Tower,
clerk of the board of health, also counselled
the strikers to continue the course they have
taken. Resolutions were then adopted expressing sympathy with tbe strikers and recommending the appointment of a board of arbitration. At a subsequent meoting of the
operatives a committee consisting of Mayor
Breen, to represent the citizens, a weaver and
a spinner to represent tbeir fellow
workmen,
and one member at large was appointed to
wait upon and consult with the directors of
tbe Pacific Mills in Boston on Monday. Tbe
strikers declare they will not return to work
until the old prices are restored.
Everything is quiet in the city but Monday’s
developments are awaited with anxiety, for if
the strikers do not return the entire Pacific
Mills will shut down, stopping 20,000 spindles
and throwing between 5,500 and 6,000 people
out of employment.

[later.]
Lawrence, March 19.
The committee appointed by the meeting to

consult with tbe directors of the Pacific mills
go to Boston to-morrow. Facts concerning the
strike learned to-day from the most reliable
sources are as follows: The spinners leave work
because if they remained they would receive
but 68 cents a day fer which they previously
received 90 cents. They have been running
eight sides and if they work under tbe reduction they must run ten sides to make 85 cents.
A strike of the weavers is not unexpected by
the mill managers, but they surmised it would
be more general when first
inaugurated.
Weavers bave been paid on an average 88 to
810 per week, but under the reduction
they will receive from 87 to 89. The reduction itemized is as follows: Box loom weavers,
10 cents a cut; Jacquard loom weavers, 5 cents
acut on two classes of goods only,known as “K
J” and “S J”; on plain work where four looms
are run the
reduction is
one
cent and
where three looms 5 cents a cut;section hands
are cut from $2.35 a day to 82.20, and from
$2.20 to $2; section girls from $1.40 to to $1.30.
The superintendent of the weaving depariment slates his instructions are that box loom
weavers shall average not less than $1.25 per
day. He sayB the Jacquard looms are being
gradually replaced with box looms for the
manufacture of checkered goods and that 500
looms have been operated for months on
worsted goods at a loss, the corporation desirttb

to

HU

keep experienced help employed

New Orleans, March 18.—A resume of the
week shows a large increase of area covered by
floods from Helena to the mouth of the Mississippi river. In the Yazoo valley the water
Four steamis reported to be rising rapidly,
ers are constantly traversing the section, carout
people and
ying supplies tii bringing
stock. In the Yazoo delta from Vicksburg to
Coldwater, a distance by the river of 400 miles,
and from the hills on the east to the Mississippi on the west, 40 to (iO miles in width, and
the greater part of the lowlands, are submerg-

ed, including Coldwater, Tallahatchie, Yazoo,
Sunflov

employed.

There is no doubt that the worsted department of the Pacific has been for mouths operated at a loss. Under the new regime, old and
experienced superintendents and overseers
have been discharged, but readily obtained
employment with other manufacturers makiDg
the same goods as the Pacific, thus bringing
the other mills, which are paying less to their
Great exhelp, into direct competition.
citement was caused to-day among the operathe
of
D
D.
tives by
action
Rev.
Regan, pastor of St. Mary’s church, the principal Catholic church in the city. At the morning servicto
return
the
strikers
es he counselled
denounced
and
to
to-morrow
work
movement.
of
the
strike
the
leaders
During his remarks a nnmber left the church
Undoubtedly some wish to return but are
detained by their fellows from so doing; in
fact some have asked the overseerB if they
would get work, should they return, and have
been told they could. Store keepers look upon
the strike as disastrous to their interests, but as
It is una rule sympathize with the strikers.
derstood from the best authority that a general
lockout will ensue should more of the weavers
join the strike, which they now meditate doNo dising The city has been quiet to-day.
turbances were caused by the strikers, who,
since they left the mill, have conducted themselves in a most orderly manner^
Fall River Operatives on the Watch.
Fall ,River, March 18 —Operatives here
watch with absorbing interest the progress of
the Lawrence strike. No action has yet been
taken by the spinners’ union or is likely to be
unless the strike extends to the mnle spinners.
Letters received here from Lawrence give
reason to suppose the mule spinners may strike
_

XLVIIth Congress-lst Session.
HOUSE.

Washington, March 18.
A small attendance of members was present
when the House met for debate only on the
Chinese bill.
Mr. Speer of Georgia was the first speaker. In
the contest, he said, between the United States
and China, the former had no unequal adversary. “The little brown man,” eulogized by
Joaquin Miller, was a born diplomatist and the
United States was dealing with a renowned
This bill was a measure of self-deempire.
fence and no other question which could be
to
presented the present Congress was of more
Peace had its victories and the
imporiance.
passage of this bill would be one of the victorwhich
would be hailed with the
ies of peace
acclamations of an almost unanimous people.
Mr Deuster of Wisconsin said he should
vote for the bill and urged Congress to stamp
this threatening danger out of existence before
it grew large enough to require the most serious measures for its suppression
Mr. Guenther of Wisconsin advocated the
bill.
Mr. Moore of Tennessee thought it was his
patriotic duty to vote against the bill.
Mr. Berry of California advocated the bill.
Str. Williams of Wisconsin could not support the bill as it violated the fundamental
tradition of the government.
Mr. Skinner of New York considered the bill
un-American and unjust.
Mr. Brumal of Penns' lvania supported the
bill, quoting the Bible “Give not that which is
holy to the dogs.”
Mr. Flower of New York supported the bill
and said he should vote for it.

Adjourned.
SMALL POX.
to

Prevent

Infection.
March 18 —The small pox
in South Bethlehem appears to be on the inAll the dogs and cats are being killed
crease.
It is seated that
to prevent it from spreading.
Nurses are
that there are now over 200 cases.
scarce. The streets are deserted and the disto
other
localities.
ease is spreading
Later.—The people to-night feel more sanguine of their ability to check the spread of
the contagion than at any time this week
though those who are best informed admit that
the condition in South Bethlehem id sad and
cheerless. There was one death to-day and
three new cases were reported to-night in fainlies where the disease had not previously visited, and the number is slowly but steadily in-

Bethlehem, Pa

South Bethlehem, Pa., March 19.—The
small pox excitement here continues though
more subdued than last week because of a belief that the epidemic is now under control.
Nearly every person here and in Bethlehem
has been vaccinated and the good results are
already apparent. lOnly four new cases have
been reported to-day.
Eighteen deaths are reported since Friday and two to-day.

CHILI-PERU.
Trescott Agrees to the Former’s
Terms for Peace.
London, March 18.—Advices from Bnenos
Ayres to Feb. 24 state that Mr. Walker Blaine
was about to resigu his missiou, and would return to the United States with Mr. Trescott.
A proA new American envoy is expected.
tocol has been signed at Santiago, wherein
Chili'declares that she meant no offence to the
United States by the arrest of Seuor Calderon.
Mr. Trescott repudiates Mr. Hurlout’s action
as offensive to t hil
The Chilian government
declares that it will not treat with Senor Calderon, and will make peace only on the following conditions: The cession of Tarapaca in per
petuity, the occupation of Peru as far as Moquequa until an indemnity of §20,000,000 was
paid, and the possession of half of the guano
Mr. Trescott agreed to these
islands of Peru:
conditions, and has forwarded a copy of tljem
Mr.

Washington.

One Hundred Miners on a Strike.
Salt Lake City, March 19.—The men at
■^he Horn Silver smelting works at Francklyn, numbering 100, strack thiB afternoon for
time and took possession of the
a shorter
works, closed them and now hold them under
refusing to give way to other men.
uperintendent Hill is in consultation with
Gov. Murray as' to whethen he snail proceed
the courts or
to recover the works

§uard

call

and Deer creek. Some loss of life is

reported.

The government steamer Anita left Vicksburg yesterday to distribute rations and render
assistance. Her commander, Capt. Lee, telegraphed Gen. Beckwith that the greatest destitution and destruction of property prevails in

Several thousand rations
the back counties.
per week should be sent to the state agent at
for
them, until tbe floods subside,
Vicksburg
and 100,000 rations per week to the state agent
at Memphis for the Mississippi counties on
river points, also tents for both pieces. Great
reaches of Milliken's Bend levee in Madison
parish, Louisiana, gave way yesterday, the
crevasses aggregating some two miies in length
The water from these will cover the greater
The joint water of the
part of the parish.
crevasses in Tensar and Cordia flow into Bayou.
Macon, Black, Onacbita and Atchafalga rivers.

The whole country about Eagle Bend is
underwater, and terrible suffering is expeHouses are

rienced.

floating

for miles in

the

country.

Steamer Cannon arrived at Vicksburg yesterday. Capt. Campbell says he rescued over
200 head of cattle, mules, &c., also a number of
families from the ends of levees. At one place
ha rescued about thirty people from the
The piswamps who were literally starving.
lots report fire feet of water over Newton,
Miss., and all below except Natchez is sub-

merged.

Much suffering is reported in the overflowed
section from Camden, Ark., to the mouth of
Bayou Bartholomew and from 25 miles below
Monroe to the mouth of Black river. Government rations for fifteen days have been sent to
this section. The watar along the lower Ouachita is six inches higher than in 1874.
The recent crevasses on the west side of the
Mississippi will probably carry the water there
still higher, though the Onacbita is reported
At Monroe the Bed river is
falling slowly.
also falliug.
Considerable damage is caused by the Point9
Coupee crevasse which is now a quarter of a
mile wide, but bo far the damage is not as

great

as

expected.

So far th» damage to the sugar producing
section of Louisiana is comparatively light.
Vicksburg, Miss., March 18.—The river rose
Gbv. Lowry and
twc inches the last 24 hours.
Commissioner Hemingway were in the city toof persons in
attention
to
needs
the
day giving
the overflowed sections.
Judging from telegrams received by them the whole country
above and below here is submerged and great
destitution prevails. Officers of steamer Paris
Brown report passing three “floaters" below
here.
Business on the levee district here has been
entirely suspended and everything in the way
of floating property has been brought into
requisition for the benefit of the sufferers. The
commissioner says that the whole country from
Ellis Cliff to Fort Adams is submerged.
The steamer left this evening for Big Deer
Creek with a large amount of supplies for the
needy on that stream.

WALL STREET.
The Bears Demoralized—The Pool in Denver—The Hannibal and St. Joseph Controversy
Nbw York, March 18.—Wall street reports
An atstate that the bears are demoralized.
tempt to bring about a concerted attack yesterday proved a failure, and resulted in some of
the big bears giving an order to cover. The rise
was so strong that a
prominent commission
house was instructed to check it in order to
have something left for to-day. The feeling is
that the market should have a reaction and
then a further advance. Nearly all commission houses reported better outside buying
yesterday than upon any previous day for a
long time. The foreign demand continues good
aud large purchases were made yesterday. Illinois Centr il, Burlington and Quincy, New
York Central and Western Union are going
abroad.
Offering of security bills continue
very large.
The pool in Denver, said to contain Messrs.
Gould, Osborn and Work, advanced the stock
yesterday. It is believed that Union Pacific interests will be largely represented in the next
Denver directory, although the report that the
Union Pacific has obtained control of Denver is
doubted. The pool is believed to have bought
30,000 shares within three days. The advance
was assisted by large purchases in the Woerisboffer interest, by room traders, on investment
and large foreign orders and on alleged covering by Mr. Keene and others. A rumor was
current last evening that the April dividend
will be paid.
Philadelphia advices state that the counsel
of McCalmonts has consented to withdraw
objection to the issue of Reading deferred
bonds.
The parties interested in the Hannibal and
St. Joseph Road do not think the announce
meat that the Governor of Missouri will sell
the road next October will amount to anything
A |director states that as the matter
serious.
stands at present there is only a question of the
difference of interest now pending, and the
company can at any time pat a stop to the
whole matter by paying that difference, about
830,000. The company, however, believes that
will
the courts will see that the railroad
have its rights accorded. It is understood that
bill in equity iu
an amended
on the filing of
the United States Circuit Court next week, an
applicatiou will be made to Judge McCrary
in chambers at Keokuk for an order restraining the Governor from selling the road. It is
also stated that should the Governor deoide to
convene the Legislate e to redistrict the State
be will be importuued to include the Hannibal
and St. Joseph question for the consideration
of that body.
There is said to be a pool in Missouri Pacific,
composed of Messrs. Gould, Field, Sage, Dillon, Hopkins aud Perkins, with their immediate friends interested fa amounts from 1000
shares upward. The stock is said to have cost
the pool below the average of Wednesday’s
prices. Members of the Gonld party say that
the large shorts have only begun to cover.
Tennessee bonds advanced yesterday ou the
calliug of a special session of the Legislature
April 6. There is a feeling that an adjustment
in the Tennessee debt would be a strong bull
argument, not only on Southern securities,
but in its influence in the general market. A
New York pressure on the Legislature is ex-

pected

An important advance in New York Central
ie predicted. Mr. Vanderbilt’s plsui is said to
be to advance the stock materially in the belief
that such an advance would cause large buying
of the stock here and in Europe.
Mexican national subscriptions advanced yesterday on the report that the Union Pacific
Company had acquired control of Denver, and
that therefore the Mexican Oriental road
would not be built.
There is no doubt of the existence of a strong
bull pool in Louisville and Nashville, aud insiders talk very confidently qf a rise in the stock
next week.
The Garrett-Gowen .party is said to have secured stock enough to control the Jersey election, even if the new issue should be made.Mr.
Vanderbilt’s purchases are understood to have
been for the purpose of holding the balance of
power, as iu Reading. The, short interest is
One house is known to be heavily
very Urge.
short.
Western Union was bid up yesterday upon
attempted covering by shorts. A large amount
of stock was bought for a London house. The
new pool is thought to have begun buying. Notices were given yesterday that stock not oeiivered promptly would be bought in.
Western orders have been received to buy
St. Paul aud Omaha and Milwaukee and St.
Paul.
The second installment of $15,000,000 on
De Lesseps Canal Company has been paid in
Paris.
A strong movemeni in Wabash and elevated
railroad storks is expected next week. Tne
Bank of Montreal was among the buyers
here yesterday of Minneapolis and Manitoba
Railroad bonds of all classes are in active demand.
A Danville (Va.) dispatch says that 3000 feet
of waterfront with 1000 horse power were purchased on the Dan river yesterday for the erection of coitou factories, mills and machine
Bhops, for which $46,000 were paid.
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The total number of strikers at present from
the upper and lot er Pacific Mills is 220 spinners (girls), 33 band boys, and 350 weavers.
These during the past week have thrown out
of employment 100 spoolers, 60 warpers and
250 carders, making the total number out last
week on account of the strike over 1000.
Whether the other worsted weavers .will strike
Should
to-morrow is now an open question.
they strike the Pacific Mills will, it is understood, shut down for an indefinite period.
The print works, however, will be kept runover
Should the
Pacific
stop
ning.
5000 operatives will
be idle a majority
of
whom
are
and
women
girls who
have little saved, and cannot long remain un-

Tuesday.

SEVERAL

IN

CITY HALL.

ing

Maine.12Vk@14V4

Nuts.

SCREAMER.
DASTARDLY

SNOWY SHROUDS.

THE SOUTHERN FLOOD.

LABOR TROUBLES.

MARINE NEWS.

MONDAY MORNING, MARCH 20.

Bill by Representative Dingley Providing
for Certain Changes.
Washington, March 18.—Mr. Dingley of
Maine has introduced a bill providing that, in
tbo place of fees specified in section 4381 of the
Revised Statutes of the United States, the following fees shall be levied and collected from
the owners and masters of all vessels except
those navigating the waters of the northern,
northeastern and uorthwesteru frontier othe,wise than by sea. First, for measuring every
vessel, in order to the enrolment or licensing,
and recording the same, for vessels under 100
tons rogister, i}2; for vessels of 1Q0 tons, and
not exceeding 200 tons, ®3; for vessels of 200
tons, and not exceeding 400 tons, $4; for vesS3. Second, no
400
tous,
over
sels
charge shall he made for certificates of enrolthe
on
same, nor for liment or indorsements
censes or indorsements on the same, nor for
certifying manifests or for receiving a certified
manifest or granting a permit on arrival of a
licensed vessel, nor for receiving a certified
manifest or granting a permit on the arrival of
no charge
shall be
a registered vessel, and
made for entering or clearing a vessel engaged
the
trade
in
with
or
trade
the
the
in
coasting
Dominion of Canada. Section 2 provides that
Canada
no vessel engaged in commerce with
shall be subject to tonnage tax or duty, nor
be
from
certificates
the
required
consular
Shall
same. Section 3 provides that the assessment
of 40 cents per month authorized by seotion
4585 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States shall not hereafter be collected from the
master or owners of vessels engaged exclusively in the coasting trade or in fishing.
American Railway Operations in Mexico.
Acapulco, March 18.—The Government of
Salvador has granted a conetssion for a railway
200 miles long, with a subsidy guaranteed and
coal rights on the Sejnpa river, to an American

syndicate.

San Francisco, March 19.—Heavy snow
storms are interfering with travel and the
roads running into the city. A despatch from
Alta says the sitnation is very discouraging.
The road was opened last night and trains
passed but a heavy snow storm has been raging since and it is deemed impossible to keep
the road clear. The snow is live feet deep. A
violent show storm is prevailing at Truckee, a
furious snow storm raging at Virginia City
and the snow is already three feet deep. A
dispatch from Carson says the road is impassable between there and Reno from snow drifts.
Neither stage nor train can reach there. The
report of a snow slide at Geneva, Nev., is confirmed. Mr. and Mrs. Nimrod Brown and
Miss Borlin and a number of Indians variously stated irons 7 to 15 were killed. All the
bodies have not been recovered.

FOREIGN.
The Relations of Germany and Russia.
New Yobk, March 18.—A Berlin dispatch
says the action taken by the German government in a formal and official manner yesterday has ^produced a profound feeling of unaction
The government in this
easiness.
stated that it desired through the press to state
that
it
no
had
confidence in the
to the people
alleged desire of the Czar to remain on friendly terms with Germany, and that in the
opinion of the government the Czar had for
all practical purposes abdicated and allowed
Gen. Skobeleif to assume the Czarine functions
to such an extent as to menace the peace of
Europe hy turning the Russian government
over into the hands of the Panslavist party.
General
A St. Petersburg dispatch says
Skobeleff has received forty-three challenges
to duels in Germany.
London, March 18.—The Paris correspondent of the News has received reliable information that Bismarck thinks seriously of
letting the tense relations between Germany
No confidence
and Russia take their course.
is felt in Berlin in the alleged wish of the
Czar to remain friendly with Germauy.
The Times’ correspondent at Berlin says
Count Von Wolkenstein, the Austrian diplomat, only came here to treat of tho Danube

question.

An Appeal for Dr. Lamson.
Sir Wm. V. Harcourt, Home Secretary,
acknowledges the receipt of an application for
the respite of Dr. Lamson, convicted and sentence^ to death for the murderof his brotherin-law. The principal grounds for the application, in addition to those previously mentioned, are the absence of a proved motive for
the crime, the unreliability of the evidence of
the persons who profess having sold the poison
and of the experiments on animals.
Alleged Fenian Outrage.
The shed at Royal Albert Docks, London,
was burned Saturday. It is supposed the fire
was the result of a Fenian plot to fire the
docks and make a raid for arms belonging to
the dock volunteers.
Giving Him Taffy.
Pabis, March 18.- The National says: “Jt
is quite possible M. Roustan, the newly appointed minister to the United States will
never go to Washington.
It appears he does
not desire to cross the Atlantic and that the
in
government
nominating him for Washington were chiefly desirous of proving that by
recalling him from Tunis they were not inflicting any disgrace upon him.”i
Foreign Notes.
The Crystal Palace Theatre at Marseille8
has been destroyed by fire. Loss 1,000,000
francs.
The actors had great difficulty in
effecting their escape.
The London Observer says Parliament will
adjoarn April 1th and re-assemble April 13th.
Serious disturbances have broken out on the
southwestern border of the Transvaal and it is
reported the trouble is spreading.
The Berlin" press severely criticises the appointment iof Mr. Sargent as United States
minister to Germany.
Robbers’ Accomplice Arrested.
Independence, Mo., March 19.—John Mott
was arrested in this city Saturday morningjfor
complicity in the robbery of the Cbieago and
Train

Alton express train at Blue Cut last September.
At the time of the robbery Mott was telegraph
operator of the Chicago and Alton station at
Glendale, and the charge is that he kept the
gang posted as to the movements of trains and
movements of the pursuing officers after the
robbery. Detective Gorham who made the arrest says be has absolute proof of Mott’s guilt.
A special grand jury will investigate the case
anu sensational developments will follow.

Vermont...

Peanuts—

Tennessoe...
Oastana,t> lb.
Walnuts
Filberts
Pecan

METEOROLOGICAL.
INDICATIONS

FOB

THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal )
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
March 20, 1 A. M.
)
For New England,
Fair weather, higher barometer, northwest
to northeast winds, slight changes in temper-

*

ature.

|[special bulletin.]
Fair weather continues in districts on the
Atlantic coast and light rams'are reported from
Ohio valley and Norths est. Westerly winds
continue on the New England and Middle
Atlantic coast. The temperature has risen
slightly on the Atlantic coast and fallen slightrly in the Ohio valley.
Indications are that partly cloudy jweather
will prevail in the Middle States during Monday with occasional light rain and slowly rising temperature. Fair weather is indicated for
New England Monday and slight rain Tnes-

day.

________________

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
on Lake Superior.
Solomon R. Barron of Amherst, N. H., an
aged farmer, was found in his barn yesterday
morning, evidently having fallen from the
He was badly injured and is not
high beams.

Navigation isopen

expected

to recover.

Frank Hayes, aged about 35, was found suffocated in his room at the International Hotel,
Boston, yesterday. Deceased belonged in New
York city and was agent for an improved gas
stove, which he evidently had been experimenting with just previous to his death.
The provincial council of the Roman Catholic church closed its business sessions at Cincinnati Saturday night.
Wednesday’s overland train arrived at San
Francisco Saturday noon, the blockade in the
mountains having been raised.
Whiskey manufacturers in Cincinnati are
evenly divided for and aeainst the reduction
of the tax on whiskey. Those for it have given
up the light.
Statements of ten Cincinnati national banks
show five of them from 1 to 12 per cent, short
on the 26 per cent, reserve they are required
by law to carry.
The British steamship North Britain, from
Baltimore Friday for St. Nazaire, ran aground
in the Patapsco, near North Point, in avoiding
a collision with a schooner.
Whitelaw Reid of New York was re-elected
president of the Lotus Club Saturday evening,
and the opposition elected A. McDonald vice
president, in place of Noah Brooks.
A New York despatch says a man was locked
up in the Mulberry street police station Saturday night, who claimed to know who murdered Mrs. Bell of Boston. He is apparently insane.
The police believe his story to be all
bosh.
Pond's Extract Company’s manufactory at
Williamsburg, N. Y., was burned Friday

night.

1,033,8150,000.

A notable swindler named Alphonso Marquette, has been unearthed in Chicago, and
special Treasury agents in a descent on his
quarters Friday, secured among other things
oue hundred and thirty
diamonds valued at
810,000, but the bird had flown.
Relief for the destitute wife and child of
Sergeant Mason is being received from all
parts of the country.
Shannon and Walsh, ringleaders in the
Omaha, Neb., strike were released on bail Sat-

urday.
A large meeting of merchants at Utica, N.
Y., Saturday, adopted a protest against the
proposed State tailroad commission, and appointed a committee to wait on the legislature
at Albany on the matter.
In the testimony Saturday regarding the ex-

penses of the New York receiverships of insurance companies it was testified that the expenses of the Universal Life Company exceeded 8900,000. When Mr. Pierson was appointed receiver, Mr. Furber and Governor Corne 11
were candidates for the position.
Postmaster General Howe says that with the
aid of Congress the round trip to San Francisco
may be shorteuted a day and a half, and he is
about to i
igate the matter.
Frederick A. Palmer, the defaulting Newark, N. J., auditor, was sentenced Saturday to
twenty years in the State prison. His defalcation aggregated 8220 ,000.

FINANCIAL AND CUMMERCSAl
Portland Daily Wholesale .TlurUft.
Portland, March 18.
The following are to-day’s quotations ui Flour,
drain. Provisions. Ac.
UralD.
Fleur.
tapsrttne. 4 7oB6 60 H. M. qld Com.
car lot*
83@84
Sxlra Spring. 6 7GBH 26
IX Spring-7 Q'J®7 60 Now Corn,
82<®83
oar lota,
Patent Spring
68
26®9 0J | Oats,
l backed Bran
01@2G00
Michigan Win00
28
Mida..
7 00®7 25
ter beet.
Cotton Seed,car lot 30 00
Common
34
CO
lots
bag
Michigan... 6 76@7 00
86
Corn,bag lota..
8i. Louis Win7 26@7 50 Meal,
ter fair
Winter good. .7 6037 76 Oata,
Winter best. 7 76®8 00 Bran,

Wheats.8

...

ProduceMida, "
Sweet potatoesS 26@6 60 Rye,
JProriMioUH.
1
16®’
Turkeys.
Mesa Beef.. 11 00@
12S
Chickens.
Ex Mesa.. 12 25(aj
1C
Fowl.
Plate.13 5<
17(
Eggs.
Ex Plato..l4 6(
unions,!? bhl.3 00

Ornberries,!?

bbl

Maine. 9 00310 00
Cape Cod,12 00@15 00
Huger.
Granulated. 9%
9V4
0..
Extra
Frail
60
Kaisins2
70@8
Masc’tl
London LayensS lft®3 16
12>/2
UVaS
Valencia
Turkish Prunes.7*/4@8o
French Prunee,12Va@14
Orange*
Palermo* !?bx 3 0033 60
Meeslna,!?hox.3 60®4 00
■

[ Pork—
Back*.. ..22
Clear_21
Mess.18

00@22 25
00c©21 25
60(2)19 On
Hauaa.11% @12
‘tonnd

Hogs....

Lara

9@9Vfc

Tieroea, lb

Pail. 12>4Sl2y*
Beae..
Pea.8 70® 3 80
Modi owe.3 06® 3 76

Tellow Eye...3 10@3 26
Butter.
m

9@10c Per bbl.2 2 5® 3 25
12^@15o Cooking.2 60@3 00

12ys@15o Evaporated.14® lti
l2V6@15o Dried Western....6V4@7
do Eastern....
Potatoes.

6%®7
_e

@12?
9t»

Houlton.
Maine Central.
Grand
Prolilics. Eastern

A}
Trunk.&}

9o

@99
Durbauks.@85
Grand Trunk... @85
.Tacksons and White Brooks.75@85

76@85c

Scotch
The above prices are for
cts about 6c higher.

car

lots

of Potatoes; small

The following quotations of American stocks at
London were received to-day by cable:
Erie. 38%
Erie 2ds. 98%
139%
Illinois Central.
30%
Reading.
Pennsylvania Central. 64%
New York Central.134ya
BE HERE AND

VOTE FOR LIBBY.

Freeh Beef market.

daily by Wheeler, Swift
Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides. 8% @9% Hinds.10%@12
Fores.7 @7% Rattles. 6ya@ 7
Corrected for the Press

&

Racks.7Va@8%

Rounds.

Rumps.12%@l3Va

....

8ya@

Loins.13

9

@17

@15%

Runic Loins.13
Grain market.

PORTLAND.March 18.
The following quotation* of Grain were received
uy telegraph from Chicago to-day by S. H. Larminle
& Co., 157 Commercial street, Portland.
Jhicago.-Wheat-*-Corn--—OatsTime. April. May. June.
May. June. Juno.
127%
127%
127%
127 y3
127%

9.60..
0 32..
11.30 134
i 2.30..134%

1.04.. 134%

year.

07%
671/a
67 Vs
66%
6G%

126%

126%

126%
126

126%

67%
«7V8
66%
66%
66%

44
43 K

43%
43%
43Va

Receipts of Maine Central.
Portland. March 17.
For Portland, cars 35 miscellaneous merchandiseroads 93 oars miscellaneous meror connecting
chandise.
_

Daily Domestic Receipts.
«y wator conveyance—lOOO bush Gornmeel to G
&
True
Oo.
W.
_

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
IS CHARLES F.UBBV. VOTE FOR
HI 1*1.

The following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected dally by Storer Bros. & Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fanoy Goods, 144 to 152 Middle street:

FOREIGN PORTS.

THE

_

Havana Market.

(By Telegraph.)
Havana, March 18.—Sugar opened inactive,

con-

tinued paralyzed and closed Arm with a demand;
Molasses Sugar 88 to 89 degrees polarization at 6%
ra8% reala gold per arrobe; Muscovado common to
fair at 6%@7% reals; Centrifugal Sugar, 92 to 96
deg. in boxes ana hhds 8% 9.
Stocks in warehouse at Havana and Matanzas 50,900 boxes, 75,600 bags and I03,a00 hhds; receipts
for the week 87* 0 boxes, 10,000 bags and 18,800
hhds; exports 1870 boxes, 7,800 bags and 8,600
hhd8| including 2600 bags and 6700 hhds to the
United States.
Freights steady and in fair demand; loading at
Havana for the United States
hhd Sugar at 3 50
@3 76 currency; hhd Molasses 2 6OS2 76; loading at ports on the north coast
ports) for
UnitedStates 19 hhd Sugar 3 75{g4 60; 19 hhd Molasses 2 76@3 00.
Spanish gold 1.70.
Exchange Arm; on United States 60 days gold at
6% @6% prem; short sight do at 6%@7% prem.

(outside

European Market*.
Bv

Telegraph.)

Lois Don, March 18.—American recuritlos—United
States bonds, 4%s, 116Y2.
LivERPOoL.March 18 -12.30 P.M.—Cotton market Arm; Uplands at 6%a;Orleans at 6 16-16d; sales
12,000 bales; speculation and export 1,000; futures
weak.

__

?IARKlAOEN.
In Pittston, March 15, C. W. Church of Washington and Miss Laura Powers, of Pittston.
In Searsraant, March 12, Orrin P. Fuller of Appleton and Miss Mollie J. Adams of Searsmont.
In Searsport. March 10, George W. Meritbew of
Viualhaven and Mrs Rebecca A. Ellis of Searsport.

Ar at

Valparaiso 6th inst, ship Jairus B Lincoln,

Waits. Rio Janeiro.
Sid Feb 1. barque Rose Inness, Marwick, Iquique,
to load for Hampton Roads; 6th. ship John C Potter, MoClure, Mejlllones and United Kingdom, or
Continent.
In port Feb 11, ship David Brown, Pendleton, for
southern deposits, to load guano; Jairus B Lincoln,
Watts, from Rio Janeiro, ar 3d.
Chartered—Barque Chas Loring, Tbs strop, to load
nitrate at iqnique for Hampton uoads.
Sid fm iquique dan 16, barque Ella, Matlhews,
Hampton Roads, 23d, I Sargent. Dyer, do.
In pert 31st. barque Nina Sheldon, Colson, for
Hampton Roads, ldg.
Ar at Aspinwall 6th inst, sch F A Magee, Treworgy, Jacksonville.
Sid 2d, brig Jos Ciaik, Whitney, Pensacola.
Sid fm Tampico 4th inst, sch Bedabedec, Kirk, for
New York.
At Cardenas 10th inst, barques Alice, uyei, and
Battle G Dixon, Yates, tor New Fork; Jotie Mildred, Ginn, from New York, ar 8th; John J Marsh,
Falker, and Dida E Clark, Clark, from Portland;
Nicola, Smith, from Machias; bliss C C Robinson,
Fordes, for North of Hatteras; Emma, Richardson,
for Hampton Roads; Mary 0 Mariner, Johns, do;
Gipsy Queen, Chandler, from Baltimore; L Staples,
Stowers, from New Fork; schs Olive Croehy. Hutchinson, and Georgia,Coffin, for New Fork; T B WithSaerspoon, Sheppard, for Delaware Breakwater;
rah & Ellen, from Portland; Grace Bradley, Hnpper, for North of Hatteras.
At Matanzas 11th Inst, barques Halcyon. Gay,
and ocean Pearl, Henley, for North of Hatteras;
Norena, Chase, do; Carrie Heckle, Woodbury, for
Philadelphia, Ethel,
disg; brigs Caroline
Gray, Snow; R W Messer, Brewster; Geo Burnbam,
Staples, and Rocky Gien, Higgins, for North of Hatteras; schs A R Weeks, Littlefield, do; E M Golder,
Hoogdon. from Havana, ar 10th.
Cla at St John, NB. 17th inst. schs J W Woodruff,
Barbonr. and H T Townsend, Smith, New York.
Sid 17th, brig Hyperion, for Matanzas.

Thompson,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

~~

DEATHS
In this city, March 18. Mrs. Fanny, widow of the
late David Bradish. aged 80 years. [Vermont and
N w Hampshire papers copy.]
[Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
Burial at convenience of the
No. 65 Brown street.

family.

this lity, March 18, Mrs. Sarah J. Parker, wife
of Charles Parker.
[Funeral service this Monday afternoon at 2 o elk,
at No. 16 Merrill street.
In this city March 19, Freddie O., only son of
Fred 0. and Georgia A. Turner, aged 9 years and 2
In

months.
In this city, March 19, Marion, Infant daughter
of Charles W. and Annie Hanson, aged 7 weeks.
[Funeral thiB Monday afternoon, at2Va o’clock.]
In Harrison, March 13, Capt. C. C. W. Sampson,
aged 92 years 8 months 13 days. [ Boston papers

copy.]

Di’V Goods Wholesale market.

PORTSMOUTH—Sid 17th, scb Thos R PilUbury,
Pitcher, Nwwburyport.
TOTE
A TOTE FOR LIHBV If A
FOR GOOD GOVEHNMENT1

Receipts 1,000; shipments 00,000 bush.

Apples.

@

Early Rose, $> bush:-

M1N1AJ URK

Lace Department
We have

received

just

choice

Fine 7-4.14WC17
Fine
Fine 9-4.22@20
Fine 10-4.. ..27% @32%

in. IVtfi 8%
36 in. BV4'3 7%
36 in. 6
@ 6
40 in. 7V4® 9

Heavy 3b
Med.

Light
(fine

8-4.18^22

Children’s and Misses’

Lace and Hamburg Collars,
FANCY LACE HANDKERCHIEFS

AHMAHAO.MARCH 20.
Uign waier, (a k)„u.o»
8.06
Mood rise*.

3unri»*:B...b.u«5
8nn nets. 6.12

MARLNK

PORT OP POBTLAJID.

BLBACHED COTTONS.

Fine 6-4.16

Beat 36in..ll%@13
vied. 3« in.. 8
@11
jightSdln.. 6 @ 7V6
fine 42 in..10
@14
Fine 6-4....11
@17

AND

TICKINGS. ETC.

8@ 9
7a 8
8@ 9%
@10 Cambrics. 6@ by*
Demrns.12ya#16M! Silesias.10@20
Cotton Flannels. 7®15
Duoks-Brown 9 @12
18@28^
Fancy 12yi@16% Twine & Warps
11U
o
Tickings,
Best.16

Drills...
Corset Joans....
Sattoens.

@18
ffild

Medium. .11
Light.. 8

Good.

..

8%@K%

A VOTE FOB LIBBY 10 A
FOB GOOD GOVEBNiTlENT.

VOTE

<

6
Land.
21
Flint & Pere Marquette common
Hartford & Erie 7s. 62
A. T. & 8. F. 8434
60
Norfolk & Western pref
94
Flint & Fere Marquette preferred
60
L, R. & Ft. Smith..
64
&
Ont.
Marquette, Houghton
10%
Summit Branch...
Denver & Kio Grande..
60%
Mexican Central 7s. 79ys
Northern Pacific preferred........ 76%

6

Aspinwall

21%
62%
84
60

9434
60
52

10%
5934
78%
76Va
•'
Common. 34%
34%
(Sales at the Broker’s Board, Boston, Mch. 18.
Belfast, Me., City 6s,1898 .103%
Hill Manufacturing Co.104%
Bates Manufacturing Co.223
Eastern K. li.. 4%s.107%

Deer Isle Mining Company. 13c
Milton ..10c

Fichus

and
Spanish

In Real Duchess and

Laces.

Y

Sch' Lettie S Reed.-, Block Ieland, (ar 17th.)
Sch J W Sawyer, Orchard, Cape Shore, with
30.000 fish; Waterfall, I-atham, do, 33,000; Alioe
M Gould, Jewett, do, 20.000.
Sch Ida L Ray. Marshall, Sullivan for New York.
Sch Hume, Calderwood. Rockland for Salem.
Sch Susan, Kennedy. Rockland forBKLOW—Schs S J Lindsey, and AliceOakee.
Sch Mary E Long, Hardy, Boothbav for New York
While coming through White-head passage, struck
bottom, bnt came off witnont apparent damage.
LIBBY
VOTE FOR CHARLES V.
TO-DAY.
Cleared.
Sch Mary Sands, Greenllef. New York—E Clement & Co.

meek market.

following quotations of stocks are received
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton (mem
ber8 of the Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange ftre«*
Opening. Closing.
8 Vs
Boston Land. 8
Water Power.
6%
6%
The

Ladies’ Ties

SATURDAY, March 18.
Arrived.
Soh Reaper, (Br) Sullivan, St John, NB, for New

@20

Fine 7-4.19
@23
Fine 8-4.21
@26
Fine 9-4.25
@30
Fine 10-4 ,.27V4@32Wi

NEWS.

very

some

styles in

new

UNBLEACHED COTTONS.

Death on the Bail.

Rutland, Vt., March 19.—The mangled remains of John H. Brown, a freight brakeman
of Rutland, were found on tho track near
Bartonsville last night. It is supposed he
slipped and fell between the cars.

,12Viigl4Vfe

Wilinington.l 75@2 25 X Y Factory. 121,2® 14 Va
Virginia....2 25@3 60 Skims. 7Vi® 8

Detroit, March J 8.—Wheat unsettled at 1 29Ya
spot and March; 1 29% for April; 1 297s for May;
1 287s for June; i 26 July; 1 11% August; 1 09Vi

Sclis Onward, Lowell, Rockland, to load for New
York—J Nickerson & Son.
Sch Joseph G Stover, Arey, Rockland, to load for
New York-J Nickerson & Son.
Sch Abm Richardson, Pattershall, Parker’s Head,
to load for New York—J Nickerson & Son.

Sch Iantbe, Johns, Tenant’s Harbor—master.
Sch Sympathy. Tainter, Booth hay—Cumberland
Bone Co.

marl8

sntf

YOUR OLD
CLOTHES!

Can be

Dyed

JlND

FOSTER’S

—

Gentlemen

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE

BE MURE AND VOTE EOR LIBBY.
At Bath 18th, from the yard of
Launched
B W & H W Morse, sch Josie M Anderson. 600 tons
owned by the builders and to be commanded by Capt
The same builders are preparing to
Anderson.
build a four masted schooner of 1000 tons to be
commanded by Capt Jas Hawley, to be followed by
another of same size.
—

The new schr bulling at Thomaston for Capt Wm
S Kellar, has been named Emily Judson and will
soon

be afloat.

The new schr Geo W Cushing, of Portland, built
by T M Hagan & Co, Bath, made the run from Portland to Boston last week in seven hours and twenty
minutes.

DON’T
LIBBY.

FORGET

TO VOTE

FOB

Cleansed

or

and Pressed by Tailsr'i
Pressmen, at a trifling
expense, and expressed C. 0. D.

Ladies
—

beautifully

13 Preble Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Kid Gloves cleaned every day at 10 cents per pair
gneodtf
jan23

Easter Cards.
I Onr

UnUf
nu

complete

uonal

«■-

nortuirnt. in hundreds •(
deand
new
elegant

READY, llrfgn..

Bank Statement.
New York. Frb. 18.—The following is the week
ly Bank statement ending to-day:
Loans, decrease... $1,399,300
2,692,200
Specie, increase.
37,000
Legal tenders, increase.

1,068,100

Deposits, inrcease.
Circulation, increase.

84,900

Reserve, increase.
2,466,476
The banks now hold $3,333,300 more than the
legal reauircments.

DON’T

FORGET TO

FOB

VOTE

LIBBY.
_

Aloney market.
(By Telegraph.)
New York, March 18.—Money closed at 3@4 per
cent, on call, but loaned at r»er cent.
The bank statement is again favorable, and the
New York Stock and

banks
issue.

low

hold

over

$3,000,000

in

excess

of their

Sterling|Exchange lower—we quote bankers asking rates,60 days mils, 4.86 per per £ (of $4.8665
par value), and on demand 4.89, against 4.86% @
4.89% one week ago. Commercial bills at 4.83%

<&4.83% gold.
The following are to-day's closing quotations

of
Government Securities:
100%
United States 6s, ex
United States 6’s ext. .....".103
113%
United States new, 4% s, reg.
United States new, 4%'s coup.113%
United States new, 4’s, reg.117
United States new, 4’s, coup.118
Pacific 6*8 of 96...125
The following are the closing quotations of stocks
..

Chicago St Alton ..1.131
Chicago & Alton preferred.130

C. B. Quincy.133
Erie... 38%
Erie preferred.
77%
Illinois Central.136%
Lake Shore. .116%

Michigan Central. 84%

New Jersey Central...
Northwestern..
TOTE FOB
TO-DAY.

CHARLES

F.

84%
132%

LIBBY

California Mining Stock*.
(By Telegraph.)

San Francisco March 18 —Thejfollowing are the
'’losing Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
6%
Best & Belcher.
4%
**odie.
1
C ■»
Viffeinia.
...

19%
Eureka
iiouid St Curry. 3%
1%
Hale & Norcross.
8%
Mexican.
Northern B*lle. 8%
•Jpbir.. 8%
..
Savago
7%
Sierra Nevada.
.11%
Union Con..
1
Yellow Jacket.

[from merchants’ exchange.!
At Bass Harbor 18th, steamer Eleanora, from
New York for Portland.
At Provincetown 18th, steamer 'Franconia, from
Portland for New York.
Ar at Brunswick, Ga, 17 tb, sch Nellie F Sawyer,

LORING, SHORT & HARMON.
»nd3w

mchl7

Bunker, Philadelphia.
Sid fm Cardiff 17th inst, ship Ella S Thayer,
Given, Hong Kong.
Ar at Asplnwall 6th inst, sch F A Magee, Treworgy, Jacksonville.
Sid 6th, brig Jos Clark, Whitney, Pensacola.
VOTE EARLY "~AND
LIBBY.

VOTE

FOB

CARD.

MEMORANDA.

1 Merriman, from Sagua tor New York,
put into Delaware Breakwater 17th, leaky. She
will proceed in tow of a steamer.
Sch George & Albert. Bryant, from Fall River for
New York, missstayed and drifted ashore near Fort
Adams, Newport, 17th and remained. She lay in
an easv position, and eame off without damage on
the foliowing tide.
Sch E A Elliott, Dean, from Winterport for Boston, with hay. was driven ashore morning of the
18th, on Cod Rock, off Portsmouth, and broke into
pieces. The crew reached shore on a line, some of
them being severely bruised by striking on rocks.
New Orleans, March 17—The sch E D Sidbury,
while attempting to make land, fould the steamer
Alvin and carried away a portion of starboard main

Brig F

Sarah A. Gates and Miss

Miss

Annie

M.

Cash,

for

over

Simon ton & Co., hare associated
themselves with onr Honse and

pleased

rigging.

will be

THE REPUBLICAN [CANDIDATE
VOTE FOB
18 CHABLE8 F. LIBBY.

and customers

HIV.

of business.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 10th, ship Prussia, McLoon, Port Townsend.
Sid 10th, ship S C Blanchard, for Antwerp.
Sid 11th, ship Titan, for Queenstown.
Aj 17th, ship Josephus, Rogers, New York.
Cld 17th, ship Jos S Spinney, Curling, Liverpool.
PORTLAND, O—Cld 8d, barque Vesuvius, Call,

who

twelve years have been with H, W.

charge

of

to

see

their friends

in their new

place

Miss Gates will have

onr

Lace

Department,

Cash of Children’s Suits

and Miss

and Ladies’ Cotton Underwear.

Queenstown.

NEW ORLEANS—Cld 13th, brig Clara M Goodrich, Look, Matanzas; sch Isaac Rich, McLearo, for
Port Antonio.
Cld 17th, ship Lydia SkolfieJd, Miller, Havre.
Sid 17tb, ship Resolute, for Liverpool.
PENSACOLA—Ar 13th, sch Franklin, Nichols,

Galveston.
Ar 18th, barque Ada P Gould, Merritt, New York
Cld 18th. sch Thos N Stone, Pitcher, Providence.
KEY WEST—In port lOtn, sch Minnie C Taylor,
Taylor, from Aquin for New York, repg.
DARIEN—Ar
tain, New York.

17th,

sch Ftta A

Stunpion,

Foun-

492 & 494 Congress St.
dtf

rachl 3

«n

SAVANNAH—Ar 17th, schs Addie G Bryant,
Stubbs. New York; Sarah F Bird, Bird, do.
CHARLESTON— Ar 17tb, sen Annie P Chase,
Poole. New York.
GEORGETOWN, SC-Ar 16th, sch J P Wyman,
BT USING
Urann, Baltimore.
Cld 15th, soh Emeline G Sawyer, Philadelphia.
H
Ellen
Drumsch
NC-Ar
SCHLOTTERBECK’S
WILMINGTON,
15th,
I
mond, Higgins, Baltimore; Ada F Whitney, BartBouton Produce market.
lett. Barren Island.
18.
Boston,March
RICHMOND Ar 16th, sch Wm M Roberts, Bray,
The following were today’s quotations of Butter,
| New York
Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
NORFOLK—Ar 15th. sch Merrill C Hart, Hart,
|
Entirely harmless; Is not a cans tic.
Butter is in fair demand for choice grades and
St George; E C Middleton, Banks, Boothbay.
It remove* Corns. Warts, Bnnlone and Cal lees,
the market is firm; choice fresh made Western
BALTIMORE—Cld 16th, sch Addie M Bird, Fales,
without
leaving a blemish.
creameries at 40@48c; n w milk dairy at 36@40c;
Portsmouth.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
at
35
40c
and all other kinds, including Western,
Ar 17th. schs Ada S Allen, Dudley, Calais; John
nr“A CURS IS OUARANTRRn -a.
for common and good.
Proctor, Wiscasset.
Cheese is quiet at 13@13%c for choice; 11@
Price ‘33 cents.
Far sale by all DraggiM.
Cld 17tb, brig Merriwa, Downes, Havana; schs
12c for fair and good;and 6@9c for common.
Frank Harrington, Kent, Salem; George V Jordan,
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
dozen, as to quality, Dnncan, New York.
Eggs selling at 17@ 19c
who nave used it and now testily to its value.
including Western and Eastern.
Sid 17th, brig Starlight; schs Silver Heels, Frank
Ask far Hchlolte rbeck’a Cora and Wart
Potatoes—There is a dull tone to the market; we
Harriogton. and Addie M Bird.
Hal vent and lake no ether.
quote Aroostook and Maine Central Rose at 1 06@
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 17th, schs Mary A Power, |
nov23
sndtf
1
at
10:
75(a
Rose
Jacfesons
1 15; Northern
CKX&)1
Smith, Cardenas; Jas R Talbot. Crocker, do: W R j
80c; Prolitics and Peerless 86@90c;Seedlings Rt 80c
Chester, Thompson, Jacksonville; Frank Norton,
at
70@75c.
Bird. Vinalhaven.
@1 05; English and Scotch
Cld 17tb, sob Maggie Dalling, Dalling, Cardenas.
VOTE
AND
VOTE FOR
EARLY
WILMINGTON. DEL-Ar 17th, scb Clara S SloYarmouth.
cum. from Kennebec.
The Republicans of Yarmouth arc
LIBBY.
natter?^ ...
At Delaware Breakwater 17tb, brig Mattie B Rusmeet at Masonic Hall on Wednesday, the 2‘
im,
sull, Atherton, from Sagua for New York; sch C J
Dome*uc .narked.
at IVi o’clock P. M. for the purpose of
nomltoatinir
Willard, from Philadelphia for Portland.
such candidates for town officers as may
(Bv Telegraph.)
deemed
NEW YORK—Ar 17th, schs Melvin, Snow, Belexpedient. Also to chcose a town co mmittee for
New York. March 18.—Cotton closed firm 12 3fast for Rappalionnock River; Fawn, McDonald,
the ensuing year.
16c for middling uplands and at 12 7-16c for midKennebec; D M Anthony, Crowell, and Mary Jane,
dling Orleans.
C“‘Curtis, Portland ; Laura Robinson, Luee. EdgarFlour—market closed steady; No 2 at 2 76@
Fall
River; Oregon, Brookings.
town; lzetta, Hints,
3 76;Supertino Western and State 3 86@4 40: City
A
F
Pike.
Noble,
Providence;
Nellie
C
Somerset;
6
Mills extra for the West Indies at
60@6 66; for
Payne, Nickerson, and Lottie K Friend, Gould, HarSouth America 6 70@7 « 0; low extras 4 60@4 80;
mon's Harbor; Kendrick Fish. Wall, St George;
Winter Wheats 4 70®6 76; fancy do 7 0<>@7 76;
Mary Lymburner, Bowker.New Bedford; Eva Adell,
Winter Wheat patents at 7i'0@8 60: Minnesota
Ellis, do; Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, do; Vasbti R
patents 6 75@8 60; sales fo* week 98,000 bbl*.
SPECIE QIIOTATIUI\s pRon
Gates. Coleman, Wicbford; Ring Dove, Cousins,
Wheat—market closed quiet but steady and firm;
Fall
River; Margaret, Kennedy, Providence; Geo B
No 2 Red Winter on spot at 1 37%@1,38%; March
Somes. Norwood, do; Jed F Duren, Cook, from New
at 1 36@l 38. 1 38Va@l 38% for April; sales at
Haven.
1 38% May; sales 1 35%@1 36% June; 1 17%@
Cld 17th, Geo T Littlefield, Oliver, Baracoa; Al1 19V2 seller year; No 2 Chicago nominally 1 26@
We are novr paying far
bert Mason, Abbott. Baltimore.
mvaukee at 1 34@1 36; sales for the
I 28; No 2
Victoria Sovereigns....
a 4
Sid 17th, brig Clytie, for Matanzas; M C Haskell,
week 12,653,000.
Spanish Doubloons.V. 16.50
for Baltimore.
Corn—closed shade at the advance; No 2 on spot
Mexican & So. Amr. Doubloons ....! 16.45
Passed the Gate 17th, sobs C H Eaton, Swain, fm
at 74%@76c; March at 73%@ 4c; April 74Vs.a
German Twenty Mark. 4.70
Hoboken for Calais; Ximena, Thompson, Elizaoeth74%; sales at 76c for May; 74% @74% June;75%
Canada Notes.
99A5»
port for Cohasset; Julia S Bailey, Marson, Bruns@76V2 July.
N. B. A N. 8. Notes.
wick
.99
for
Portland.
Oats—closed firm; No 1 White at 66%c; No 2 do
American
Silver *4 and V* Dollars....
9r4X-_.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 16th, sch Palos, Eldridge,
at 64c; No 3 do 52%c No 1 Mixed 61c: No 2 do at
Canada Silver..
Mobile
50%c; No 3 do 60 ;8ales for the week 1,702,000.
English Silver, per £.
4*t&
PROVIDENCE—Sid 17th, schs William Thomas,
Pork—market closed dull and lower: old mess on
Trade 1. ollars.
and
for
New
Wooster,
York;
Abigail Hames. Grant,
Mexican
spot at 16 60 16 76; new do 17 76@18 OOjfutures
g
Kenduikcag. Wbituey. and Bcuj Carver, do.
nominal, sales for the week 2800 on spot.
Prince Edward Island notes
.7.7,7.V
NEWPORT—Ar 17th, sch Georgo & Albert, BryLard—closed heavy and lower; prime steam on
Fall River for New York.
Letters
of Credit issued and Bills
ant.
10
March
at
90
10
_v,.
10
asked;
95;
90@10
spot
85@
Sid 17th, sch Hattie A White, Douglas. Hyannis
ePnnCipal CUieS °u
10 90 April; 10 92%@10 97% for May: 11 02%@
onun^ o,
for New York; Empress, Lord, Rockland for New
II * 5 for June; 10 09%@11 12% July; 10 67%@
York; J R Bodwell. Metcalf, and Ruth S Hodgdon.
Highest price paid for Sterling* .is on
10 76 seller year.
Stearns, do for do; Paragon, Shute, Somerset for do
Government Komis and good
il"? w
Tallow—quiet 7%@7%.
Winslow, Kocklaud for Norfolk.
bought and sold direct or on
Butter—steady and firm; Western creamery 43 Odell.
In port, schs Sami Fish, Teel. Wiscasset for Fortfavorable
rates.
@44c.
ress Monroe; Northern Light, Harper, and Trento
Cheese quiet and steady.
Billings, for New York; Wm Butman, Sproul, and
Chicago, March 18 -Flour is steady. Wheat is
Mary Langdon, Mullen, do.
lower; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 32%@1 33% for
VINK YARD-HAVEN—Ar 16th, schs Theo Dean.
cash; 1 33V2 March; 1 34 April; 1 27V4@1 27%
Smith, from Parker’s Head for Wilmington, NO;
for May; No 3 do at 1 08@1 09; rejected 80@86c.
Sami Fish. Teel, Wiscasset for Fortress Monroe:
Corn lower; regular at 60%; fresh 63%c for cash;
A W Ellis, Ferguson, Belfast for Jacksonville; M E
60%c for March; 61c for April: 66%@66%c May;
Fenwick, Williams. Gun Point for do,
66%c June; rejected 61@61%c. Oats weak; reguSid 16tl), schs Moses Eddy, J R Bodwell, A W
lar at 41%c; fresh 44c cash; 41%c for March: 42c
Ellis Theo Dean, John Bird, S J Gilmore, and
April; 44%c for Mav; 43%c June; rejeoted 41%c. Sami Fish.
Rye Arm at 83 .84c. Barley steady at 1 00@l 02.
in port, brig Akbar; schs Mattie Holmes. DougPork is lower at 16 87%@17 00 for cash;16 80 for
We have
las Haynes, Ella Pressy, Hunter. Dora M French,
on b 4B(i
March and April; 17 00 bid May; 17 20@17 22%
tlw
Mary
Riley, Jos Souther, Harry P Percy, Monticello
for June
Lard is lower 10 60 for cash, March and
best of
and Lucy Ames.
an(1
for
10
87% June,
May;
April; 10 7o@@l0 77%
At Bass River 16tb, barque Colin E McNeil, from
Bail way
bulk Meats lower; shoulders at 6 60; short ribs at
Baltimore for Portland.
9 56 short clear at 9 75.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 16th, sch America, TruworReceps 1300 bbls flour, 9,000 bush wheat,
thy, from Rockland for New York.
72.000 bust* corn, 67,000 'Jush pit?, 1,300 bush
In port, schs Idaho, Cito Chillcott, Vaudalia, and
fye. 1G,0Q0 bush barley.
I H Horton.
bbls
ents-14
t
ush
000
wheal.
Shipn
flour, 4.000
BOSTON—Ar
17th, scb Veto, Thorndike, Rock63.000 btwfc oorp, 31,000 bush cats, 5C0 bush
land for New York.
34 ®xc*|nng;r street.
rye, 9.690 bush barley.
Cld 17th, schs J W Vaunaman, Pbinney, and J S
Febi
8T Louis, March 18.—Flour quiet aud unchanged.
eodtf
Lamprey, Mallows, Harmon’s Harbor; Stephen —____
Wheat opened higher, advanced and then declined;
Morgan, Rogers, Gun Point; A W Smith, Berry; and
No 2 Red Fall at 1 28 «ash;l 30 for April; 1 29%
ES Potter, Lambert, Bootbbav; Thos Clyde Fish
er Parker’s Head;
for May; 1 22% for June; No 3 do at 1 23%. Corn
Mary U Stockman, Re^L
yr^* for
Arm at 66c for cash; 66%c for April; 68c for May
Phipsbure.
Cats quiet 48%c cash, 46%c tor May.
and June
Information furnished regarding
Addio
brig
Halo,
Matanzas;
Sheppard,
Pork lower at 17 26 bid c.ish and May
17 36 bid
Morancy, Wooster, Brunswick. Ga; scbs Mary D
Bonds of ILLINOIS, MISMarch.
Haskell, Garter, Portland; Nellie Doe, Trask, foKeoeipts-6,OCO bill.
SOURI, KANSAS &
u.ooo bush wheat, Charleston; Lilian, Ryan. Belfast,
«* Ul “
GLOUCESTER—A r 17th «ohs Park*: M
Also buyer* 10111 delitig*ti0n aad
ooru, O.OUO bush o«j, 0 000 buSO rye,
Hooper,
sam
Lane, Boothbay fox Philadelphia; Ida E Latham
0,000 bush barley.
Skipiuenta-8,000 Lbls flour, a,000 bush wheat, Potter, CaryerHi Harbor for do.
JOHN
I. ZEBLEV A CO
..
LYNN—Ar 17th, sch Carrie A
70.000 bush eorn, 14,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush
3
Pitiuau, Hutchins,
8'‘’<Dr«,*«* Building,) N.w l^.rk.,
“*??*'
oriana.
Barley, O.OCObush rye.
gt>
m,wA.3m

Cure Your

Corns'

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

CAUCUS.

_

Yarmouth,Msrchlflihf 1B82.T0W1>

financial7~

J. B. Brown & Sons.

....

drop*

EurS^e

oon^nlai'i2iaI.

m«17cj”

__

BANK STOCKS
Wanted.
constantly

MUNICIPAL
securities.

D. M.

Payson

& Co.

Western Bonds
Municipal

NEBRASKA,

lers^f

TTTE l^HESS.
Monday

morning, march 20.

CITY AND VICINITY.
THIS PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunei A Co., Andrews, Armstrong Cox. Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland,
Robert Costello,
Boston A Maine Depot, and
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of the

city.
Anburn,

Jellerson’s Bookstore.

Brldgton. Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.

I'

Let each
strive for that distinction.
Ripe tomatoes, cucumbers, radishes, spinach and native lettuce are now found in our
market.
The total value of foreign exports for the
past week is §257,885, and 13,542 feet of lumber were included in the exports.
There are fifteen candidates for the position

■■=

A north-east gale raged outside on Saturday.
The tide in Back Bay was very high, and the
breakers at the Cape superb.
The Republican who fails to throw his vote
to-day is derelict in duty.

ADVEBTI8EMENTB TO-DAY

ENTERTAINMENTS.
New Portland Theatre—Buffalo Bill
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Healih lift—4:
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Notable sale—Horatio Staples
New spring goods— Chamberlin & Homsted
For sale

Railway—Joseph

The

Hickson

great pleasure to express to you the very
favorable impression it has made upon me.
Lifting, as I now do, five hundred pounds, I
have never felt the least strain, nor any other
injurious effect. On the contrary, the sensations, after lifting, are only those of exhilaration, lightness, increase of muscular force, and
a
pleasant acceleration of the circulation.
Those whom I have sent to yon bear the same
testimony. In fact, every one who gives the
Reactionary Lifter a fair trial becomes fascime

Hea'.th-Lift rooms, 201 Middle
mar20dtf

neces-

as a

sity. Placed where it should always be upon
the toilet, it adorns it, and gratifies the taste
and senses. It sends out a delicious perfume,
and gives pleasure and health to its users.
eod&wlw

mar20

From Edward G. Newell, Chicago.
“I consider the Health-Lift one of the
world’s greatest blessings.”
Commencing its
in January, 71, for dyspepsia and severe
headache, and weighing 115 pounds, I found
myself, in less than a year, entirely free from
disease and my weight increased to 150 pounds.
use

Health-Life

I continue its use daily.
201 Middle St.

rooms,

mar20dtf

_

True as sunshine molts llio frost, Adamson’s Botanic Balsam cures Coughs, Colds, and
Price, 10, 35, and
all difficulty of breathing.

mai20MW&S&wlw

75 cents.

From John D. Rockefeller, Esq., Cleveland. O.
I have used the Health-Lift you represent
for about three years at my home, and it has
1 cheerbeen a great benefit to my health.

fully recommend it, and could not be induced
Health-Lift
its daily use.
to discontinue
mar20dtf
rooms, 201 Middle St.
Scipio, N. Y., Dec. 1, 1879.
/ am the Pastor of the Baptist Church here,
I am not in
and an educated physician.
practice, but am my sole family physician, and
Over a year
advise in many chronic cases.
ago I recommended your Hop Bitters to my
invalid wife, who has been under medical
treatment of six of Albany’s best physicians

thoroughly
several years.
cured of her various complicated diseases by
We both recommend. them to
their use.
our friends, many of whom have also been
cured of their various ailments by them.
She has

^

become

Rev. E. R. Warren.

Forty Years’ Experience oj

an

Old Nurse.

MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRDP is
the prescription of one of the best female physicians and nurses in the United States, and
has been used for forty years with never failing
success by millions of mothers for their children. It relieves the child from pain, cures
dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the bowels,
and wind-celic. By giving health to the child
Price Twenty-five Cents
it rests the mother.
•

dec3S,M&W&wlv49

bottle.

Overworked men and women, persons of sedentary habits, and others whose system needs
recuperation, nerves toned, and muscles

strengthened,

should use Brown’s Iron Bitters.

FM&W

aachl7

___

From Gen. A. B. Nettleton, Philadelphia.
Having used the Reactionary Health-Lift
several years, I would not dispense with it for
It is the “condensed milk’
any consideration.
Health-Lift rooms, 201
exercise.
■of

physical

Middle

St._mar20dtf

Badly Bitten.
Peter Kieffer, cor. Clinton and Bennett
Streets, Buffalo, was badly bitten by a horse,
and applied Thomas’ EclkCtric Oil, which
immediately relieved the pain, and in four
days the wound
marl4

was

healed.
dlw
_

Harper’s Bazar—This beautiful weekly
is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, Lancaster
Hall and D, Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner
of Oak street.

publication

Machigonne by
completed. The

The Democrats are using all kinds of dodges
Look out for them.
Another elegant new passenger car, No. 18,
has been

placed

line

the

on

by

the Eastern

Railroad. It w*s built at the Salem car shops.
Among the cargo of the Ontario, expected
Wednesday, will be 110 prize Hereford cattle
consigned to Burleigh & Bodwell of Hallowell.
Rev. Mr. Hayden, of the Church of the Mes
siah, lectured on temperance at City Hall last
evening, to a large audience.
Take a bath, put on a clean shirt, eat a
breakfast, and then vote for Libby.
It is expected that the Lewiston section of
the Artillery will bring Glover’s Band with
them, Thursday, so that it will be heard at the
Portland Cadets’ ball that evening.
The Brown heirs are erecting two Targe
boilers in the rear of Lancaster Block, and besides supplying that block will heat a number
of other stores iu that vicinity.
in
The “citizen’s” movement this year
Maine has been Democratic—very.—Portland
Globe.
meeting 01 toe ray sun xuierary oucieiy,
called for this evening, has been postponed a8
many of the members desire to attend Dr.
Bolles’ lecture before the Natural Histdry SoThe

ciety.
The schooner J. W. Sawyer of this port left
the Seal Islands Friday morning at 6 o’clock
and at 4 o’clock in the afternoon of the same
day was off Mophegan, making the run of
one hundred and forty miles in ten hours.
Remember Republicans, Mr. Libby is opposed by the rumseller’s league. They aie a unit
for Deering. They know their man.
The schooner Mary E. Long, while en route
from Boothbay to this port loaded with ice
Friday last, ran ashore on Bangs’ Island during the night while making the harbor. The
Bteamer Magnet towed her off Saturday with-

damage.

out

Rev. Dr. Bolles will deliver his lecture before the Society of Natural History at 7.30 this
evening. Subject: “The Natural History of
The
the Aquarium at Brighton, England.”
lecture will be illustrated by means of Mr.
Fuller’s camera.

Temperance Republicans can you join hands
with them? If not come out and vote for
Libby.
The school district meeting at Ferry Village
for the election of agent aud clerk and to act
come
upon any other business that may legally
before said meeting, will be held at the school
at 7.30
room, School street, to-morrow evening

o’clock.
Remember the polls will be open from 10 a.
m. to 4 p. m. to-day, and let every Republican
that he votes.
On the occasion of the Cary concert at Gity
Hall, April 11th. in aid of the Maine General
Hospital, special trains will be run from Augusta and Bath to Portland at low fareB to accommodate those who may wish to attend. The
trains will arrive here about 7.15 p. m. and

see

will be run to the foot of Exchange street.
Over 22,000 passengers have been transported
by the Ocean street road during the year, It
is proposed to hold a meeting at Ilsley Hall
this evening for the purpose of discussing railroad matters, and ascertaining if anything can
be done toward extending the Ocean street
track over Tukey’s bridge.
The first duty of a citizen to-day, after he
has eaten his breakfast, is to go to the polling
place of his ward and throw his vote for

Mayor.
Saturday evening

smoking car of the Bath
Pullman train standing on the track at Brunswick depot caught fire and was badly damaged.
It is thought the lamp exploded as a noise similar to an explosion was heard and suddenly
flames burst through the window. The loss will
a

be about $1,000. This is the second car that
has caught fire on the same spot.
The Congress Hall party has adopted Jthe
lowest species of political tactics known—the
Surely
circulation of anonymous documents.
a moral question like temperance has no need
of such bolstering. —Portland Globe.
The Lewiston Gazette says: Dr. Harrop left
this city, for the city's good, quite suddenly
the early part of last weak. The genteel landlords of the DeWitt, have put on sackcloth,
and refuse to be comforted. They are set back
It has been ascertained
to the tune of $30.
that Harrop purchased a ticket for Minneap-

KMG4T.

WinSATtJBDAY.—Charles Chandler and John
Fined ?6 and costs each.
slow. Intoxication.
Dr. Champlln’s Funeral
Rev, James
The funeral services of the late
Free street
T. Champlin, D. D., were held in
waB expected
It
afternoon.
Saturday
church
the facul"
that nearly all the older members of
would be present, but
ty of Colby University
and
owing to ill health only Profe sors Lyford
all the resiHall were able to come. Nearly
in attendance
dent alumni of the college were
Hon.
as several from other cities.
as

the steamer

olis, Minn., which city has the Gazette’s sympathy.

Municipal Court
BEFORE JUDGE

on

SGOO.

From W. W. Morland, M. D.,
Fellow of the Mass. State Medical Society.
After a daily trial, under your directions, of
th eHealth-Lift, during two months, It gives

A Toilet Luxury.
is a luxury as well

repairs

the Portland Company are
machine presents a very fine appearance.
Black Diamond, formerly owned in Cornish,
was sold to New York
parties last week for

Notice—Caulkers’ Association
Corn packers—Burnham & Morrill
Notice is hereby given—2
Lawn dressing—C W Belknap & Son
Wanted—J w Clapp

SOZODONT

of the Almshouse.
Mr. Theodore C. Woodbury will give his
lecture on “Glimpses of English Life” in the
Greeley Institute course to-morrow evening.
of master

■

well

Giddings of Bangor, of the trustees,
W. Hall of the faculty, H. A.
Edward
Prof.
of
Portland of the alumni and
Hart, Esq.,
The
0es«ral Neal Dow acted as pall bearers.
floral emblems, in.
surrounded
by
was
cS^tet
and crown and
eluding a broken column, cross
flowers on a stand
sickle .-ted sheaf. A vase of
was from the resident
at the foct of the coffin
The services were bethe
of
college.
alumni
who sang "Rest in the Lord”
choir,
the
gun by
T. D. Anderson of the First
by Hodges. Rey.
then read a selection from the
church
Baptist

at the Polls.

Rally
The

Republicans

If they

election of

Let us make
and

a

a

vote

to-

wil,l only go to

the

should cast

day for Mr. Libby.

polls the

our

a

full

candidate is

long pull, and

certain.

strong pull,

a

and then !we can send

pull alltogether;

the welcome news to other towns in the
that Portland has chosen

a

State

Republican Mayor,

and that the party is in good fighting trim

for

next Fall’s campaign.

Moses

Scriptures,
Rev Mr

McWhinnie, pastor of the Free

street church,

the decease 1 was a
address, giving the bis-

of which

member made a brief
of Dr. Champlin
tor, of the religious t-ork

m

tihis State.
absence of
Professor Moses Lyford, in the
describ.
Rev. Dr. Robins, made Bhort remarks
as »
Watervllle,
at
work
Dr. Champlin’*

lug
teacher.

presidout of Bowdoin
of the cause of eda
as
representative
college,
relations with
his
of
personal
ucation, spoke
General Chamberlain,

the deceased.
A. HavThe choir sang "Only Wait” by C.
Rev. Asa Dalton of St.
which
after
ens,
and Rev. Mr.
Stephens church offered prayer
A
McWhinnie pronounced the benediction.
of the audience passed in front

largo number
alumni last. The latter, as
•of the casket, the
waited in the vestibule un» mark of respect,
family had passed out of the
mourning
the
tl1
The remains were taken to Everchurch.
green
Married

-—-

Wedding.
in

-'oueestor,

NewG.

March 15th, at

..Qa)1>80D

oy

the Bt.

theresidenceofMrs.l..
{ Maine, Mr.
Rer.H.A. Neely, Bishop
vt„ and Miss
of.St.
Albans,
Stephen E. Royce
Lufkin
J. R.
late
the
of
Eleanor C., daughter
,f
late
of
the
of Portland, and grand-daughter
N. H.
M. Thompson of the Glen House,
none

wedding was private,
cepting the relatives of

being present

Tlie

ex-

the bride and groom.
After the wedding braakfast the young couple
left for a short tour, after which they will go
the
to their home In St. Albans, followed by
best wieheB of numerous friends.

Vote early.

possible, stay

Our Fishing Interests.
The Boston Journal says:—“ W# understan d
that Mr. Noah Mayo, one of our largest packers of fish, who has extensive wharf facilities
in East Boston, has taken a lease of Widgery’s
wharf in Portland, Maine, as an auxiliary to
He has a
his fishing and packing business.
number of eastern vessels engaged for the coming season, and proposes to go into mackerel
He will keep his
more extensively than ever.
headquarters here, but expects to do a large
trade in Portland, when the fleet works down
His wharf there, we are
in that direction.
told, is favorably situated, and will afford
good accommodations for fishing vessels that
It is
may wish to dispose of their cargoes.
said that this move of Mr. Mayo’s has stirred
up a little excitement among the fish packers
in Portland, who imagine that it will inter'ere
somewhat with their operations, but they will
find Mr. Mayo a man of enterprise and integrity, and we think in the end will be pleased
to cc-operate with him.”

at the

polls all’day.

Ten earnest Republicans are wanted in each
ward to distribute votes.
Let volunteers be

room
can

on

Republican

hand to do it.

committee at each ward

aged or sick Republifor, as provision has been

be notified of any

voters to be sent

made in each ward for such voters.

Republican vote means victory.
Watch the polls.
Look out for illegal voting of all kinds.
A long pull and a strong pull for Libby is
what we want to-day.
Every Republican who took part in the
ward caucuses that nominated Mr. Libby is
A full

bound in honor to vote for him.
The fact that Mr. Libby is opposed by

rum-

proof that temperance

men

sellers is sufficient

an

orphanage

and

hospital.

a

This much

needed institution will be in charge of the
Sisters of Mercy, who will alBo have charge of
the orphans and the hospital connected with
Mass was celebrated for the first
the Home.
time at the Home yesterday morning at 8.30
Rt. Rev. James A. Healy, D. D„
o’olock.

officiated,

assisted

by a

number of

priests.

,A Forger.
Samuel
just
light
^cutwJs, a man who formerly worked for John
It has

Snow

goods

come

Lorn

that

large lot of
by false representapJ’1'®* la 8»coname
of Job» gfiow,
forging 'be

^earboro,

tions, also

to

Bas

obtained

a

note. He got one
his former employer, to a
» baak >“thi
dollars
irora
hundred and fifty
city. Officers are after him.

Six years ago a body was found floating in
Portland harbor, and was identified by a Lewiston man, named Trimm, as that of his
brother John Trimm, although the features of

the corpse were much discolored and disfigured. The body was given to Mr. Trimm and he
had it decently buried with proper services.
The other day the supposed dead man walked
into a Lewiston store alive and well. It seems
John came to Portland fromLewiston a few days
before the "floater” was found, with a load of
sold them and aotuated by a freak,
There he read the account of his
supposed death, and burial but did not think
He ha
it worth while to correct the account.

hoop-poles,
went west.

p

rospered

in the meantime.

meeting of the Baptist Society held Saturday evening, Bev. Mr. Hanscom tendered his resignation, whioh was accepted.
Mr. Henry Eoveitt was chosen agent of the
Point Village School District, Saturday even-

was a

Damask Towels
enormously large and heavy, in
beautiful figures of birds, animals
&c., with very handsome colored

A branch of the Patrons of Husbandry will be
organized at the Town House, Wednesday
evening. A sufficient number of charter members has already been obtained.

lot

RECEIVER'S SALE.

cream

NOTABLE “V

should vote for him.

to an order issued by the
1 PURSUANT
Joseph W. Symonds, one of the justices

Mr. Libby is

an

Vote for

honest, able man.

him.
The rumseller’s

league

is

for

Deering to

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

a

•

25 cts. «*».

OF

SAEE

patronage.
The annual school meeting will be held in
the Knightville district this evening.
The new schooner building at Point Village,
is fast assuming proportions and is to be a
model craft.
A. K. P. Cobb of Portland, is

man.

Every

earnest

Republican

Libby.
Libby
publican party.

in this city should

vote for

A vote for

We are

glad

is

a

the Re-

vote to sustain

Personal.
to hear Mr. Elwell of., the

Transcript is fast recovering.
Wallace Ross is hard at work training for
his coming race.
Every day when the water
is smooth he may be seen
bor.
Ex-Secretary Blaine is

place

in

are some

pulling

in the har-

visiting his birth,
Western Pennsylvania, near which
coal fields in which he is largely in-

terested.

pleased to learn that Mr.
George Waterhouse, proprietor of the MerOur readers will be

chants’ Exchange Hotel, has recovered from
his recent attack of severe illness.
Rev. I. P. Quimby at Charlestown, Mass., is
at the Preble House. Mr. Qnimby was formerly a law student in this city, and it was
efforts the Law Students
his

through

Club was

personal
organized.

died
of Alfred
"Aunt” Katie Roberts
last. Had she lived till
the 9th of next month she would have been 102
to a reyears old. She retained her faculties

Wednesday morning

degree until quite recently.
Express Messenger Allen, who, it

markable

will l>e

remembered, was taken suddenly ill while on
his car running between Boston and Bangor
one day the past week and was carried in an
insensible condition to the Bangor House, died

Friday evening.

Rev. Dr. Hill of this city, ex-President of
will deliver a course of
Harvard College,
twelve lectures in Bates College Chapel in
Lewiston some time during the summer term.
The subject of the lectures is “The Postulates
of Revelation.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred O. Turner will have the
sincere sympathy of a large circle of friends in
their great sorrow occasioned by the death of
The little boy has been failtheir only child.
ing gradually the last few months, first from
rheumatic fever after which dropsy set in
with fatal result yesterday.
Miss Ella F. Pinkham, who has been for the
past twelve years at George Stinson & Co.’s,
to
accept
has
given up her position
at
Mr.
as
a
situation
bookkeeper
On Thursday after
W. C. Cobb’s bakery.
her late associates presented her with a
valuable ring. Mr. Hallett also presented her
with a splendid copy of The Presidents’ Lives.
The Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr.’s graphic
description of forest life and adventure entitled “A Week in a Dug-out,” which first appeared in Harper’s Magazine, has been translated into the French, and is published under
the heading “Une Scmaine en Canot” in
noon

L’Opinion Publique,
journal of Canada.

illustrated

the French

Mr. W. W. Prescott of the Biddeford Union
and Journal has purchased the Watchman
Mr.
and State Journal at Montpelier, Yt.
Prescott is a young man well and favorably
known in Vermont. For several years previous
to 1880 Mr. Prescott was principal of the
North field Public Schools, subsequently filling
In 1880 he
a similar nosition in Montpelier.
bought the Biddeford Union and Journal,
from which establishment be goes to Mont-

pelier.

_

TODAY’S

ELECTION.

Attention Ward Secretaries.
Let every Republican vote early today, and
let no one stay away from the polls on the
ground that little effort will be made on the
other side. General apathy has won defeats in
Let fieneral activity
too many instances.
command the friends of Mr. Libby on this occasion.
The Ward Secretaries will oblige by handing
in the returns fsom toeif various Wards at as
early an hour as possible to this office.
The Telephone Company.
The National Bell Telephone Company of
Maine has declared a quarterly dividend of
2 1-2 per cent, payable Apjil 10th. There has
been an increase of 1000 subscribers in 1882 and
hundreds are going to subscribe. Portland
has over 600, and 17 were added the first two
The new list will be out in
weeks in March.
April. The Treasurer's report states that the
oi the company for the month of

earnings
Januaiy were $4,817.20, for February $5,139.47, and for March (estimated) $5000, making a
total of $14,956.67, or 14 3-4 per cent, on a
capital of $400,000. The net earnings for
April are $498,27 more than in January. At
this rate of increase the net earnings will be
in January, 1883, a gain of 4 per cent, on a
capital of $500,000 in the year, yielding a total
of 18 per. cent, on the capital. The report
states that the management expect to spend
$100,000 during the next nine months.
A Warning.
have reason to believe that many men
voted for Deering illegally at the last election.
If this thing is done today and proof of the
We

is furnished the Republican City Committee, the violators will be prosecuted to the
full extent of the law.
One of the prominent actors in the Littlefield movement was heard to say last Friday,

same

that all they want is to burst
party. He told the truth.

the

Republican

Welego Pilsquasis.
A rare sight was witnessed on Commercial
A descendant of one of
street Saturday noon.
our

noble red men,

a

welego pilsquasis (beauti-

ful woman) was walking arm in arm with a
white man with whom she was undoubtedly
Near Moulton street the
well acquainted.
twain stopped and entered iuto conversation.
The white man, as it appeared, was bidding
her good bye and clasped her hand in the act of
her a parting shake, but, thinking that

giving

quite affectionate enough,
the copper-colored hand to his lips.
was

not

he

placed

This mark
of affection touched the dusky squaw’s heart
and she placed her shawl to her face and shed
that
tears, which so affected her white brother
he put his arms around her neck and kissed
her passionately. Then the two linked arms
and walked toward the Grand Trunk depot.
Vote Early.
The Republican committee in each ward

re

quests our Republican voters to vote before one
o’clock to enable them to get in their sick and
Per Order.
Accidents.
thrown out of a

A lady
carriag
gress street Saturday evening by a
with a runaway team, but was not
was

Concollision
in-

on

seriously

jured.

Saturday afternoon Edwin A. Bond, aged
15, was taking the leather soles from the splitting machine in the Whitney Gaiter Co.’s factory on Newbury street, when his right hand

was caught in the machine and fearfully mangled. The boy stood the pain like a hero. A
carriage was called and the sufferer carried to

Federal street, where Dr. Gordon
amputated the hand at the wrist, and last evening the patient was comfortable.
his home

on

The Executive Council.
The Executive Council have adjourned to
nieet on the 28th of March, wheu they will assemble to assess the tax upon the Maine railroads. They rejected the nomination of John

It. Derby as County Attorney for York county
and of Charles S. Lemont as Register of Deeds
jor Sagadahoc county

KKBBY GOW.

Mr. Loseph Murphy and company
will appear at Portland Theatre in “Kerry
Gow. The New York Teldgram says:
"That clever Irish comedian, Joseph Murphy, began a brief engagement last evening at
the Grand Opera House, before a large and delighted audience, who came to witness his rendition of Dan O’Hara, in Fred Marsden’s purest of all Irish dramas, "Kerry Gow.” It is a
story of every-day life in Ireland, and is full of
His songs,
fun as well as touching pathos.
which are all new and original, and the dances
he indulged in, were enthusiastically received
The horse-Bhoeing scene,
and redemanded.
the race horse, and the carrier pigeons in their
flight with the news of the race, were very in-

To-night

DURHAM CATTLE.
The Celebrated Bull, Lord Hickson;
Bulls: 7 Heifer Calves; 7 Cows.

teresting.
BUFFALO BILL.
Buffalo Bill will appear at Portland Theatre
Friday and Saturday in John A. Stevens' play
The beautiful Sioux
of “The Prairie 'Waif.”
princess He-tft-Kaw (the first born), Harry E.

GRADE CATTLE.

8 Durham and Jersey Heifers.
NATIVE STOCK.

3 Cows, and 1 Heifer 2 years old.
MIIKEP.

FINBI

TOWELS

inches

SWINE,

Towels, IS 1-2

lot Linen

One

lo,lg*

inches

38

wide,

Queen Sow: 2 8 wan wick Sows and Pigs, Breed*
ing Sows and Shoats.
1

CARRIAGES.

Jumpt-eat; 1 Box Buggy; 1 Top Buggy; 1 Hoad
Sulky; 1 Double Carriage; 1 Light Wagon: 1K>press Wagon; 1 Trotting Gig.
1

Very heavy.
Price, 15 cents.

CART AND

Burgess, boy chief of the Pawnees, Flying
Cloud, and the band of Winnebago Indians
Buffalo Bill will exhibit his
will appear.
There will be a grand
skill in rifle shooting.
street parade led by the silver cornet band.
LIKUT. BICHABD WABDOUB.

Mr. Wheelock’s engagement closed at the
Portland Theatre Saturday night, and he will
now rest in New York until the play is ready,
together with the company, for him so that he
The audiences
start on his starring tour.
have steadily increased during the last week,
good as they were in the beginning, and Mr.
Wheelock’s acting has been highly praised.
Wo hope to see Mr. Wheelock and Miss Joyce
again soon, and that then they can arrange
matters so as to give ub "Much Ado About
Nothing,” "Romeo and Juliet” and other
plays in which they have heretofore delighted
Portland audiences.
can

displayed to excellent advantage; Mrs.
Hawes’ singing 13 always a musical treat; Mr.
W. F. Chandler played a clarinet solo with
good taste and expression; Miss Celia Valentine read two selections most skilfully; Miss
Mary O’Btjon played an organ voluntary with
power and excellent method; and Chandler’s
orchestra was heard at special advantage. The

aesthetic effect.

NOTES.

The Beethoven Quartette of Boston were at
the City Hotel Saturday night.
The “Kerry Gow” company arrived at the
United States Hotel yesterday morning on the
Pullman.
Only one week more to “Pinafore” by the !
Ideal Opera Company.
The
Ilentz-Santley Burlesque Novelty
Troupe will appear at Portland Theatre, April
7th and 8th.
Genevieve Ward, in “Forget-me-not,” at
Portland Theatre, Aprit 14th andt5th.
A large party of seventy-five from Bangor go
to Boston to-day to attend the Patti opera performance, and there will pe a number attend
To-ntght
from Portland during the week.

CHAMBERLIN & mm
Congress & Elm Sts.

uodtf

Attention Ward Three Republicans!
The enemy have had four paid emissaries the
past week in your ward drumming up their
forces to come out and vote for Deering to-day.
Let every Republican in the ward be on hand
and checkmate them.
Business Troubles.
The Boston Herald gives the following failures for Maine:
John C. Osgood, grocer and provision dealer,
Portland, has failed.
The creditors of W. H, Simpson, grocer, Sullivan, are offered 50 cents on $1.
The creditors of Charles Sabourin, boot and
shoe manufacturer, Lewiston, are offered 60
cents on $1. The liabilities are about $1600,
and the nominal assets $700.
The Commercial Bulletin gives the follow,

ing:
C. H. Merrill, crockery, Lewiston,” recently
reported.failed, has liabilities of $2,250 and
nominal assets of $1,100.
Simmons & Burpee, grocers, Van Buran, are
in insolvency.
The repotted attachment of $15,000 on the
property of Lorenzo Taylor of Portland was
placed by parties who have brought a suit
against him for $7,500 as an old claim of the
Dirigo Slate Co., as Mr. Taylor claims,Jwrongfully. He is a man of large property and excellent credit.

Religious Tolerance.
Mu. Emtob:—The Argus has appealed to
the voters who are members of the Catholic
church and tried to arouse their animosity
against Mr. Libby and the Republican party.
To a sincere Catholic this m ust be offensive.
his religious views brought before
Why
the public at election times by Democratic
Whaltjhas bis religion
speakers and papers?
to do with politics? That there are men in
are

the community
prejudice against

who seem

to be

filled with

the members of the Catholio
church is true, but they are not found to any
extent in the Republican party. Its principles
being founded upon opposition to slavery and
other forms of oppression naturally makes its
members tolerant of all creeds, save Mormonisn which has nothing religions in its
system. The Democratic party, on the con*
trary has stood by slavery, and a large portion
of its members of Congress appear to cherish
Mormonism, to judge by their acts. In fast
the Democratic party appear to favor anything
that is opposed to genuine liberty. Let us see
how it loves the Catholics in this city. At
the late election Mr. Rynne, a Catholic, rah
nearly one hundred votes behind Messrs.
Merrill and Fox, his colleagues on the ticket
for school committee. In wards two aDd four
Messrs Lappin, Murray, McAleny and Sullivan ran behind Messrs. Bradley and Cushman
In Ward seven Mr.
on the council ticket.
Wren ran away behind his ticket. In fact the
Democrats seem to act as though they hated
an Irishman.
The Republican council elected Mr. Wm.
H Looney, a Catholic, to the position of city
The Democrats never thought a
solicitor.
the
fit for such a
Catholio
place and
a
wail
sets
of
Arens
anguish
up
and rage which lias been echoed
by the
Democratic party in chorus the past week.
because
elected
The Repnblicans
Mr. Looney
they thought him qualified for the place, his
religious views being none of their business.
The Democratic party is tho party of in
tolerance and the less it tries to arouse reli
gious animosity in this community the better
I could fill a whole page
it will be for it.
with just such facts as appear in this article.
A Looker On.
Be at the Polls.

Lawn

Dressing.

Messrs. C. W.

Belknap

& Son

before the children can be allowed to play on them
account of the offensive odor. Not so with the
composition which we offer to the public, for there
is nothing of which it is composed to prevent chil
dren using the lawn as a play ground at any and all
times.
on

it and yon
BTTry
of
Put
in

East Doering.
Tho upper Circltf met with Mrs. James S.
Knowles on Wednesday evening, and the at-

large and enthusiastic.
elected are as follows;
President—Mrs. J, H. Blake.
Vice President—Mrs. A. H. Swett.
Secretary—Mrs. E. W. Boothby.
tendance

waB

Treasurer—Agnes

S. Monlton.

hags

up

will

use no

10, 26,

other.
100 pounds.

60 and

CyDirections in each bag.
It may also be found at Messrs. Kendall & Whit7
ney’s. Market Square, W. C. Sawyer & Co.’s, No.46
Preble Street, Geo. Blanchard & Brothers, No.
Union Street, and A. A. Mitchell's, corner High and
Commercial Street.

C. W. BELKNAP & SON,
142 4 144 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND,

mh20

HE
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GRIND TRUNK RAILWAY
OF CAIADA.
Company desire to make arrangements with steamship companies for a lino of first class
The

steamers to run between Portland
and Halifax N. 8., and another
line between Portland and St.
John, N. B. for the carriage of pasFor
senger and freight traffic.
particulars apply to the under-

JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.

signed.

Montreal, March 17th,

1882.

maT202aw3w

OTIOE IS HEBERT GIVEN,
the subscriber has been duly appointed
taken npon himself the trust of Admi istrator with
the Will annexed, of the estate of
CHARLES J. BARBOUR, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
All persons having debonds as the law direct*.
mands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to
GEORGE MILLIKEN, Administrator,
with the Will annexed.
mh20dlaw3wM*
Portland, March 15,1882.
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then the artist
happy in their arrangement
The proof of the negatives
gave Mr. Wilde the greatest
satisfaction, as does the
/Esthetic and other poses of
Hearn the popular photographer of the State of
Maine, whose new and elegant studio is located in
How’s Block, 514 Congress
Street in this city.
eodtf

fel,20

sell
492 & 494 Congress St.
<ltf

A large lot of choice
Plaid Ginghams at
12 1-2 cents.

W. P. GOSS.

Another Lot Pique
Remnants only 10 ets.

is hereby oi yen; that the

Notice

subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
•upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the es-

Very cheap.
price of these goods

227 Middle St.

20 ets.

tate of

SIMON COLE, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are reto exhibit the same; and all persons inebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to
SALLY COLE, Administratrix.
mh20dlaw3wM»
Portland, March 14,1882.

3aired

Wanted—A Candy Maker.
who can make counter goods generally,

and stick. Cream work and
ONECaramels, brokenPermanent
situation.
State
Coooannt Cakes.
wages wanted

mh20d3t

and give references.
J. IV. CLAPP, Bangor,
O. Box 063.

_P.

NOTICE.
of Portland hereby notify their
on and alter March 27th,
shall
demand
$3.33 1-3 per day.
they
Per order Portland Caulkers’ Association.
caulkors
that
THEemployers

several
have
Shoe
Mammoth
The
very choice Styles to
Black
offer in Fancy
Store, is now open and
at
Dress Goods
prices ready for business, and
that will please close calls attention to the following bargains, at less
sharp buyers.
of than half price.
remnants
Our
and One lot of Ladies’ fine Goat
Silks
Colored
Button Boots $1.25 worth
Satins are very cheap.
Call and see them.
$3.00.
One lot of Ladies’ line Kid
Handkerchief
Our
Button Boots $2.00 worth
Sale off Manufactur$3.00.
ers^ Seconds will conOne iot of Ladies’ fine Sliptinue one week longpers 60 cts. worth 80.
In this sale we are
er.
One lot of Ladies’ fine Cloth
offering Gents’ very
Slippers 16 cts.
Fine, all Uinen Hand- One lot of Ladies’ Rubbers
kerchiefs for lO ets.,
only 35 cents,
usual price 25 ets.
of
Children’s
lot
One
besmall
Store
onr
sizes,
Visit
School Boots,
orth
w
cts.
50
$1.00.
fore purchasing Dry
only
Goods of AMY KIMD. One lot Men’s fine Calf
We

Boots, $3.00 worth $4.50
One lot Men’s Cong, and Bals

$1.25, worth $1.75.
All the above goods must
Jie closed out. Come early.

STUDLEY,

dtf

«ebt

^
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Mo. S Elm

Street,

Would call the attention of the ladies of
Portland, to li er large stock of KensingShe is constantly reton Materials.
ceiving new designs for Kensington and
other Embroideries. Stamping done on
any material and warranted to be permanent.
She would call particular attention to
her white-work Undergarments, cut and
basted, or made in a superior manner.
Particular attention giving to Infant’s

WARDROBES.

<

NEW GOODS.

Broad Fancy Sash
.Ribbons, $1.00.

Antique Squares.

Real

Finos Muslin and Nain-

sook Embroideries.

Corn Packers !
and

BAYbe

Enquire

of

BURNHAM Sc MWRRIM-

mh20dtf

Mare
seen

Preble.

Dies for the manufacture

FOB SALE.
formerly owned by Dr. Gordon.
on application to Quartermaster,

Can
Fort

mar20dlw*

JUST RECEIVED.

AND

CARD PLATE ENGRAVER

Visiting

AND

Cards.

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Recep-

Specialty.
513 CONGRESS STREET.

Birthday &
Easter Cards
D. WENTWORTH’S,
553 Congress St., Cor. Oak.

dlw

NILES,
Advertising Agent,
S. B.

BOSTON.
TREMONT ST.,
Contracts for Advertisement* in Newspapers in *11
cities and town* of the United States and the
BrltlsbProvinces.

j

New ButtonsNew

Style Cents’ Ties-

Lot Towels
12 1-2 cts-

Special

dtf

Owen, Moore & Cc

MRS. DRYDEN having removed
to No. !<io Congress Street, in the
store formerly occupied by the
Misses Simonton, is now prepared
to show a tine assortment of Millinery aud Fancy Goods. Mourn-

mar8

CYRUS F. DAVIS,
593
decl6

STORE

ART

FINE

Congress Street.
eodtf

250.000 BRICKS
FOR SAFE BV

C.F. Claris.,
iSOIal.IS CENTRE

marGeodSw

MISS L. LePROHON
Will receive pupils in flic French
at her residence Ao. 29

language,

Winter Street.
attention will he
Particular
paid to conversation and reading.
deodtf

mchlA

HOTEL-DIRECTORY.~~
Embracingtht leading Hotel* at wbiob the Daily
Press may always be found.
.VLFBJB1).
ALFRED HOUSE— R. H. Coding, Proprietor.
avbiiur.
EL.M HOUSE, Court 8t.-W. 8. & A. Young, Pfoprietor*.
AUGUSTA.
AUGUSTA HOUSE, State St.- Charles MlUU-on

Proprietor.

HATH.

SHANNON’S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprietor
BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
BETHEL.
BETHEL HOUSE,—IV. F. Loyejoy ft Son, Proprietors.

HOLST A. If* MILLS.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.
PARKER HOUSE, School St.—H. D. Parker ft Oo

Proprietors.

CRAWFORD HOUSE, Court St. Stumcke ft Good
nln, Proprietors.
AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L. Riee ft Son.
Pro;! letors.
BRUNSWICK.
P. ft K. DINING ROOMS- W. B. Field. Proprieto
CORNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis. Proprietor.
UAiWILLH JUNCTION.
CLARK’S DINING HALL, Grand Trunk Railway
Depot—M. W. Clark, Proprietor.
DEXTER.
MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE HOTEL—W. G Mor
LAST PORT.

PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE—T. U.
Proprietor.

Bueknam,

HIRAM.
Sir. CUTLER HOUSE—Hiram Baston. Proprieto
MAC III AS.
EASTER HOTEL-E. E. Stoddard, Proprietor.
PORTLAND.
a
AMERICAN HOUSE, Cor. of Middle and I nil St.
C. H. Wilkins, Proprietor.
and Green Sts.
of
Corner
Congress
CITY HOTEL,

Proprietor.

FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and Union
Sts.—O. M. Shaw & Son. Proprietors.
INTERNATIONAL HOTEL, Commercial St., Cor.
India—Geo. W. Mnrch, Proprietor.
PERRY’S HOTEL, 117 Federal St—J. G. Perry

’U-'iiLlV'house, Congress

St—J. Lindsey & Son

.Imietlou of Congress and Federal Sts
•Donald * Newbegin, Proprietors.
KOt'KPORT.
TON HOUSE—J. A. Nutter, Prop.
hayhonu village.
HOUSE, Wm. ll. Smith, Proprietor,
MACl'ABAPPA
"IT HOUSE,—W. S. Pratt, Proprleto

EASTER car
received,

elegant

a

large

assort!

ai

«%HOWHK(iAN.

i‘ut

PRANG’S and 1 RPOR
ED EASTER CARDS,
clyll

Robert W. Haines, Proprietor
G. Hesolton, Proprlelo

*gT’CSV'KHOCSE,—W.

PHILLIPS.

t

early.

Proprietor.
ELMWOOD HOUSE-T. L. Page,
ELliSAVORTH.
/
I. Saunders, Prop.
AMEX.iuAi HOUSE-A.

dOf'CTON.

V>NKLL

specialty.

<itf

Materials.

”¥foTEL,

FRANK B. CLARK,
465 CONGRESS ST. 515 Congress Street.
a

Artist's

dtf
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Just

REMOVAL

eod2w

mar8

a

mcbll

ing Goods

M. G. Palmer.

,1. K. Martin.

Stationer.

tions

A Fine Assortment of

marl I’,

William S. Lowell,

Weddiug

Pumps.
All kinds Colors and Styles made to
order in faucy Patent Leather,
Sandal and Satin Boots.

rill, Proprietor.

Silk Gauze for
Crimp Nets.

dtf

feblS

Youth's amt Boy’s Patent Leather

BOSTON.

Tan Color Chamois Cloves.
Misses’ Mosquilj
aire Kids

Incb20__dlt*
PRESSES
of Corn Cans for sale.
SCREW

Me.

Portland

253 Middle Street.
HlSS 11. FMiEATHEit

BLUE, PINK, WHITE and BUCK
French Kid Button Boots.

Fine Boots, Shoes & Bute

Usual

■

Be at the

Let every Ward do its whole duty for Libby.
Make a note of every illegal vote.

d7t

mchl4

marl3

-AT-

polls early,
Be there all day.

window,

Staples,

them before.

“Travaita”; Thursday, “Lucia”; Saturday
j Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a Lawn
matinee, “Faust.”
i Dressing which is second to none in the world;
George T. Ulmer has purchased a residence in
every article of which it is composed is food for
Scituate. Mr. and Mrs. (Lizzie May) will pass
grass. It also eCectually drives earth worms from
to
is
about
Mr.
Ulmer
there.
summer
the
! the lawns, and likewise kills moss, which is often so
start a “Dauites” combination, Lizzie Ulmer
troublesome in old lawns. After applying stable
to lawn«, also Superphosphates and many
playing Billie Piper. Charles Chappelle and manures
lawn dressings now In use, ft is a long time
other
will
be
wife, and probably George C. Boniface,
members of the company.
Miss Emma Flaherty sang in Brunswick last
Friday evening for the benefit of the new
Catholic church in that place.
The Sunday Herald says: “Mr. Leonard
Grover went to Portland last Thursday for the
purpose of making some needed changes in
version of
“Richard Wardour," the new
Wilkie Collin's “Frozen Deep,” which was
brought out at Manager Curtis’ theatre there
last week. The piece has the making of a
very good play in it, and Mr. Joseph Wheelock
has never been better suited with a part than
he is with that of Lieut. Wardour.”

Horatio

A

Just Received at

mar20

be

can
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DRESS GOODS

Cor.

of every kind a-d description; manure and lobster
chum.
This property may be examined at any time pre*
viousto date cf pale after March 18th.
Terms cash.
CHARLES B. MERRILL, Receiver.

F. O.

JUST

Summer

TOOLS.

Mowing machine: threshing machine. Hay Cutter;
plows; harrows and cultivator; farming implement*

4

&

Spring

FARM

robes; carriage, street

F. O. BAILEY Ac C©.#

Very Choice Styles

ONTEXV"

and bear skin

ami stable blankets.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

IN

was

committee—Messrs. Merrill, Higgins, Frye,
Nash and Burnham—may be congratulated on
the great success of the affair. “Oscar Wilde”
Cummings ushered the audience with true

PORTLAND,

ROHES AND BLANKETS.

Wolf, buffalo

12 1-2 cts. each.

GENERAL.

HARMONY LODGE.

pubspacious apartment. The programme,
lished in the Press, was fully carried out, and
almost everything wa3 encored by the delighted listeners. The Beethoven quartette of Bos.
ton sang splendidly; Mr. Chase’s fine tenor

PRICE,

The styles of the 25 cts.
seen in our large corner
which is full of them.

246Middle St.,

ADVERTISEMENTS

The third anniversary of Harmony Lodge
drew an audience to Odd Fellows' Hall, Saturday night, of some 400, completely packing the
as

Another lot large, heavy, all Linen
Towels, 18 1 2inches by 38.
«

__

NEW

sleds

Double and single; liotvy and light harnesses and
halters; riding saddles.

COUNTY.

They say “a word to the wise is sufficient,”
but we think it takes about five, ‘Use Dr.
You can get this article
Bull’s Cough Syrup.’
Phyin any drug store for twenty-five cents.
sicians recommend it.

and

HARNESSES.

HUnAIIU 01ArLto,

Mrs. John Durant of Lubec died suddenly
last Tuesday.
Arising from her bed she fell
forward, striking her forehead upon the table
of a sewing machine and fell to the floor.
When help was summoned she was lifeless.
Heart trouble was supposed to be the cause.
A bill incorporating Joseph N. Greene,
Wm. E. Tauster, Thos. Barry, Chas. N. Skinner, Hugh Adam Glasgow and Hugh H, Maclean, with a capital of 31.000,000, for constructing and maintaining a railway bridge across
the St. Croix from St. Stephen, N. B., to
Calais, is now before the Dominion Legislature. The plans are to be approved by the
Governor and Council before the commenceAll railways are to have
ment of the work.
equal rights in running trains over the bridge.

SLEDS.

Double and single ox and horse carts
and caitB of every description.

BY

—

unniTin oTim ro

IN

4 Yearun

49 Cots wold; fcG2 Grades. 3

STATE NEWS.

WASHINGTON

Team

‘Starlight”;

Stallion
1 Hambletonian
Horses. Mares and Colts.

Three lots Bleached Damask Towels, with KNOTTED FRINGES, large
sizes, in elegant designs. PRICE 25
CENTS EACH. These are actually
worth double the money.

(l&fjr'

legs while at work for the Eastern railroad a
few years ago, and is deserving of a liberal

franklin county.
The Phonograph says Mr. Charles Lufkin,
the veteran fox hunter of Madrid, while out
hunting Monday, saw a deer near his house
and after a short chase caught him alive.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
The Commercial says that on the Mattawamkeag the total lumber cut will be about
330,000,000 feet.
Burglars have been rampant in South Orrington. On Thursday night the store of E.
W. Rogers & Co., was broken into and the
depot of the Bucksport Railroad at that place
was also entered the same night.

Hoe
of

Supreme Judicial Court in the matter of Waller
Rathbone Bacon & Al versus J. Winslow Jones A
Co., Limited-Inequity.
I shall sell at public auction, on the premises al
Riverton Farm, so called in Deering, on Wednesday,
March 22, at lO o’clock A. M. the following personal property heretofore used on said farm consisting of:
HORSES.

A benefit will be given “Billy Marriner’’ at
the Town House tomorrow evening. Mr. Marriner, it will be remembered, lost both of his

brought forward at tbe Congress and City Hall
meetings and no new points were offered.

SAJ.ES.

AUCTION

ADVERTISEMENTS
One

ing.

The Littlefield Rally.
fair-sized audience in attend,
master builder.
ance at the Littlefield rally at Lincoln Hall,
Portland parties are talking of building an
S. L.,
Mr.
evening.
Hill,
Saturday
Munjoy
immense fish weir at Spurwink, from C. E.
adand
order
to
Carleton called the meeting
Jordan’s property across to one of the islands.
dresses were made by Mr. Carleton, Gen. Dow,
If successful a packing house will bo erected
J. B. Fillebrown, Job Sanford, and John
near by.
as
Bame
the
were
The
Jr.
arguments
Brewer,

There

_NEW

__

absent vote.
St. Joseph’s Home.
The property near Woodford’s Corner known
as the Old Ladies’ Home, which was purchased by Bishop Healy of the estate of the
late F. O. J. Smith, has been thoroughly overhauled and remodeled, and will hereafter be
devoted in part to a home for aged and inIt will also contain
digent Catholic women.

John Trimm Comes to Light.

neighbors and urge

them to do likewise.
If

Cape Elizabeth.

DROWNED.

At the annual

and make it your busi-

to see your friends and

Let the

about §800.
Which is to be the banner ward?

Libby to-day

Vote for
ness

great majority.

a

Monday last.
The net proceeds of the St. Patrick’s Day
concert at City Hall Friday evening will reach

Cumberland Milis-P. A. Verrlll.
Damarlscotta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Pryeburg, B. C. Harmon and Shirley A Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer A Go.
Gorham, J. Irish.
Hallpwell, 0. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler A Estee.
Lisbon, O. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls. A. W. Bridge, F. A. MiUett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Hichmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. 0. Andrews,
gabattus, K. H. Johnson.
8uccarappa,at the Post Office.
gaeo, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Finaibaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
WatervUle, J. M. Wall.
Wiscasset, Gibbs A Bundle*.
Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, O. E. Coombs.

nated with it.
St.

Mayor

Clouds in morning yesterday, fine at noon;
mercury 12 at noon, 38° at sunBBt; wind west.
Don’t forget to vote.
The first llock of geese passed oyer the city

Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, P. M. Burnham.

Grand Trunk

This is not the time to falter. Come out
and give the Republican candidate for
Brief Jottings.

Willard Small A Co.
Augusta, P. Pieroa.
Bangor, J. H. Babb A Co.

MEW

Every Republican vote should be polled
for our candidate to-day. Let not this
duty be neglected. Ho to the Ward
Rooms and Deposit yonr ballots for
CHARLES F. LIBBY. We must steady
our lines for the great light next Fall.

NOT

Republicans!

BEPUBLICANS TO THE FBONT!

inarii

111111

JUSE •!>• O. Floyd, Proprietor.

V

LEWISTON,
fiuUSE—Quiuby A Murcb, Proprietor
aWT"
NOItltlDGEWOPK.
DAN FORTH HOUSE-D. Danforth, Proprietor.

r

NORTH ANSON.
SOMEUS HOUSE. Brown & Hilton, Proprietor

ptQWk "Pfew Stags," by the Cambridge (England)
Lotus Club.}
are

dead,

some

Quite dead, and under ground,
Where you will never see or bear
A. summer eight or sound,
What shall become of you in death,
When all our songs to you
Are silent as the bird whose breath
Has sung the summer through?

W. Benson, No. 10G North Eutaw street, Baltimore. Md.

Mayor Grace, of New York, admits that he
naturalized twice. It is suspected
it didn’t “take” the first time.—Lowell Couhas been

I wonder will you ever wake,
And with tired eyes again
Livu for your old life’s little sake
An age of joy or pain!
gha l some stern de^tluv control
p, at perfe t form, wherein
I hardly Roe enough of soul
To make your life a sin?

female weakness that

we

How absurd to wheeze with a cough which
Halb's Honf-y of Horbhocnd and Tar
will cure.
Pikh’s Toothache Drops cur6 in one mir.

we

ute.

In cases of destitution and distress the sufferof
ers may depend upon the Louisville board
trade
adopting resolutions of sympathy.
—Courier Journal.

Few tears, but once, our eyes shall shed,
Nor will we sigh at all,
But come and look upon your bed

Miss Sawyer’s Salve
the world. 25 cents.

warm sunbeams fill.
no tree of fruit

Upon that grave

any grain;
Only one flower of shallow root,
Tmit will not spring again.

Pure.

Absolutely

A marvel of purity,
This powder never varies.
economical
strength and wholesomeness. More sold
in comthan the ordinary kinds, and canno- be
low
the
multitude
of
weight,
with
test.Vhort
petition
alum or phosphate powders.

Royal Baking rowtiER Co.
feblBJAwly

New York:

The latest style of Paris suicide is shooting
yourself while riding in a hack. It is a good
idea. You get a ride for nothing: Not even a
hackman would have cheek enough to dun a

corpse.—Rochester Express.

How to Treat Work Horses.

“Kay” in Coleman’s Rural, gives some
in
very good advice on the above subject,

Rheumatism, disordered blood, general deand many chronic diseases pronounced
incurable, are often cured by Brown’s Iron

Judge Blatchlord’s hobby

Love Your Neighbor.
When your friend or neighbor is

laboring
under bodily affliction, indigestion, biliousness,
constipation, caused by impurity of blood, or
disorders of the kidneys or liver, don’t fall to
recommend Burdock Blood Bittebs, a sure
and safe remedy. Price $1.00, trial size 10
A man in Ohio was struck by lightning and
instantly killed a day or two since, just as he

trying to say something original about
winter lingering in the lap of spring. Even
the immortal gods can’t stuid everything.—
was

Burlington Hawkeye.
Misses' White Boots and

fine ma-

Pittsfield, Maes. Sept. 28,1878.
Sirs—I have taken Hop Bitters and recommend them to others, as I found them very
Mrs. J. W. Tuller.
beneficial.

Sec. Women’s Christian Temperance Union.
(to Mr. Smythe of Colombia,
■Sandwich
who thinks it is the correct thing to wear his
cap and gown in the street, as “they do it
abroad, you know’’): I say, but you have an
aisy place. Phat are you advertoisin’, any
man

greatest nonsense ouo can practice.
Clean, sweet hay and grain, and a clean,
soft bed to sleep on, with a proper place to
wallow, will insure a fine coat of hair and
a strone, muscular body.
Nothing else can.
As a general rule, those not tutored in the
management of horses will do weil to conmil the horse and treat him accordingly.”

way?—Columbia Spectator.

How to Secure Health.
It is strange any one will suffer from derangements brought on by impure blood when
SCOVILL’S SARSAPARILLA A>7D STIL
LINGIA, or BLOOD AND LIVER SYRUP
will restore health to the physical organization.
It is a strengthening syrup, pleasant to take,
and the BEST BLOOD PURIFIREB ever
discovered, curing Scrofula, Syphilitic disorders, Weakness of the Kidneys, Erysipelas,
Malaria. Nervous disorders, Debility, Bilious
complaints and Diseases of the Blood. Liver
Kidneys, Stomach. Skin, etc.

Good Potato

good place to impart what is a
secret to the vast majority of people, and it
is one worth knowing. It is simply how to
tell a good potato—that is, as well as it can
be done without cooking it, for sometimes
a

deceived. Take a sound
experts
potato, and paying no attention to its outward appearance, divide it into two pieces
With your knife and examine the exnosed
surfaces. If there is so much water or
••juice” that seemingly a slight pressure
would cause it to fall off iu drops you may be
sure it will be “soggy” after it is boiled.
These are the requisite qualities for a good
potato which must appear when one is cut
in two: For color, a yellowish white; if it
is a deep yellow, the potato will not cook
well; there must be a considerable amount
of moisture, though not too much; rub the
two pieces together and a white froth will
two
appear around the edges and upon the
surfaces;'this signifies the presence of starch,
and the more starch, and consequently froth,
the better the potato, while the less there is
the poorer it will cook.—The strength of tha
etarchy element can be tested by releasing
the hold upon one piece of the potato, and
if it still clings to the other, this in itself is
These are the experia very good sign.
ments made by experts, and they are ordinarily willing to buy on the strength of their
are

turning out well, though, as stated
these tests are by no means infallible.

F. W

at

If the "envious Casca” were in New York
now he would find the rent he made very small
compared with some demanded by real estate
owners.—Lowell Courier.

the

a

Slippers

Dearborn’s, 381 Congress street.

hogany chair, but in the latter case your fine
furniture will be sold for debt, and you will
he poor as well as your horse.
Farm horses should, whenever the day is
warm enough to bring out sweat, be allowed
to wallow and scratch their sides and backs
•n the ground.
They will get much more
Comfort in this way than you can give them
with the curry-comb. Many rely on the
curry-comb to keep their horse in order. It

How to Tell

_

in

is the result of bis

They

practioe.

a sure cure

are

the following special diseases, and are worthy
They are preof a trial by all intelligent sufferers.

FABffl FOR SALE.
mil E undersigned offers his farm for sale, pleaaJl antly situated in Deering on the Gray road,
about 4V2 miles or thirty minutes ride from Port-

headache,
pared expressly to
headache, dyspeptic headache, neuralgia, paralysis,
sleeplessness, dyspepsia and nervousness, and will
sick

nervous

land. The farm is supposed to contain about one
hundred acres. The buildings consist of a good farmhouse, three barns, one stable, a new hen house,
and yard, hogpens and sheds. Curs about fifty tong
of hay and has a good pasture. A fine orchard newly grafted. The s il is loam with clay bottom, and
the farm is in a very high state of cultivation, it
also has a valuable lot of pine timber on it, which
will be reserved if desired by the purchaser. Terms
of payment made easy. Apply to EL BRIDGE GERRY JOHN C. GERRY, 167 High St.
Portland, March 14th, 1882. mar 15 d&wtfll

great remedy for Skin
disease, called Dr. Benson’s Skin Cure is exceedingly
valuable and greatly sought after by all persons
who have skin diseases or bad complexion. An
excellent toilet dressing.
Sold by all druggists. Price, 60 cents a box.
Depot, 10G North Eutaw St., Baltimore, Md. By
mall, two boxes for $1. or six boxes for $2.60, to
any address._
cure

any

The Doctor’s

ease.

W. BENSON’S

DR.

I SKIN
E

FOR SAFE.

^

CURE I

The two story house and lot- 87 Carleton street; House contains 16 finished
rooms, gas, Sebago, cemented cellar,
good arainage; Lot abont 4000 sq feet.
Inquire of JOHN C. PRO* TOR.
93 Exchange St.

§

Is Warranted to Cure

*

ECZEMA, TETTERS, HUMOR8, M
g
g INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,
1 ALL ROUGH 8CALY ERUPTIONS, 5
§ DI8EASES OF HAIR AND SCALP, *•
and S
n SCROFULA ULCERS, PIMPLE8

FOR SALE.
house-lot on CoDgress Street near
Neal. Enquire of S. F. HAGGETT,

THE

and external treatment.
All first
druggists have it. Price $1. per package.
CHAS. N. CRITTENTON, 115 Fulton St. New
York City, sole agent for Dr. C. W. Benson’s remedies, to whom all orders should be addressed.
MWF lm
mchl7

School, consisting of twenty acres of grass land
(more or Jess), small barn, large orchard: also large
two-storied house, barn and garden lot. all in good
order. Will be sold at a bargain for cash. Apply
to H. M. BEEWEE, Ex., or M. P. Frank, 199 Middle -treet,

mar8cod3w_

for

on

of

other alcoholic

preparation.

mar8eod3w

Insured for it the

reputation

nneqnaled

of salubrity

and Grocers.

the Morton Farm at
Center, thirty acres of good tilling and hay
land, fifty young apple trees and quite a number of

FARM

Small lot of pine timber. For particulars
enquire at the firm of CHARLES G. LIBBY, 657
mar6 d2w*
Congress St., Portland.
old

mar

Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debilitjr, Fever and
Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Bemittent
Fever, and all diseases originating
Cures

In

a

bad State of the Blood,

accompanied by Debility
State of the System.

mu9

au

Overseers of
mchl7

or

TRADE MARK

The Great Healing Remedy.

WHICH

Disease, Dropsy,Emaciation,and Mental,
Physical and Nervous Debility.
tho

V

M PhysieUns.

Y Y V

V

TT

II

2aw£weow3m

mb20

SAMUEL LITTLE, Free.

WM.

A

2G Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.
COBBODEBS AND MANUFAC USERS.

Offlce, 24 and

STAB BBA1IB”

PURE WHITE IF
RED

LEAD AND LITIiARG?

LEAD PIPE

& SHEET

TIN & TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS
GOLD MEDAfc awards! by
**
Charitable Mechanics' 4P?ocifuon.
Mari

*

WTT.WOD.’fl

^

OOMPOTJHD OF

PTTBE COD LIVED
.OIL AED LIKE. J

PILES.
FISTULA (M.AND
D.,

Harvard 1842,) and
WILLIAM READ,
ROBERT M. READ, (M. D., Harvard 1876 ) have
easo-lated themselves t* 'aether at 41 Somerset street,
Baeton, a ad .Ira especial a. teuton to the treatment
ef FISTC* A. PIL 8, AND ALL DI8■AI1I8FTII1 BROTriO.WItiOBt deteaWm fra* baslBesa.
Abnadaat
Correspondence
references given.

^WBee boars—12 to 6 o'clock I'. M.

Wilbor’a ( od-Liver Oil and Lime.-Thr
friends of persons who have been restored from Cod°umption by the use of this original preparation,and

,hegraieful parties themselves, have, by recommending ir. and acknowledging its wonderful efficacy, given the article a vast popularity in New Eng
land. The Cod-Liver Oil is in this combination robbed of its unpleasant taste, and rendered doubly
tfecive in being coupbd with the Lime, which is
•self a restorative principle, supplying nature with
st the assistance required to heal and restore the
leased Lunge. A. B. Wilbok, Boston, proprietor.
mar6 eod &w2w
Id by all druggists.

MARKS,

VM. M.
eoaom

feblO eod3m

first-class Cake and

ml Card, and Job Printer
1* .-inters’

111 Exchange
Fiat

Kxohange,

St., Portland,
Special,,.
proniiitlj

Jab a*rintin«

Otdsre dj mull

or

In r«reon

jowiy

to

everywhere
WANTED—Ladies
homes;
simple work at their
well for
hours

3

an

B

it

Address

20,460.00
13,500.00
$1,289,766.09

LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in...
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits.
National dank Notes outstanding..
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check..
Demand certificates of deposit.
Certified checks
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
United States deposits...
Deposits of U. S. disbursing officers..
Due to other National Banks.

$300,000.00

60,000.00

146,315.01
270,000.00

914.57

370,423.99

41,600.00

7,406.82
24,186.62
16,066.48
44,457.77
8,494.83

&

work

AFTER TAHIRS.

W.

i

I).F.,

163 Cumberland street.

WANTED—Agents
of the Garfield

Dressmaker or
Call or address
mchl 6 dlw

elegant pictures
Family, published under the

to

sell

our

directions of Mrs. Garfield; the only authorized picture: samples free to agents that work. For further
particulars, address J. H. BUFFORD’S SONS, art
publishers, 39 Federal St., Boston; established
1830.
ntarS-dlm

Congree, 8b,

TO

Bank,

do

solemnly

swear

LET.

THE

STORY of building corner of High and
U Commercial Sts. A desirable place for light
Power
furnished if
manufacturing business.
March 17, J882.
want d. A. A. MITCHELL.
mar 18dim*
TTPPER

C

CLASSEO

_

Uou»e to Let.
HOUSE Corner North and Melbourne 8ts
Enquire of Shepherd &
eoa 4w

Possession May 1st.
BRICK
Co.

1

A. W.

JORDAN,

OP

THE

-OP-

The Cumberland National Bank

5hia,

and with Boston Ar

outs

the West.

Portland,

Chicago.

Me

S. H. LARMINIE & CO.,
Commission

GEO. P

y«V_r.

FOR SALE

Provisions,

157 Commercial St., Portland, HI®.
122 La Salle St
CHICAGO OFFICE,

\

sold on Chicago Market on
mar3dtf
Correspondence invited.

sale at my

FOEimals.

stable, Gray Corner. AH fine
W. H.

mar9-d2w*

an-

VINTON.

and

F. H.

IMPORTED

KRltfasoI WINES
&
office in
hag opened

LIQUORS

an

iPcrtland

andean he found

No. 276 Middle St.,

to

nil kind*, in (he

•f

ORIGINAL
—FOB

and

Edwards A Walker’s

Hardware
store,
March 11 th to

octl-

from

37th.
dtf

PACKAGES,
6A

R. STANLEY &
li»J POKE

LB BY—

dec3dtf

$378,126
260,000
14,727
6,425
16,883
3,676

Bills of other banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and pennies
Specie, vix: Geld coin 7,355; Silver
coin 73.
Legal tender notes
Redemption fund with U. S. 'Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation)..

3,735

06
00
43
30
27
30
61
00

33,396

149 40

7,428
1,000

STATION IN NEW Ml &?£££&

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Balias
Be sure

....

Total....$703,797 26
STATE OF MAINE, County of Cumberland, ss.
I, William H. Soule, Cashier of the above named
band, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
WILLIAM H. SOULE. Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me tbis 17th day
of March, 1882.
ORRIN S. FOGG, Justice of the Peace.
Correct Attest.
F. N. JOSE,
)
CHAS P. INGRAHAM,} Directors,
WM. H. MOULTON.
)

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
—

“THE CANAL NATIONAL BANK
OB’ PORTLAND, ME.,”
—AT THE—

Close of BuaineM March IIlb, 1S82.
RESOURCES:
Loans and discounts.$1,890,637.37
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation....
600,000.00
Due from reserve agents.
93,387.92
Due from other National Banks.
38,713.30
8.500.00
Real estate.
Current expenses and taxes paid2,666.66
Checks and other cash items.
13,793.83
13,358.90
Exchanges for clearing house.
Bills of other Banks.
8,912.00
150.42
Fractional currency, and nickels—
Gold coin.
28,100.00
Silver coin
2,898.50

5,482.00

22.500.00

$600,000 00
120,000.00
294,177.37
460,000.00
Dividends unpaid.
3,610.80
Individual deposits subject to check.
608,938.68
Certified checks.
12,674 60
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
7,629.71
316.00

Demand Certificates of Deposit.
Due to other National Banks.

31,753.84
$2,129,000.80

Total.

STATE OF MAINE, Cumberland, ss.
I, B. C. Somerby, Cashier of “The Canal National Bank of Portland” do solemnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 16th
1882.

GEO. C. PETERS, Justice of the Peace.

Attest:

W. W. THOMAS,
JOHN N. LORD,
F. W. BAILEY,

)

it 19

{

Washington Street, Boston.
H. P. BALDWIN,
Gen. Fjum». Agent 0. K. R. of N.

J.

I
CHANGE OF TIHE.
Monday, December 5th, 1881,
,„Crntll further notice paasenger
will

run a*

train*

follow*:

leaving Portland
all station*, through to Darlington, Nwnnton, Montreal and Ogdens-

8.25

a.

m.—For

burg.

2.45 p. m.—For Fabyan’s and Intermediate eta*
tion*.

Bank,

38,964.06
10,000.00
2,260.00

Total..§2,017,856.63
El ABIEI TIES:

§800,000.00
400,000.00
47,866.79
45,000.00
2,762.99
625,814.61
96,421.24

in.

Undivided profits.
National bank notes outstanding—
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check.
Due to other National Banks.

Total..§2,017,855.53
STATE OF MAINE, County of Cumberland, ss.
I, Wm. A. Winship, Cashier of the above named
Bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 16th day
of March, 1882.
WM. T. SMALL, N. P.
Correct—Attest:
GEO. P. WE^COTT,)
JOS. WALKER,
J Directors.
JAMES BAILEY.
)

mh!7___d3t

Portland. Dec. 3, 1881.

loans and Discounts.$1,878,043
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation....
800,000
935
Other stocks, bonds and mortgages..
Due from approved reserve agents
225,3' >2
other
National
Banks_
from
Due
167,545
Due from State Banks and bankers..
3,188
Real estate, furniture and fixtures..
5,000

16
00
00
17

55

81
00
214 00
36
20,136
16,390 00

Current expenses and taxes paid.
Exchanges for Clearing House.
Bills of other Banks.

Fractional paper, currency, nickels
and pennies.

144 11

28,492 00
24,000 00

Specie.
Legal Tender NoteB.
Redemption fund with U. 8. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation)...
Due from U. S. Treasurer,other than
6 per cent, redemption fund...

36,000

00

9,700 00

.,

Undivided Profits.
National Bank Notes outstanding
Dividends unpaid.
Individual Deposits subject to cheek
Demand certificates of deposit.
Cashier’s cheeks outstanding.
I)ne to other National Banks.
Due to State Banks and bankers.

68,758 43

720,000 00
2,098 62
737,307 71
263,737 66
39,158 64
230,345 49
62,684 70

Total.$3,214,091 16
STATE OF MAINE, county or cumbkbland, sb.
I, William E. Gould, Cashier of the above named
Bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
WILLIAM E. GOULD, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 16th day
of March, 1882.
HOWARD GO OLD, Notary PubUc.
Correct: Attest,

Al,BioNBLlT’’rLE,

mb 17

| Directors.

chas, McLaughlin, j

d3t

ern

points.

Train* leave Ko*ton.
and arrive in Portland at 12 30 p.
m. At 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
m.
At
7.00
p.
p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland

At N.IIO

a. in.

at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman

Parlor Car*.

On trains
Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p.m. and trains leaving Portland, 8.45 a.
m. and 1.10 p. m.
(Through Pullman
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. ana
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through ticket* to all point* Went and
Month may be had of J, M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* (or Meat* and
Bertha *ol«ft at Depot Ticket Office.

leaving

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger andi icket Agent
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.
dec5

dtf

PASSAGE TIC El OFFICE.
Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
outward and prepaid, with choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, cross-

Passage
Steerage,

icebergs,

ing on

the lanes route free from ice and
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Cunard, State, Na-

tional, American, lied 8tar, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Sootland, England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cabin, $50 to *100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $00, according' to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $20 to $32. according to
steamer and port. Return tickets very low.
Take Watice.—I can sell steerage $2.00 leas
than any other agency.
Nierling and i'silinssfal exekaage in
sums to suit.
Also agent Morris European and
American Express for packages and freight to all
Also agent for the celebrated
parts of the globe.
Acidia Coal by the cargo. Apply to
|

|

J. L, FARMER, Ageut,
Ns. 22 Exchange ftfrect
mchlO

dtf

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO
FOR

*3^.

STEAMERS.
INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport, Me., Calais, Me.,
John, tV. B„ Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.
TWO

PER

TRIPS

St.

Vaadwich

Island.,

On and after Monday, Dec. 5th, Passenger
Trains will run as follows: Leave Portland
for $t. John, Halifax and the Provinces,
and all stations on E. A N. A. Railway,
12.56, and H1.16 pm.; St. Andrews,St.Stephen, Fredericton. Aroostook I'onnty,
Moosehead Lake, and all stations on R. A
Piscataquis R R.. 111.16 p. m., (or 12.55 p.
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor. Bucksport, Dexter, Belfast and
Skowhegan, 12.45 p. m., 12.55 p. m., $11.15 p,
12.45 p. m„ 12.55
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m.
p. m., 11.15 p. m. and 6.16 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Haltowell, Gardiner, Richmond, and Brunswick 7.00 a.m., 12.55 p.
m., 6.16 p. m., til.16 p m.: Bath, v.00 a. m.
12.55 p. m.. 5.16 p. m. Rockland, and Knox
R. R., 7.00 a. in.. 12.55 p.
A Lincoln
m.:
Auburn and Lewiston, 12.45 p. m.
5,06 p. m. Lewiston via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., til.16 p. m.;
Farmington, Phillips,

Bangeley Lake, Monmouth. Wiuthrop,
Readfield, West Waterville and North
Anson, 12.45 p. m.,
Farmington via
Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,

WEEK.

St. Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Grand
Henan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Piotou, Shediao, Bathurst, Dalhensle, Char,
lottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prinoe Edward Island Ball Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any InCSS'-Freight
formation regarding the same may be had at th«
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.. T. C. HERnov24dtf
8EY, President, and Manager

For

freight or

passage latesandtbe fullest Info/

PROFESSIONAL
-AND-

EDUCATIONAL.

Washington

ARCHITECTS.

F. H. FASSKTT,
Centennial

VIRGINIA,
GEORGIA,

m.; St. Stephen, 9.45 a. m.: Rncksport,
б. 80 a. m., 6. p. m.: Bangor, 7.16 a. m., $7.45
p.m.; Dexter,7.05 a. m.,4.40 p. m.; Belfast,
6.35 a. m.t 2.50 p. in.. Skov? began, 8 20 a. m..
2.40 p. in.: Waterville, 9.22a.m. 1.65, tlO.OO
m.; and 5.10 a. m (Mondays only) Augusta,
.00 a.m 10.10 a. m., 2.46 p. m., tl0,66 p. m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. m.. 10.27 a. m.,3.07 p. m.,
til.14 p. m Bath, 6.65 a. m., 11.15 a. m., 4.10
p. m., Brunswick, 7.26 a. m., 11.48 a. m.,
4.35 p. m., 112.35 a. m., (night.)
Rockland,
8.20 a. m., 1.35 p. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m.,
11.28 a. m., 4.15 p. m. Phillips, 6.40 a. m.
10.25
Furmicgton, 8.20 a. in.;
as
a. m. being due in Portland
follows: The
trains
from
and
morning
Augusta
Bath,
8.35 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40.
The day trains
from Bangor, and all intermediate stations and
1.00
and
1.05 p.
connecting roads at
trains from
The afternoon
m.
Waterville,
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewis con at 5.40
p.m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60

TENNESSEE,

CAROLINAS,
ALABAMA,
and ARKANSAS,

FLORIDA,

LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI,
By Fa., Tenn. A Ga. Air Line. Bills of Lading given by C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Wash-

ington st.
By Atlantic Coast Line and Seaboard Air
Line. Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,

Agent,

No. 228 Washington st.
By Inland A Seaboard Coasting Co. and
Poteinac s. R. Co- to Washington, D. C., and
Alexandria. Bills of lading given at the wharf.
TICKETS to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
Through Tickets to all parts of the South and
Southwest, for sale at the Wharf, and 240 and
306 Washington St. Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
$9 00 first class; $7.00 second class, including meals
and berths.
E. SAMPSON, den. Agent, 53 Central
nov2-dtf
Wrharf. Boston.

Maine

Steamship Company.

Seml-Woekly tine to Kew York.

§.

Steamers Eleauora and Franconia
Will until farther notice leave Franklin Wharf.
and THURSDAY.at 8
East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.

Po-iland, every MONDAY
t.M., and leave Pier 37,
These steamers

ARCHITECT,
180 Vs Middle

only.

$ Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday

Civil, ENGINEERS.

I

J

E. O. JORDAN,

OrVIL KKOLNEER AS

dec2

dtf

184 Middle Suoet

LAWYERS.
The following aro members of the Cnmberiard
Bar Association:

AS.

0. ANDREWS,
COUNSELLOR

Portland

for

188

B.

AW.

ANTHOINE,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
48 Exchange 8t_

BB10N BRADBURY,
COUNSELLOR

NATHAN A HENRY B. CLEAVES,
COUNELLOR8 AT LAW,

T
I

J. H. FOGG,

Philadelphia & New
England
STEAMSHIP
onnecUon with

In

Freight

COLON?
ROAD.

OLD

received and forwarded

daily

COBB,

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
31% Exchange Street

COUNSELLOR AT

COUNSELLOR

ad.olpn.la.
to
and

al» iv 1 no Water Lines
Through Rates and Bills Lading given from any
point in New England to Philadelphia.

apply
C. MDK, Agent,
15 State Street, Boston, Mass.

Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers runing between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Eastport, Calais, 8t.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland &0gdensburg trains at Transfer Sta-

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday.

Mo

Wharfage.
From

Philadelphia,

JAS. T. FCRBEU, Gen. bupt8. H. STEVENS Gon- Agent. Portland.

Railway of Canada.

CHAXxE OF TIME,
and

ON lSSI,

train, will

ran sf>

lYtfc,

follows:

DEPAKTDHEN:
For Auburn and Lewi.toa, 7.10 a. in.,
12.36 and 6.16 p. m.
For Qorhnm, 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 6.15 p. m.
For Mot-Ham, 4.00 p. m., (mixed.)
For .Hontreat Qnebee and Cbirag.,1. 30
p. m.
From

12.30 p.

Chicnge. Montreal

a.

m., and

and

m.

PASSENGER OFFICES

74 EXCHANGE STREET
■i -i

AND-

DEPOT AT FOOT OF IADIA ST.

Ti<£ets Sold at Reduced Rates 1
To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Millwaukce
Cincinnati, 8t. Louis,Omaha, Nagincw, Nt. Paul, Nall Lake City,
Denver, Nan Francisco,

and all points In the
North west, West and Southwest.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER Superintendent,
__

__oct!7dtf

[turn ford Falls & BucMeld
RAIl.sB.OAJD.
Canton fer Portland and
Lewigton, 4.i 0 and 9.20 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 1.30
Leave Levrlaton at 1.67 p. m.
Stage connection* with Byron, Mexico, Dixfleld,
Peru, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner,
OTIS HAYFORD, Supt.
de©3 dtf
Portland, Dec,, 6th, 1381,
,_>■ v**"!“ ?

Leave

the rate of

Room Included.
Passage apply to

Meals and

Freight

or

de8'.

199 Mddl Street.

H

CLARENCE HALE,

H

AARON B. HOLDEN,

I

SETH L. LARRABEE,

L

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
93 Exchange Street

COUNSELLOR

I

L

Portland, Bangor

AT

LAW,

399% Congress Street
COUNSELLOR

LAW,
100 Exchange Street.

AT

P. J. LARRABEE,
COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,

__199 Middle Street.
I
L

J. J. LYNCH,

I

LOCKE St LOCKE,

L

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
34 Excbwige

« Macnias

STEAMBOAT CO.

Street.

COUUSELLORS AT LAW,
176 Middle, Cor. Exchange Street.

I
L

WtIJJAM H. LOONEY,

I
L

WILBUR F.LUNT.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

61% Exchange Street.
ATTORNEY

LAW,

AT

Office Bnildim

Poet

MO.

P. MATTOCKS,

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,

31% Exchange S

M

JAMES T. McCOBB,

0

JAMES O’DONNELL,

BENJAMIN KINQSBl’BY,

86 Exchange St.

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW

119% Exchange St

P

HENRY 0. PEABODY,

B

RAY’S DYER,

B

THOMAS B. REED,

B

FRANK

T

THOMAS & BIRD,

I

COUNSELLOR

COUNSELLORS

COUNSELLOR

AT LAW,
100 Exchange Street.

AT

AT

LAW.
100

Exchange

SL

LAW.

83 Exchange St
W. ROBINSON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
34 Exohang-

Street

COUNSELLORS AT LAW.

88 Exchange St

_

OAQE & STROTJT

SSTROUT,COUNSELLORS AT LAW
81 Vb

K. B. t A HH toy, Aueul,
IO
Wa.rf, B..ISB

V

v

Eiof esge St

BYRON D. YERRILL,

COUNSELLOR AT

LA'(>

181

__

W

Middle St.

FRANK S. WATERHQCSE,
COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,
83

Exchange St
TEACHERS

__

Winter

Commencing November 33th.
ONE TRIP PER WEEK.
Tho

LEWISTON.
MasDEERING.

Steamer

CHARLES
; .ter, will leave Railroad Wharf,

JfiLk

^V-willT

a»

»TJv

Portland.

every

Friday

eveniug.at I 8.13 o’clock,lor Koekland, Canline, Deer Inlc, Mcdgwick, Mo. West Harbor, Bar Harbor, Hillbri«Ige, Jonesport
and Hachiasport.
Betnrning, leaves Machiasport every Ulon

4.30 o’clock, touching as above,
Horning,
arriving in Portland abont midnight, connecting
Pullman
with
night train for Boston and tho West.
at
Rockland with
Oonnects
Sanford S. S.
steamers
for Belfast,
Oo.
Basgor and River
Landings; also with steamer for Green’s Landing,
Blue Hill and
Ellsworth. At Bar Harbor with
steamer fer L&wolne and Sullivan. At Sedgwick
with stage for Blue Hill.
dav

MUSIC

Arrangements.

12.30

uehcr,

m

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and Soatb
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pensgr Gigbl Dalian. Round Trip tig,

ABRIfAIA.
I.etviNton and Auburn, 8.30 a. m.,

12.30. 3,16 and 6.00 p. m.
From Morfaam, 8.30, K.40

P-Frou»

at 1( a.
Insurance one-half
sailing vessel.

For

OCT.

after MONDAY.

rfqgton, 8 p.
S.raet Wharf,

LongWharf,
Pine

From

m.

LAW,

AT

42% Exchange Street.

to

—Kura—

on

LAW,
172 Middle Street.

FM. P. FRANK,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

to FALL

Connecting there with Clyde Steam Lines
Charleston, I. C., Washington, D. C.,

D. D.

C.

RAIL

RIVER. there connecting with the Clyde Mteaas•m, sailing every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
direct to

For Rates and information

CJOHN

Street

LINE

BOSTON

FROM

Exchange

SO

FARE $1.00.

dtf

LAW,

84 Exchange Street

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,

Steamers!

All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreakments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station. Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
Soctn may be had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.

AT

F

Scarborough Beach,

tion.

Middle Street.

"CLYDE’S”

feb20dtf
Point.Old Orchard Beach, and Kennebunk,at 8.46 a. m. 3.30 and 6.30 p.m. (See
Saco
and
For
at
8.45
a. m.
Biddeford,
Mote.)
1.10, 3.30 and 5.30 p. m. For Wells, at 8.45 a.
For North Berm. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.)
wick, Salmon Falls, (Ureal Falls, Dover,
Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell,
at 8.46 a. m., 1.10 and 3.30 p. m. For New
For
Market, at 8.45 a. in. and 3.30 p. m.
Rochester, and Farmington, N. H., at 8.46
For Alton Bay,
1.10 and 3.30 p. m.
a. m.
at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. For Manchester
and Concord, N. H., (via Lawrence,) at 8.45
a. m.j
(via New Market Junotion) at 3.30 p. m.
Morning Train will leave Kennebunk for
Portia u<> at 7.26.
gjr-NOTE—The 1.10 p. m. train from Portjluv
Attvorite aienmers roresi
uny ana jonn
land, will not stop at Scarborough Beach, Pine
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Point, Old Orchard Beach, Kennebunk or wells,
at
7
o’clock
and
INDIA
Portland,
p.m.
WHARF,
except to take passengers for Boston.
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
Passengers by this line are remirded that they ■©a. m. 12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8.46 a. m. and
a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
j core
1.10 p. m.
a ad inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
Parlor Car Neats secured in advance at
Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
$r
Depot Ticket Office.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
gy“l'he 1.10 p. m. train from Portland eonneets
Tickets to New York, via the various
Through
with Hound Line Streamers for New York
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. m,
taken as usual.
Freight
train connects with all Bail Lines for New
J. B. lOVLE, Jr., Oeneral Agent.
York and the Mouth and West.
dtf
SUNDAY TBAINN Leave Portland for
Boston and Wav Stations at 1.00 p. m.
Boston
for Portland at 6.00 p. m.
Trains

AT LAW.

DRUMMOND A DRUMMOND,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
93 Exchange Street.

Plill

Monday. Dec.
INM, Fa»caier
Train.
IStSSSHiSpI
LEAVE
PORTLAND
-Ba--*“-FOB BOSTON at 8.46 a.m. 1.10
(Express.) and 3.80 p. m., arriving at Boston at
1.16, 6.10, and 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Bos
ton at 8.30 a. m. (Express), 12.30, 3.30 p. m.,
arriving at Portland at 12.30. 6.00, and 8.00

MTBVZTOB,

KD

D

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
after

f

C

morning.

Limited Tickets Aral and second class for
t?'. John and Halifax on sale at reduced
rates.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Dec. 6th, 1881.

fitted up with fine accommoda-

street.

tions for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their pas*
sage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, $5, meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can t>e obtained at 2k
Excnange Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1, no pasdooBdtf
sengers will he taken by this line.

a. m.

t Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays Included, between Boston and Maine Central B. R.

are

iriTEfrr,

Block, 93 Exchange Street.

KIMBALL,

H.

KOHAS.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to all parts of

а.

and

and

matlon, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C.L. BARTLETT A CO.,
118 State Street, c.i. Broad ML, Boston
or to W. D. LITTLE ft OO.,
81 Exchange St.. Portland.
JeSSdtf

r

From Halifax, 8.15 a. m., 2.46 p. m.; St.
John, 8.16 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Houlton, 9.00

Oa
5

Zealand

New

Australia.
The n.w an
splendid steamers sail from New
York oa the 10th, 20th and 30th of each month
carrying passengers and freight tor San Francisco
as below.
S. S. City of Para, Mar. 21 | 8. 8. Colon,..
Mar. 30
8. 8. Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only
10.
HAprll
■

ON AND AFTER MONDAY, NOV. Wih. Mleaner.
of
Ihia lilne will
Leave Railroad Wharf,
of
foot
State
street,
every
Holiday,
and Thursday,
at 6 p. m.,
for
Eastport and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Robblnston,

Norfolk &

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,

decbdtf

LIABILITIES:

Capital Stock paid in.$800,000 00
Surplns fund. 300,000 00

a. m. for Cape Elizabeth,
Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Keunebunk. Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
on
stations
Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport,
Newburyport,
Lynn, Chelsea and boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 1.10 p- *n. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biodeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and 8outh
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Itockport, Lynn, Chelsea and

arc

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF PORTLAND
RESOURCES:

Oeueral Ocean Steamer

p. m.
At N.45

Boston, arriving at 5.10 p m. connecting with
Sound and Kail Lines for all Southern ana West-

PASSAGE.

Cabin. $50.00 Gold.
Cabin return.$90.00 Gold.
For passage. &c., apply to DAVID TORRANCE
& CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offidec5 dtrnayl
ces, foot of India street.

m.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Grand Trunk

at Portland, in the State of Maine,
at the Cion* of Basinem, march 11, I8S2.

a.

J. HAMILTON. Sup't.

dec2

—OF THE—

3

Baltimore,

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:

p. m.
Pine

11.83

and pennies.
Specie,.
Legal tender notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation)..

BATES OF

Trains leave Portland.
Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeforri, Keunebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
at 0.30 a. m.
A special
Sleeping Gar will be
ready for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00
p. m. and is attached to this train for Boston.
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill 11

At

lfi.OO a. m.—From Fabyan’* and Bartlett.
6.00 p. m.—From Burlington and Swanton.

d3fc

Loans and discounts.§1,696,782.68
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation....
60,000.00
Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages..
4,000.00
Due from approved reserve agents.
97,926.81
Due from other National Banks.
38,132.43
Real estate furniture and fixtures...
6,000.00
Current expenses and tax paid.
2,917.76
Premiums paid.....
2,066.26
Checks and other cash items.
62,811.73
Bills of other Banks.
17,002.00
Fractional paper currency, nickels

stock paid
fund

«£;£®

NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,

J Directors.
)

Portland, in the State of Maine,

TORONTO,tCapt. Gibson. l&th March
ONTARIO, Capt. Williams.30th March.
BROOKLYN, Capt. Lindall.13th April.
DOMINION. 27th April.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

BOSTON & MAINE EA1LB0AD

—

Casco National

Capital
Surplus

Steam

flTulhrop

LIABILITIES.
Capital stock.
fund..
Surplus
Other undivided profits.
Circulating Notes outstanding.

OF

or

ROUTE.

taagriifir:
00
00
62,742 34
225,000 00
863 88
120,202 69
104 30
4,894 05

Undivided profits.

marl 7

BROOK

FARE,

26

250,000
50,« 00

National Bank notes outstanding....
Dividends unpaid.,
Individual deposits Bubject to check
Cashier’s checks outstanding
Due to other National Banks.

day of March,

bny tickets (at any railroad
office in New England) via

to

boat

On and after

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in.
Surplus fund.

tickets are issued at reduced rates to those desirous
of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool.

AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

00
00

$703,797

built, full powered and have superior accommodation for cabin and steerage passengers. Prepaid

MONDAT, DECEMBER 5th, 1881

.Host Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia ft Reading R. R.
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,

11,250 00

Total.

OF

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

New

New York and Philadelphia

Loans and discounts..
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation_
Due from approved reserve agents..
Due from other National Banks....
Real estate, furniture and fixtures..
Current expenses and taxes paid....
Checks and other cash items.

SON, Importers,

NT., POKTI,ANDiUR.

Supt.

-BETWEEN-

11,1*882.

RESOURCES.

..

HORSES AND OXEN

K. R. for

Bound Brook Route.
(

of Maine)

business, Mqrch

At the close of

during tb® winter ieeeon
fortnightly between this port**®
Liverpool. The vessel! are Clyde
ran

—

Sleeping

BOUND

....

Merchant*.

Seeds,

bought

A

Albany

Close connections made at Westbrook June*
tion with tbrongb trains of Me. Central K. K., and
at (irandl'ruuk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk K. K.
tickets
to all points South and West, at
Through
Depot offices and at f.’.-.’lms ft Adams’ No. 22 ExStreet.
change
* Does not
stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Tioke„ Agent.

OF PORTLAND,
At Portland) in the State

-ON

of this Lins will

The steamers

Winter Arrangement will go into effect

Jnnc.,

Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.05-0. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Allred, Wat.
erboro and Sacs Ktver.7.30 a. m., 1.05
p. m., and (mixed) at 6.30 p. m. Ketnrning
leave llochester at (mixed) 8.46 a. ma 11.24
a. m„ and 3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.36 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 5.46 p. m.
For Gorham, Saccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
Mills,
at 7.30 a. m.,
1.05, 6.30 and (mixed)
*6.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. m. tialn from Portland ooaneots at
Ayer June, with lloosae Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Cine, and all rail,
via Springfield, also with N. Y. dk N. E. R.
R, (“Steamer Maryland Konte”) for Fhiladeiand the
Baltimore, Washington,

CONDITION

Total.$3,214,091 15

TO LET.
HOUSE to let on Cumberland St., 341, in firstclass repair. Inquire at 31 Pine St.
feb»
dtf

Ayer

For

is

REPORT

DOMINION LINE.

Fitchburg,
Nashua, Cowell, Windham, and Ep*
ping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
Clinton,

For

that the above statement

true, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
CHARLES PAYSON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 16th day
of March 1882.
GEO. C, CODMAN, Justice of the Peace.
CORRECT—Attest:
JACOB McLELLAN,
)
J. P. BAXTER,
J Directors.
W. S. JORDAN,
)
d3t
mar!7

_

m.

STATE OF MAINE. County of Cumberland, ss.
I, Charles Payson, Cashier of the above named

..

Jo Let.

gep28__eod6m
S. H. LARMINLE,

DR

as

R.

WINTER
ARRANGEMENT.
_On and after Monday, Rec. a.
Passenger Trains will leave
pSSSgwjissi,
Portland at 7.30 a. m., and
——“—1.05 p. m„ arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p. ra.
Ketnrning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.S0 a. m. and 11.15 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p.

Total.$1,289,765.09

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

young woman,
BY Seamstress.
Good references.

ATIE THE BEST
feesuse they are the LIGHTEST, HANDSOMEST,
I A STRONGEST known. Sold by Opticians and
Outers. Made by SPENCER OPTICAL OQ.. N X

Margins.

dollars, to engage
paying business.
“M.” Press Office.

Wanted.

CELLULOID
EYE

Me.

raThBtt?!

capi al of 600 or 700
established and good

a

WHY

over
I,

Partner Wanted

_

REASONS

Futures

be sent

or steady work.
spare
pays
Address, with stamp, G. RUSH WILSON, Fall
mch 13 dlw
River, Mass.

in
WITH
marlOdtf

ang2»dlyr

Grain,

do light

can

by mail;

a

In Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 281
if Stone, cor. Congress and Green Sts.

a

PnrtScnlar nnmtt«a said

Pampblci Fiiklln,

dlw

marl 5

own

«»»« y
C3r ml particulars in our proipmct, tmcn wc
semTfree by mail to every one. (S3y*The Specific Medicine is
■old by all druggists at $1 per package, or six packages for *5
or will be sent free by mail on receipt of the money, by
KldrtMmg
THE GRAT MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

and

Pastry

at

W. C. COBB & CO.’S

rRADEMARK

rBF-Snld

J. BRIDE, Treat

BOSTON LEAD MFG. CO.
“BOSTON

W,F&M «ow«weowlj8

OVERCOMES

Deep-Seated Coughs, Bronchitis,Dyspepsia, Wasting of tho Kidneys, Bright’s
Indorsed by

BEFORE TAKIHB.

Farmer and Wife

WANTED.

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE,
The Great English Remedy. An'
unfailing cure for
Seminal Weakness.
all
Impotency, and
Diseases that follow
as a sequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Age, and many,
other Diseases that
lead to Insanity or
Consumption and a
Premature Grave.

_dlw

Wanted,

eod2ro

feb6

Me.

f 110 carry on my farm in Deering, the ensuing
.L year. I want a man thoroughly acquainted with
farming, raising vegetables, and marketing, a d a
woman equally competent.
Apply to KLBRIDGE
GJtRRY, or JOHN C. GERRY, 167 High Street.
marlld&wtf
March
1882.
Portland,
11th,

& F. W. LOCKWOOD,
22S I-a MIDDLE STREET,

|
|

Poor, Portland,

THE

E. B.

Ieb2‘Z

A NOURISHING FOOD

46.54

and pennies.
Specie.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (6 per cent, of circulation).

At the Close of Business, March 11, 1882.

Wanted.
Selectmen of Scarborough wish to engage a
good reliable man with his wife to take charge
of their Poor Farm. Application should he made to
CHARLES W. LIBBY, Chairman of Selectmen,
mchlGdlw&w3wll
West Scarborough. Me.

Work in Proportion.

Portland, Jluinr.

.__dtf

A

LY

MU BITTERS

Bills of other Banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels

—

MAN and wife as master and matron of the
Apply in person at the
City Alms House.
office of Overseers of the Poor, City Building, from
11 to 12 A. M. and 4 to 5 P. M., or by letter to th

low

or a

18_

Baker,

Th&M2w

Exchanges for clearing-house.

RESOURCES:

These Teeth are POSITIVEOF THE VERY BEST
on the Best Rubrf MATERIAL,
her or Celluloid, and are equal
to any made in this city for
$20. We warrant them to be
a perfect fit, and satisfactory
in every particular. Call and
see specimen sets.

18 BEAVER STREET

Malaria and Fever and
es.
**rice «<j Crum,
ague

300,000.00
70,000.00
1,422.48
01,339.33
9,169.34
31,000.00
1,856.20
2,634.07
9,494.77
8,431.10

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

WANTED.

eod&wly

Other

vtb&n

Middle
feet on

Wanted.
Wife must be a
mO CARRY on a small farm.
JL good butter maker. Address A. B., box 1983.

SET.
OPM TEETH, 810.
“
PLAIN
$7.

NEW YORK.

corner

Farmer

Weeks & Potter, Boston, Mass.

gold Everywhere.

JULIAN HOTEL property,

ST.

PER

ChronHeadache and subdues Chills and Fever.
ic Catarrh it cleanses the nasal passages of foul muand
taste
of
senses
hearing
smell,
cous, restores the
when aff.cted, frees the head, throat and bronchial
tubes of offensive matter, sweetens and purifies the
breath, stops the cough and arrests the progress of
Catarrh towards Consumption.
One bottle Radical Cure, one bo* Catarrhal Solvent and Sanford's Inhaler, all in one package, of
all druggists for $1. Ask for Sanfoed’s Radical
CWMB.

409.09

ones.

FOR SALE.

^p^

single dose Instantly relieves the most violent
by magSneesing or Head Colds, clears the head asand
eyes,
ic, slope v atery discharges from the nose Nervous
prevents Kinging Noises in the head, cures
In

min?

as

W ANTS.

A

^ASTt^

known

$700,003.27

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS._

Portland and Worcester Line. Eastern
JRailroad.
PORTLAND ROCHESTER
R.

__

marl

One Dollar.

RE8OIJBCE8.
and discounts.
Overdrafts.
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation—
U. S. Bonds to secure deposits.
Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages,
Due from approved reserve agents...
Due from other National Banks.
Real estate, furniture, and fixtures.
Current expenses aud taxes paid....
Checks and other cash items.
Loans

Total...$2,129,000.80

62
and Plum Sts., Portland, Maine.
Middle St., 166 on Pium St; Hotel heated by steam,
has two large counting rooms, now leased, printing
office underneath under lease. Large dining rooms
and 61 ooms f >r guests. App*y to JOHN* C. PROCTOR, or C. P. MATTOCKS, Portland, Me.
marl7eod2w
March 15th, 1882.

public

claimed for It. For sale by all Druggists

Inhaler,

SALE.

SALE^ CHEAP.
Windham

FOR

M,W&Fly

trial of ever 80 years duration in every

and a sale

Ihe €1om of BuaiBen. Mar. llih, 188‘J*

Legal Tender notes..'.
Five per cent. Reden$tion fund.

the thriving village of Saccarappa, in a centra
location, on the main street, a tine two-storied
house, containing 12 finished rooms in good repair.
For terms and lurtber particulars inquire of G. T.
SPRINGER, Saccarappa, or W. W. CbTTER, with
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft, 492 and 494 Congress
mch!5 dlw
street, Portland.

Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples and
Face Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Tumors,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head,
Sores, Mercurial Diseases, Female WeakLoss cf
nesses and Irregularities, Dizziness,
Appetite, Juanaice, Affections of the Liver,
and
Indigestion, Biliousness, inDyspepsia
General Debility. Directions eleven languages.
A course of Burdock Blood Bitters will satisfy the most
skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood Purifier en earth.
PRICE, $1.00. TRIAL SIZE, 10 Cents.
FOSTER, MILBURN & CO., Prop’rs, Buffalo, N. Y.

necessary

A

depth, with

JOHN C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange Street.

Aromatic Schnapps if superior to every

Internal

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, HyBteria, Female Weakness
Nervous Pains and Weaknes-

street,

and 200 feet on Lincoln and 80 feet in
llats adjoining if wanted. Inquire of

vegetable decomposition or ether causest
as Limestone, Sulph.fe of Copper &c, the

Sanford’s Badical Cure

A®?:

or

manufacturing purposes
adapted
the north aide
house lots, said land being
WELL
between Mavo and Smi'h streets,
Lincoln

eerrective of water rendered Impure by

by any other alcoholic distillation have

1 ©O Times More Effectual
any other plaster
or electric battery for Pain
and Weakness of the Lungs,
Liver, Kidneys, and Urinary
Organs, Pattlal Paralysis,

feet of Land For Sale on
Lincoln Street,

16,000

W.l. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agts.

above,

At

—

For Sale ill Deering.
property in Stroud water belonging to the
estate of the late Jonathan Smith, situated on
the westerly fide of the road leading to Beform

two
dressing in THE WOBLD. Elegantly put up,
internal
bottles in one package, consisting of both

—

Portland, in the State of Maine,

and is the BEST toilet

tan and freckles,

AT

—

d3t

foot o
10 Hil
mchl3eod2w1fB

Nice
Street.

the
TENDER ITCHINGS on all parts of
smooth;
body. It makes the skin white, soft and

removes

J3w

marl 7

a

SCHNAPPS.

the medical faralty

with

experience

a

prepared to “Lease” for a term of years. Reason
for selling—I have other business and cannot attend
to it. For terms Ac., address or apply toW. H.
GREEN, No. 34 Emery St., Portland Me.
feb21 dtit
February 20th, 1882.

for

Schiedam Aromatic

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by

Treatment,

own

It

patent medicine.

a

There is

of Marsh.

IN

section of onr country of Udolpho Wolfe's

and

DR. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md.,
In the course of his practice discovered what now
are renowned in medical practice, viz: a combina.
tion of Celery and Chamomile In tho shape of Pills.
They are used by the profession at large and constantly recommended by them.
It is not

acres

young and thrifty orchard upon the place containing llO trees, just beginning to bear. Good buildings, with a never failing supply of water. Good
soil, easily worked, free from rocks, splendidly loThis is one of
cated and handy to a good market.
the best farms in the Town and very desirable to
any one wishing a farm. I will sell or exchange
for real estate situated in Portland on favorable
terms. If not sold on or before April flth, I will be

WOLFE’S

CATARRH
Complete External

with 2

and Wood!

~FOR

Asa general beverage and

farm

a

Falls-containing 66 acres of land,
_‘well divided into Tillage, Pasture

cure

cents.

Teach him to pull a light load by the traces,
and he will do his best at a heavy one—and
when he does this you ought to be satisfied.
Give him clean, sound feed, and a warm,
soft bed to lie on in winter, even if it costs
It is
you vour parlor furniture to do so.
better to have a knot of wood for a seat and
t®
than
your horse bedded with clean straw,
have a twenty dollar cushion chair and your
faithful work animal dozing on his legs in a
filthy stall. In the former case your horse
a

situated in the
Yarmouth, on the Freeport Road—about % mile from the

is the collection

of almanacs of all sorts, and he is probably s9
familiar with Ayer on Sarsaparilla or St. Jaoob on Oil as with Chittyon Pleading or Greenleaf on Evidence.—Lowell Courier.

SAFE?

FOR

1 have
Town of

Bitters.

f

you

FARM

bility,

the following paragraphs:
“A vast deal has been written about the
but
roper manner of treating work horses,
have never read a lecture that did not contain a great deal of tomfoolery.
All new and inexperienced horsemen
should consult common sense. Study the
nature and habits of the horse, and do not
Never strike a
vary from them one iota.
hor*e for any other purpose than to get his
attention. If he is afraid of an object and
increase his
you whip him past it, you only
fright. Show him tha* the objecthe is afraid
of will not hurt him, and he will walk up to
to it as fearlessly as if it was a peck of oats.
If he balks and won’t pull at the traces, you
must remember that he also balks and
won’t pull at the halter. The treatment
backj
that taught him to refuse to pull
wards, is the very same treatment which into
him
Teach
forwards.
to
duces him
pull
break a halter, and he will with all his
might whenever fastened in that way.

enough to buy

The
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day.
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AGRICULTURAL.

even

Fogg farm, on the great eastern
which passes through Gorham
Is within one
and Gray.
udham
tfjaagW■
MifisaSmile of Windham Center, and within
hotel
and
100 rods of a good country
store, where
In a
the mail stage passes each way every
good farming neighborhood, and but twelve milee
from Portia* d. The farm buildings are large, well
finished aud in good order. Thpy were built within
twenty-five years by a man of ample means and
home tastes. The house contains thirteen finished
rooms of good size and height, sashes hung with
weights, aumle closets with drawers, piazza and
cedar hedge, washroom with boilers set, and an
abundant supply of spring water for all useful and
ornamental purposes, the fountain is high enough
to make jets of thirteen f*et at the house. Over the
woodhouse is a finished hall 17X60 feet with direct
entrance. Barn 40X76 feet, with aqueduct. The
field of 13 acres in grass, produced in 1881, 26 tons
of the best hay. 7o young bearing apple trees, with
pears and plums. Pasture of eight acres, with 20
large sugar maples. It is a good location, all fitted
for summer boarders, aud can be purchased for
much less than the cost of the buildings. Apply
personally or bv mail to DAVID M AINES, on the
farm. Post office Windham Center. Reference
to * M. GOOLD, Windham Center.
mchl7 d2w
March 16th.
frf-sxf

beats

prepared

as now

FOR SALE IN WINDHAM.

POWDER
Sold only in cans.

_

tjwwji as your kisses were;
And with hushed voices, void of mirth,
Spread the light turf above,
Soft as the silk you loved on earth,
As much as you could love.

Here is

seems to

CONDITION
—

Total.

mchl5___dlw»

the for-

OF TUB

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK

NO. 48 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

that this song will never do for a tempergathering, for it is a sort of back an alien
song.—Somerville Journal.

will find a quiet place
your still sepulchre,
And lay the flowers upon your face,

Is

BENJ’N SHAW,
Estate
Real
Agent,

ance

For

will earn you

they ever

us

so hard, no love so bold.
To seek your bliss or woe;
You are too sweet for bell to hold.
And heaven would tire you so.
A little while your joy shall be,
And when vou crave for rest,
The Earth shall take you utterly
Again into her breast.

When the

Pinkliam’s

remedy for
heard of, for it

A new song is entitled, “Be kind
eigner who lands on our shores.” It

Ho hate

Shall grow,

E

to

The poppy’s puckered, helpless leaves,
Blown bells of scarlet flame?

And

Lydia

is the best

gives universal satisfaction. Send to Mrs.
Lydia E. Pinkham, 233 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass., for pamphlets.

have heard, for all things born
One harvest day prepares
Its golden garners f*r the corn,
And tire to burn the tares;
But who shall gather into sheaves,
Or turn asid^ to blame

For

SIIBCBBAN.
A spacious two story frame house aud stable on
Mechanio St,, Woodford. House has all the modern
improvements, frescoed, and painted walls on first
floor, large cemented cellar, and in all its appointments, well arranged for comfort and convenience.

rier.

Druggists say that
Vegetable Compound

—

2 story frame house and lot So. 13 Prospeot street.
«
83 Carleton street.
2
•*
«
Com. near India st
3
"
234 New State st.
Brick
2
House and lot Deering street.
No. 13 Myrtle Street.
Cottage and lot No. 66 Bramhall street.
stetson’s Court.
No. 44 Ellsworth street.
Also lots on Melbourne, Boyd, Lincoln, Poplar,
Alder, Gould, Washington, Portland, New Cumberland, Vaughan, May, Congress State and Parris
streets at low prices and favorable terms.

8ublimely Superb.
A pair of beautiful Sun-flowers on Easles
will be mailed free to any lady who will send
ten cents in postage stamps or money to Dr. C.

day, my dear,

BBFOBT OF TOE

FOR SALE.

is the most scarce Amerloan coin? Don’t know, sir; dollars are quite
scarae enough.—Boston Pest.

Inquirer: W hat

In Pace.

RAILROADS.

STATEMENTS.

ESTATE.

REAL

MISCELLANEOUS

Wit aud Wisdom-

POETRY.

When you
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at

KH. KOTZS.OHMAR,
PIANO, ORGAN

AND

HAHMQJTr,

StockbrldgVt

Mh.

PIANO AND ORGAN.

_Stockbridge’s

PA.

Music Store.

Murray]
E.

Music Store.

PENNELL,

COICE, SINGING

__Tenor

nr

ALL BRANCHES
86 Park Street

Soloist,

BUSINESS CARDS.
.■jS 0*'P T ^ A

N

Coming West,
ounects at Rockland Monday with Sanford S. S.
Co. from Bangor and River Landings for Portland.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
Nov. 23, 1881.
nov23Hltf

STEPHEN

EUROPE’! W-ok,

Conk’* liraud Kxcnr.iaa. leave New York,
June 8th and July 1st, 1882. Full
particular, iu special Pamphlet, sent free on application. Passage tickets by all Atlantic steamers.
Special facilities for securing good berths. Tourist
tickets for individual travelers In Europe, by all
*
routes at reduced rates.
Cook’. Excursionist, with Maps, by mall 10
cents. THOS. COOK & SON, 2GI Broadway, N. Y.

No. 37 Plum Street.

April 27th,

107 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
C. A. BARATTONI, Manager.

febleodlm

Job

BERRY,
and b^ald ifiutdcl.

JOST & MOBTOS,

FRESCO

PAINTERS,

U Met hel Sqnnr*. Portland.
Price' reasonable

lea

and satisfaction goararaw^s

dlj

